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REPORT ORGANIZATION AND AVAILABILITY

Report Organization

Under United States Army Corps of Engineers Contract

No. DACW 37-78-C-0133, this report is issued in two volumes:
Volume I,Text, and Volume II, Appendices. Several sections are
included in both parts: Title Page; Report Organization and
Availability (the present section); Table of Contents; Corre-
lation of Rivers, Pools, and Sites with Exhibits; and Additions
and Corrections. Several other sections occur only in Volume I:
Bibliography, Glossary, and Index. The Bibliography covers the
entire report; the other two sections, Volume I only. The
Glossary is essentially restricted to Volume I because the ter-
minology used only in Appendix E is defined in its introduction.

Report Availability

This report may be obtained from three sources:

District Engineer-
St. Paul District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post Office and Custom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Librarian
Division of Limnology and Ecology
Academy of Natural Sciences
19th and the Parkway
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

U.S. Department of Commerce
National Technical Information Service
Springfield, Virginia 22161

In order to make this report more accessible to the pub-
lic, the Corps of Engineers has placed copies in the following
public libraries:
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Anoka, Minnesota Maiden Rock, Wisconsin

Brownsville, Minnesota McGregor, Iowa

Fountain City, Wisconsin Minneapolis, Minnesota

Genoa, Wisconsin Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin

Guttenberg, Iowa Red Wing, Minnesota

Hastings, Minnesota Savage, Minnesota

Hudson, Wisconsin St. Paul, Minnesota

La Crosse, Wisconsin Trempealeau, Wisconsin

Lake City, Minnesota Wabasha, Minnesota

Lansing, Iowa Winona, Minnesota

Copies are also available at the following college, univer-

sity,or museum libraries:

Iowa State University, Ames

River Studies Center, Department of Biology, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin at La Crosse

University of Iowa, Iowa City

University of Minnesota at the Twin Cities

University of Wisconsin at La Crosse

University of Wisconsin at Madison

Winona State University, Minnesota

Environmental Conservation Library of Minnesota, Min-
neapolis

Mississippi Museum of Natural Resources, Jackson
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DISCLAIMER

Opinions and information stated in this report do not
necessarily reflect the vi,:.qs and policies of the United States
Government, and mention of trade names or commercial products
does not constitute United States Government endorsement or
recommendation for use.
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ABSTRACT

From 1977 through 1979 the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia studied Upper Mississippi River (UMR) drainage
freshwater mussels (Mollusca: Bivalvia: Uni idae) for the
St. Paul District, Army Corps of Engineers.-mThe primary objec-
tives of the study were to characterize the present mussel
fauna, to compare it to the fauna existing before the 9-Foot
Navigation Channel Project, and to determine the influence(s)
upon mussels by practices of the District's Operations and Main-
tenance (0 4 M) activities.

The study area was the main channel and main channel bor-
ders of the UMR itself from Head of Navigation at river mile
(UM) 857.8 in the Twin Cities, Minnesota, to Locks and Dam 10
at Guttenberg, Iowa (RM 615.1), and the lowermost (Corps-main-
tained) reaches of the Black (at La Crosse, Wisconsin), Minne-
sota, and St. Croix rivers. More than 100 formal Sites were
thoroughly surveyed (usually by brailing), and about a dozen
locations were investigated cursorily. Over 10,000 living
mussels were collected and examined, including a few of the
Endangered Lampaiti higginai.

For each Site, mussels fond are described and an assessment
is made of the impact, if any, of 0 & M activities upon mussels.
Discussions are also included of (I) the history and present con-
dition of sevefal UMR mussel taxa; (2) habitat requirements of
UMR mussels; (3) the 9-Foot Channel Project's impact upon the
mussel fauna; and (4) recommendations for enhancement of the
mussel resource through 0 5 M practices. The appendices include
Site-specific mapping and sampling data and an illustrated key to
Recent UMR species-group mussel taxa.

Among numerous conclusions reached during this study are
the following:

1. Qualitatively new conditions for mussels were created
by the 9-Foot Channel Project's impoundment of significant
stretches of the EMR. This introduced new problems for mussels,
notably reduction of the movements of fishes that host parasitic
mussel larvae and acceleration of sediment accumulation.

2. The Corps' perpetuation of impoundment to facilitate
commercial navigation results in great stabilization of water
levels but requires recurrent dredging of the main channel.
The former is to mussels' advantage, and the only serious dis-
advantage for them in channel-maintenance dredging has been
improper disposal of dredged materials, especially in backwaters.

3. Efforts should be concentrated on preventing sediments
from entering the river and on more careful disposal of dredged
material. For example, bank repair on the Chippewa River is
advisable.
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4. Fishways should be considered for installation at locks
and dams. The dependence of mussels upon fish is emphasized by
the conclusion that glochidial hosts are the only consistently
observed partitions among mussel species' habitats.

5. The extent to which mussels have been adversely affected
by the Project and its associated 0 & NI activities has been minor
in comparison to two extrinsic factors: commercial mussel harvest
and degraded water quality, the latter caused principally by
municipal and industrial wastes and by biocides in agricultural
runoff.

6. The UMR drainage mussel fauna is in decline, but many
species still reproduce successfully. Thus there is potential
for a continuing ecosystematic mussel resource if water quality
improves. The Corps can take some actions to ameliorate sedi-
mentation problems, but water quality regulation is largely
beyond its jurisdiction. The help of other government agencies
and the private sector is required.
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CORRELATION OF RIVERS, POOLS, AND SITES WITH EXHIBITS

The Site exhibits, in Appendix B, portray the collecting
location, date(s) and effort for each Site. The Taxa exhibits,
in Appendix C, specify which mussel taxa were found at each
site, pool, and river in the present study and in other studies.
The Map exhibits, in Appendix D, locate collection Sites and
mussel beds on maps and/or navigation charts of the study area.

Exhibit Number

Site Number and Name Sites Taxa Maps)

Study Area 90 195

Minnesota River 91 197, 207

1. Cargill 2 91 197, 207

2. Petersons Bar 2 91 197, 207

3. Route 1-35W Bridge 2 91 197, 20.

St. Croix River 3-6 92 199

4. Stillwater 3 93 199, 208

S. Hudson 4 94 199, 209

6. Catfish Bar 5 95 199, 210

7. Kinnickinnic 6 96 199, 211

Black River - 97 Z03, 204

Upper Mississippi River 7-89 98 195

Upper St. Anthony Falls Pool 7-8 99 196

8. SOO Line Railroad Bridge 7 100 196, 212

9. Broadway and Plymouth Avenues
Bridges 8 101 196, 212

Lower St. Anthony Falls Pool - 102 196

Pool 1 9-11 103 196

10. Lake Street Bridge 9 104 196, 213

11. St. Paul Daymark 849.1 10 105 196, 213 "
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Exhibit Number

Site Number and Name Sites Taxa Map s

12. socks and Dam I Upper Approach

Construction 11 106 196, 193, 213

Pool 2 12-14 107 193

!3. Smith Avenue ("High"I Bridge 12 108 193, 214

14. Robinsons Rocks 13 109 198, 213

15. Nininger 14 I0 198, 216

Pool 3 13-23 ill 199

V5 Vermillion River i 112 199, 215

V. Hastings Small Boat Harbor 16 113 199, 21$

13. Prescott 17 114 199, 217

19. Pine Coulee 1 115 199, 217

23. Truedale Slough 19 116 199, 217

21. Four Mile Island 20 117 199, 21"

22 Big River 21 118 199, 213

23. Morgan Coulee 22 119 199, 219

24, Coulters Island 22 119 199, 219

23. Diamond Bluff 23 120 199, 219

Pool 4 24-38 121 200, 201

26. Above Trenton 24 122 200, 220

27. Trenton 25 123 200, 220

23. Cannon River 26 124 200, 220

29. Red Wing Commercial and Small
Boat Harbors 27 125 20O, 220

30. Red Wing Highway Bridge 23 126 20, 1

31. 3a'. Ci:S 3mall Boat Harbor 29 127 20'0, 222
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Exhibit Number

Site Number and Name Sites Taxa MarCs)

32. Bay City Commercial and

Recreational Sites 30 128 200, 222

33. Wacouta Point 31 129 200, 222

34. Lake City Small Boat Harbor 32 130 200, 223

35. Reeds Landing 33 131 201, 224

36. Wabasha Small Boat Harbor 34 132 201, 224

37. Crats Island Bank Repair 35 133 .201, 224

38. Teepeeota Point 36 134 201, 225

39. Grand Encampment 37 135 201, 225

40. Beef Slough 38 136 201, 225

Pool 5 3943 137 201

41. Locks and Dam 4 Lower Approach 39 138 201, 226

42. Mule Bend 40 139 201, 226

43. Head of Island 42 Bank Repair 40 139 201, 226

44. West Newton 41 140 201, 227

45. Weaver Bottoms Complex 42 141 201, 228

46. Locks and Dam 5 Culvert
Construction 43 142 201, 202,

229

Pool SA 43-49 143 202

47. Locks and Dam 5 Lower Approach 44 144 292, 229

48. Island 58 45 145 202, 230

49. Island 58 Bank Repair 45 145 202, 230

SO. Fountain City 45 145 202, 230

Si. Fountain City Service Base 46 146 202, 230

52. Fountain City Small Boat Harbor 47 147 202, 230

xvii



Exhibit Number

Site Number and Name Sites Taxa Map(s)

53. Betsy Slough 48 148 202, 230

54. Betsy Slough Bank Repair 48 148 202, 230

5S. Wilds Bend 48 148 202, 230

56. Locks and Dam SA Upper Approach 49 149 202, 231

Pool 6 50-53 150 202

57. Locks and Dam 5A Lower Approach 50 151 202, 231

58. Winona Commercial Harbor and
Small Boat Harbors 51 152 202, 232

59. Winona Lower Railroad Bridge 52 153 202, 232

60. Gravel Point 53 154 202, 232

Pool 7 54-57 155 203

61. Locks and Dam 6 Lower Approach 54 156 203, 233

62. Richmond Island 55 157 203, 233

63. Queens Bluff 56 158 203, 233

64. Locks and Dam 7 Upper Approach 57 159 203, 234

Pool 8 58-66 160 204

65. La Crosse Railroad Bridge 58 161 204, 235

66. Hingen Island Bank Repair 59 162 204, 236

67. Sand Slough 60 163 204, 236

68. Sand Slough Bank Repair 60 163 204, 236

69. Root River 61 164 204, 237

70. Picayune Island 62 165 204, 237

71. Above Brownsville 63 166 204, 237

72. Brownsville 64 167 204, 238

73. Crosby Slough 65 168 204, 239
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Exhibit Number

Site Number and Name Sites Taxa Maps)

74. Warners Landing 66 169 204, 239

Pool 9 67-78 170 205

75. Island 126 67 171 205, 240

76. Head of Island 126 Bank Repair 67 171 205, 240

77. Twin Island 68 172 205, 240

78. Head of Twin Island Bank Repair 68 172 205, 240

79. Below Twin Island 69 173 205, 240

80. Battle Island 70 174 205, 241

81. DeSoto 71 175 205, 242

82. Above Indian Camp Light 72 176 205, 243

83. Mouth of Hummingbird Slough Bank
Repair 72 176 205, 243

84. Indian Camp Light 73 177 205, 243

85. Lansing Upper Light 74 178 205, 243

86. Lansing Small Boat Harbor 75 179 205, 243

87. Atchafalaya 76 180 205, 244

88. Crooked Slough 77 181 205, 245

89. Locks aad Dam 9 Upper Approach 78 182 205, 246

Pool 10 79-89 183 206

90. Locks and Dam 9 Lower Approach 79 184 206, 246

91. Hay Point Bank Repair 80 185 206, 246

92. Jackson Island 81 186 206, 247

93. Mississippi Gardens 82 187 206, 247

94. Prairie du Chien East Channel 83 188 206, 248

95. Prairie du Chien Commercial and
Small Boat Harbors 34 189 206, 248
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Site Number and Name Sites Taxa Mar) s~

96. McGregor 8-190 206, 24S

9'. WNyalusing Bend Ligaht 86 191 206, 2419

98. Wyalusing 87 192 206, :49K

99. McMillan Island 88 193 206 , 250

100. Locks and Dam 10 Upper Approach 89 194 206, 2S1
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INTRODUCTION

At the request of the St. Paul District, United States
Army Corps of Engineers, The Division of Limnology and Ecology
of The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia has conducted
a three-year study of freshwater mussels Eollusca: Bivalvia:
Unionidae) in the portion of the 9-Foot Navigation Channel
Project within the St. Paul District.

The Corps is charged (by the United States Congress) with
maintaining the 9-Foot Navigation Channel in the Upper Missis-
sippi River (UMR) and some of its tributaries. The required
maintenance activities are of several kinds, two of which are
pertinent to the Academy's investigations: "bank repair" (shore-
line stabilization in order to reduce erosion) and dredging.
The latter activity is aspecially extensive and intensive,
because of the rapid accumulation of eroded sediments in the
channel. Of the two activities, dredging is much more likely
to jeopardize macrobenthos, including mussels, and thus has
been the rimary focus of the Academy's inquiry. Nevertheless,
numerous locations of proposed bank repair are considered in
this report.

As plentifully demonstrated by historical and modern sci-
entific records and by the existence of a commercial fishery
for much of the last century, there has been a well established
community of freshwater mussels in the UMR. The increasing
rarity of many of these animals was officially recognized in
1976, when, under the provisions of Public Law 93-205 ("The
Endangered Species Act of 1973"), the Department of the Interior
declared "Endangered" certain mussels that have been recorded
from the UMR. (see Discussion: Species-Group Mussel Taxa, below).
Furthermore, Section 7 of that Act stipulates federal inter-
agency cooperation to protect such species. Accordingly, the
St. Paul District authorized the Academy's 1977 through 1979
study to determine the influence of its Operations and Mainte-
nance CO 4 M) activities upon the 9-Foot Channel mussel fauna
within the St. Paul District.

The present document reports results and interpretations
of the 1978 and 1979 field work and reviews certain aspects of
the study in 1977 (which has already been reported by Fuller
C1978b)]. Project design was developed through coordination
among the Cor;:, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service,
the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, and the Academy.

The area considered in this report consists of navigable
waters (and associated backwaters) in the lower Minnesota, Black,
St. Croix, and Upper Mississippi rivers. Over 100 Sites were
examined. Sites were chosen for study because they had an exten-
sive dredging history, were scheduled for 0 & M activities, and/
or were known or inferred to harbor Endangered Species of mussels.



At each Site, the mussel community was sampled, and various
observations were made in regard to the nhvsical and biological
conditions of the Site, the status of the mussel community, and
the possible effects of channel-maintenance and other 0 1 NI

activities on this community.

A literature search was conducted to document historical
presence/absence records of mussels within the study area.
Comparison of the historical record with the Academy's 1977
through 1979 observations in the field permits assessment of
the decline of UMR mussels, including possible adverse impact
by Corps channel-maintenance dredging and other 0 & N1 activi-
ties. The Bibliography includes references cited in this
report, plus any relevant sources that have come to the Princi-
pal Investigator's attention since preparation of the Academy's
initial mussel report to the Corps .i.e., Fuller, 19'3b).

The appendices present -ae following n:ormation:

•Appendix A is a complete systematic list of scientific and
common names of UMR species-group mussel taxa and their host
fishes.

-Appendix B presents the data describing the collecting effort
at each Site.

-Appendix C compares the presence/absence mussel data of this
study to historical records.

•.ppendix D provides maps of the study area on which are indi-
cated St. Paul District Pools and Sites that were studied by
the Academy.

-Appendix E is an illustrated key to taxonomic identification
of mussel species (and subspecies) that have been recorded
alive from the UNIR.

The Academy's report on its 1977 field work and 1977-197S
literature search (Fuller, 1978b) discussed Sites in the Corps'
St. Paul and Rock Island Districts. However, the latter Dis-
trict did not participate in this project during 1978 and 1979,
and Rock Island District data are not presented in the present
document.

All information about Nearctic unionid glochidial hosts
then known to the Principal Investigator was provided in the
previous report (see Fuller, 1973b: Appendix D). This body of
information (Fuller, 19,74, 1973b) is not reproduced in the pres-
ent document, but some of these data, plus new ones, are dis-
cussed below (see Discussion: Species-Group Mussel Taxaj.



Although considerable attention was directed toward iden-
tifying habitat parameters of critical importance to mussels,
time limitations precluded detailed site descriptions in every
instance for all parameters. As noted by Fuller (1978b) in re-
gard to the 1977 field work,

The important role of aquatic vegetation in mussel biology is occa-
sionally addressed in the accounts of Sites and taxa in the text.
However, no extensive data were recorded, largely because of the late
start of the field work and the increasing senescence of the vegeta-
tion as the season progressed.

Similarly, attempts to record precise water depth measurements were
abandoned after it became evident that changing river stages meant
that such data provided an invalid basis for comparisons between and
among Sites and/or taxa. However, the issue of depth is addressed in
general terms in many of the natural histories below (see Discussion:
Species-Group Mussel Taxa).

iI
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METHODOLOGY

The field study was conducted from mid-July through mid-
November 1977, mid-July through late October 1978, and June
through early July !979. The crew usually consisted of three
men, who were joined for varying lenIths of time by several

other workers and numerous observers. The R/V 12AAK KALTON, a
5S-ft houseboat fitted out as a research vessel (R/V), served
as a houseboat and field laboratory. Mussels usually were
collected from a 16- or 18-ft johnboat equipped with a 25- or
35-hp Evinrude outboard motor.

The area studied in the field consisted of Sites of 0 & M
activity in those portions of three rivers in the UMR drainage
that are within the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project and the
Corps St. Paul District. These three rivers are the UMR itself,
and the lowermost (Corps-maintained) portions of the Minnesota
River (which enters the Mississippi in Pool 2) and the St. Croix
River (entering in Pool 3). The relevant portion of the UMR
extends from Locks and Dam 10 (RMI 615.1), Guttenberg, Iowa, north-
ward and upstream to the head of navigation at the SOO Line RR
bridge (PM 857.8) in Minneapolis, Minnesota. No sampling occurred
in the Black River (which enters the UMR in Pool 8), but relevant
data from another study (Havlik, 1978a) are given.

Study sites were defined for 197' collections by Fuller
(1978b) as follows:

Unless otherwise specified by the Corps, the areal limits
of a given Site consisted of both an Impact Zone and the one-mile
reach immediately below it. The Impact Zone was the reach that
included all potential dredge cuts and placement sites for dredged
riverbed material. The Impact Zone's upper river mileage was that
of the upper terminus of the uppermost dredge cut or placement
site; its lower limit was the river mileage of the lower terminus
of the lowermost dredge cut or placement site. Intensive sampling
was conducted in the Impact Zone and for a 1/4-mile reach below
it, because of the possibility that material disturbed during
dredging might migrate that far. Cursory sampling was stipulated
for an additional 3/4-mile reach immediately downstream, but sam-
pling in that reach was always intensive if the mussel fauna there
was well-developed.

The definit;.'n was changed for the field work in 1978 and
1979. This redefinition was enabled chiefly by Marking's and
Bill's (1977) finding that mussels' burial in sediment is less
harmful than other workers had thought. Because the threat to
mussels posed by sediment migration during dredging is less
than had been supposed, the 3/4-mi reach below a Site was elim-
inated. However, the Principal Investigator was permitted to
continue surveillance through this reach and beyond if war-
ranted by the prosperity of the relevant Site's mussel community.
Because the UMR mussel fauna in the St. Paul District is in
general not prosperous, such Sites were rare.



Within a given Site, the Academy's team surveyed the mussel
community in locations that were potentially subject to direct
and/or indirect impact from 0 t' M activities, notably channel-
maintenance dredging. As indicated by Fuller (1978b), "Such
locations usually consisted of the main channel, main channel
borders, and (any) major side channels".

Brailing was the most important method used to collect
mussels (in water depths up to about 30 ft). In terms of
design, efficiency, and environmental damage, the brail is a
controversial device (see, e.g., Coker, 1919, and Krumholz et
al., 1970), but it was used because it maximizes the amount of
mussel presence/absence data that can be obtained in a given time,
while causing minor mussel mortality.

Trailing the brail from its bow, the johnboat was backed
slowly downstream. The collecting gear's towrope was thus kept
clear of the outboard motor's propeller, and transmission of the
motor's vibration through the rope to the brail was minimized.
Five-minute "brail runs" were generally used; at the end of a
run, the brail was raised and any captured mussels were detached
from it.

Other sampling techniques were employed when appropriate.
In very shallow waters (up to about three feet in depth) mus-
sels were "pollywogged"; in pollywogging the wading or swimming
collector secuies mussels by hand. A Needham scraper was some-
times used in very slightly deeper waters; this tool is a wire-
mesh basket (with a flanged lip) that is attached to a lengthy
handle and is used like a rake. These exclusively shallow-water
techniques were used primarily in the hope of securing juvenile
mussels to enhance understanding of local population structures;
productive shallows were rare or non-existent at most Sites.

When this project began, it was believed that diving would
be essential to the field work, especially in respect to legally
protected mussels (e.g., those listed as nationally Threatened
or Endangered Species). Consequently, the Academy team included
biologists who were certified SCUBA divers, and the R/V IZAAK
WALTON was equipped with SCUBA gear and HOOKAH hard-hat appara-
tus. The need for these preparations was minimal because legally
protected species were so rarely encountered. Nevertheless,
restoring such individuals £rtj their original streambed (see
Imlay, 1972b) was possible because of diving capability.

After collection, mussels were transported to the field
laboratory by means designed to minimize trauma, such as thermal
shock, that can interfere with the animals' normal biological
functions.

Mussels were processed daily aboard the I:AAK WALTON. They
first were opened and searched for evidence of disease such as
mites or other parasites. Tissue samples commonly were removed



and frozen for subsequent biochemical analysis at the Academy
(this type of research is reflected in the classification
employed in Appendix A). The shells were cleaned of remaining
tissue and identified in the field. Some individuals were pre-
served whole to maintain in lifelike aspect certain soft-tissue
features that are important in taxonomic identification. Such
preserved material also was essential to creation of several of
the figures used to illustrate the taxonomic key in Appendix E.
All specimens were shipped to the Academy for Electronic Data
Processing (EDP) and cataloging into the collections of the
Department of Malacology.
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RESULTS: SITES

During the period 197' through 1979, the Academy con-
ducted definitive mussel surveillance at 100 Sites in the
St. Paul District in accordance with stipulations of this
project's 1977 and 1978 Scopes of Work (discussed in Metho-
dology). In addition, either definitive or cursory surveillance
of a number of other, sometimes lesser sites was carried out
(Fuller, 1977, 1978a, 1979c); most of this work was accomplished
with the help of the WDNR mussel survey team for the year in
question. Reports on these auxiliary sites and on Sites
definitively surveyed in 1977 are not formally part of the
present (1978 and 1979) project. Nevertheless, in the interest
of a complete portrayal of the Academy's work in the St. Paul
District since 1977, all sites (large or small, definitive or
cursory) are reviewed in the accounts that follow.

In these accounts are extensive quotations from Fuller
(1978b), where the 1977 definitive Sites were first discussed.
Some of the quotations are complemented with new information.
The new information sometimes is about mussels, but most often
concerns dredging conducted since the time of the most recent
dredging reported in the St. Paul District 1974 Environmental
Impact Statement (USACE, 1974b). Dredging data for recent years
were sup plied by the Corps. The source of these data is provided
here rather than at each mention in the text.

By far the majority of the areas surveyed are historical,
current, and/or prospective channel-maintenance dredging sites.
For most of these there exists a clear, Corps-documented
history of dredging activities. These activities range from
almost perennial, often very heavy dredging to infrequent
dredging of small quantities of material. A smaller number
of Sites concern small boat and/or commercial harbors, for which
Corps dredging records seem to be less thorough; other relevant
recent records, however, seem nearly complete. A very small
number of Sites are locations of proposed construction; with few
exceptions, these have little or no history of dredging.

Minnesota River (Exhibits 2, 91, 197, 207)

1. Below Cargill (Exhibits 2, 91, 197, 207)

2. Petersons Bar (Exhibits 2, 91, 197, 207)

3. Route 1-35W Bridge CExhibits 2, 9, 197, 207)

9



As reported earlier fFuller, l' •8hj:

The three Sites are discussed as a unit because of their contiguity
and environmental st'hilarity.

The Corps has conducted very little channel maintenance dredging in
the Minnesota River, most of it occurring during the last decade.
Dredging has been both infrequent and very localized, restricted to
six areas, two of which are within the reach surveyed by the Academy.
This history (USACE, 1974b), however, cannot have been very important
to mussels -- and certainly is not now -- because the fauna has been
devastated, as discussed below.

Mussels probably are extinct in the lower Minnesota River and have
been so for many years. Not even recently dead gapers were found; all
observed material was long dead or subfossil. To what extent these
phenomena pertain throughout the river is uncertain because the upper
Minnesota has not been thoroughly examined of late years, but they
definitely pertain from Port Cargill to confluence with the Mississippi.
This entire reach was brailed wherever gravel bars were suspected
because of nearby gravel riverbanks.

It is clear that this river once supported a strong naiad fauna. From
Dawley's (1947) lists of Minnesota drainage mussels can be inferred 32
presently acceptable species-group taxa. At the Sites the Academy
investigators observed many of these, often so abundant that the banks
consisted almost entirely of shell.

The probable cause of this destruction is agricultural runoff. Very
heavy organic enrichment, emanating from manure and other fertilizers,
is doubtless responsible for the benthic filamentous green algae that
sometimes became entwined in the brail and for the miles-long blooms of
diatoms and bluegreen algae observed at water's edge. Organic loading,
however, is probably not wholly responsible for the naiad extirpation.
Biocides are suspected as a complementary agent.

Regardless of the identities of the lethal factors, they seem to con-
tinue at levels sufficiently high to prohibit recolonization from
refugial populations higher up the Minnesota sub-basin, such as the
extant (though damaged) fauna in the Blue Earth River (see Chelberg,
1974, 1978). This means that the Minnesota River, acting as a point
source where it enters thp Mississippi in upper Pool 2, must exert a
powerful adverse influence. Pollutants from this source, plus the
Twin Cities' contributions, continue to damage mussels, in at least
Pools 2 and 3.
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Since this excerpt was written, Bereza (1978) surveyed
the mussel fauna of the Minnesota and Blue Earth Rivers in the
middle Minnesota River drainage at and near Mankato, Minnesota,
on behalf of the St. Paul District. More recently, National
Biocentric (1979a,b,c,d) surveyed the naiades of the upper
Minnesota River proper. These efforts revealed a Minnesota
River mussel fauna that is substantially impoverished compared
to Dawley's (1947) historical records. The "refugial populations
higher up the Minnesota sub-basin" that are, in effect,
postulated in the quotation above will probably continue to
be unable to recolonize the navigable Minnesota River downstream.
Mussels are nearly extirpated in Pool 2, to which the Minnesota
is tributary, so no naiad recruitment to the Minnesota from
the UMR is likely. The outlook for the historically rich
mussel fauna of the Minnesota River drainage is very poor,
both within and without the reach where navigation is supported
by Corps channel-maintenance dredging.

St. Croix River (Exhibits 92, 199)

Surveillance of all areas in the St. Croix River where
the Corps has ever dredged (IISA\(i, 1974b) was completed in
1978, whereas work at Hudson only had been accomplished in
1977 (Fuller, 1978b).

Some new information has been gained, of course, but it
has not greatly changed the apparent composition of the
St. Croix mussel fauna (compare Exhibit 92 to Exhibit Sl in
Fuller, 1978b). One point ia newly evident, however: the
Hudson mussel bed probably is the last one remaining in this
river, which was once rich in mussels.

It is now unfortunately clear that the evaluation of the
St. Croix River mussel fauna in Fuller (1978b) is overly op-
timistic. In navigable waters, at least, the river's fauna is
in danger of extirpation. This prognosis is not altered by
Williams' (1978) recent records of living mussels in the St.
Croix, even though they add some species to Dawley's (1947)
list (see Exhibit 92).

4. Stillwater (Exhibits 3, 93, 199, 208)

A very large quantity of material was removed in 1945,
but the Corps never dredged here again (USACE, 1974b). Any
damage to mussels caused by that work should by now have
been followed by substantial recovery, but even beyond the
original dredge cut very few living mussels were found. This
is all the more surprising because this Site exhibits exten-
sive shallows and vascular vegetation, which commonly form
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excellent nursery habitat elsewhere in the study area. If
wastes from the town of Stillwater were sufficient to account
for the sparse mussel population here, their effects should
be in evidence at least as far downstream as the Hudson
Railroad Bridge Site. Apparently they are not, however, for
the Hudson mussel community is very good. The only other appar-
ent explanation of the disappointing Stillwater naiad fauna
is the evidence of trematodiasis observed at the Hudson Site
(see below).

The samples at the Stillwater Site were dominated by
Pigtoe, Fusconaia f ava, which often is a common species
in disturbed environments. One living Paper Floater, Anodonta
i'nbeciZiis, was taken. The Stillwater record may be the
northernmost for navigable waters of the UNMR drainage. The
Paper Floater has been recorded in the free-flowing Mississippi
above the Twin Cities (Dawley, 1947).

S. Hudson (Exhibits 4, 94, 199, 209)

As previously reported (Fuller, (19Y3b):

Using Dawley's (1947) lists of mussel species of Lake St. Croix,
the St. Croix River, and the St. Croix River drainage as reference
points, one concludes that the Hudson Site fauna persists in excel-
lent health as measured by both number and variety of species.
Dawley's totals are 16, 25 and 29 species, respectively. This
survey's total is 23, which compares favorably with any of those
(each of which has been adjusted according to recent taxonomic
concepts and is lower than Dawley's original figure). The 1977
total includes what appear to be three new records for the entire
St. Croix drainage: ;uadrua retanevra, C. qu=arula, and Elliptic
3raasidens. Also, this total increases the Lake St. Croix list by
about 50%, an extraordinary advance. In terms of the variety of
its naiad fauna, Lake St. Croix appears not to have declined, in
spite of the present era of general environmental degradation.

Most of the Academy's positive Hudson data were derived from investi-
gations of a seam of mussels that proceeds downriver along the Minne-
sota shore for several hundred meters below the Hudson RR Bridge.
In terms of quantity and frequency, Corps dredging in the vicinity
of the Hudson Site, including the seam just mentioned, appears to
have been minor, certai.,iy in comparison to such activity elsewhere
in the St. Paul District (USACE, 1974b). Indeed, the "RR bridge
seam" is of such vigor that to suppose serious nearby disturbance
appears unwarranted. For example, Academy brailing and HOOKAH
divers discovered two Lc-rpsi7is higgisi, a male and a gravid female.
This Endangered Species was not only surviving, but also accomplish-
ing fertilization, the first step in reproduction, on the border of
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the main channel and within a few meters of ,in area that has been
dredged several times, most recently and extensively in 197().

It is highly unlikely that these two animals migrated to their
points of capture during the seven years since 1970. First, tot:i

individuals were far more than seven years old. Sceond, adult
mussels do not move great distances (unless stirnoolated b\' hu;lt, for
example) and rarely move at all (see Fuller, 197Lb), especially in
stable riverbed (discussed below) such as that occurring below the
RR bridge. Third, as discussed below, there is no other population
at this Site from which the two Higgins' Eye could have migrated.

The implication is that sediment migration caused by dredging has
not been a problem here. Similarly, inspection of old dredged
material at this Site revealed few dead shells. It is therefore
apparent that the Corps' channel maintenance activities at Hudson
have had little adverse impact upon mussels ....

In sharp contrast to the RR bridge population, few mussels were
found elsewhere at the Hudson Site. Presumably, the type of river-
bed below the bridge (extending spottily along the Minnesota shore
downstream to about the federal highway 12 bridge) provides the
only prime mussel habitat in the Site. Diving revealed that the
riverbed here is an admixture of mud, gravel, and small stones.
Because it is stable, yet penetrable by infauna, this type of sub-
strate strongly favors exploitation by mussels (Kaskie, 1971).
The extensive beds of submerged vascular vegetation just below the
RR bridge provided further stability; mussels, including juveniles
and young adults, were exceptionally plentiful in that muddy area.
In sandy places, however, mussels were very rare, and extensive
pollywogging was required in order to find the few individuals that
were secured.

These observations bear out Kaskie's (1971) ranking of substrates
in descending order of preference by mussels: "mud, fine gravel,
gravel, sand, and sludge". Substrate approximating Kaskie's
"sludge" (a combination of materials domin/ated by silt and find
sand) was seldom encountered at the Hudson Site except in the
small-boat harbors, and mussels were not found in it. H.M. Paul-
son (personal communication) contended that Threeridge, AmL cmti
1plIcata, can still be found on the harbor floor at the St. Croix
Marina, but the Academy was unable to corroborate this.

Although opti-I habitat was limited, a diversified mussel commu-
nity was present at the Hudson Site, as already intimated. As is
often the case, most of the 23 species were uncommon Or even very
rare, and the fauna was dominated by "d',-, : ' ,z' z, whose 266
Individuals comprised 48.7% of the 546 that wi re found. Domination
by Threeridge is a pattern that was to be encountered throughout
the study area. The next to the most common spt.cis was F7-oon2,a
!'(,) z (13.19%), which was proportionallv better represented than at
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many Sites. accounted for 6.78% of the material.
Hudson is one rnlv two Sites where this species was common (Hay
Point Bank d :air in P ,o 11) is the other). Hudson was the only
Site where K' " ' ' was common and one of the
:7,w wnere :.- .- (even at only 1.28%) was at all well

represented.

Additional observations further evidenced the excellence of the
Hudson Site naiad fauna. 'here were several year-classes among
the juveniles recovered byssally attached to the brail and col-
lected by hand in weed beds. Very difficult to secure by ordinary
means, Juveniles comprised 1.65% of the catch and represented four

species. The one juvenile R-s _,zi: _ was among the few found
in the entire study area. Good year-class representation among

adults was common to this and other species. One readily infers
that reproduction cr recruitment occur at Hudson.

However, not all is potentially wel! with this community. On

8 August 1977 living r 2ui-c -",'r>Ze2 were discovered at the
Hudson Site. This may be the first record of the Asiatic Clam
in the St. Croix River drainage. The appearance of this exotic

competitor for benthic space is to the disadvantage of native
mussels; for example, there is evidence that 20rcboxc *Jme
can dislodge mussels from the streambed, thus uprooting them to
their eventual death (Fuller and Richardson, 1977). If this

creature becomes established among the railroad bridge population,
the Hudson Site mussel fauna will probably become greatly simpli-

fied after a few years.

Corps dredging at the Hudson Site was minor for many years
(USACE, 1974b) until 19-4, when a large quantity of material was
removed. These activities have been concentrated just below
the railroad bridge within a few meters of the mussel bed along
the Minnesota shore opposite Hudson. The mussels do not seem
to have been adversely affected by this nearby dredging. Per-
haps this is because any riverbed material resuspended by these
operations has been swept downstream by the rapid current
immediately below the bridge. The bridge is built on a penin-
sula that extends from the Wisconsin shore almost entirely
across the river and thus severely constricts the St. Croix
flow. This causes the strong current at and downstream from the
bridge.

Since the preceding excerpt was written, the Academy
field team revisited Hudson in 1978 while other Sites on the



St. Croix were being surveyed for the first time on behalf
of the Corps. Hudson was not a formal Site in 1978, but the
Academy crew had several opportunities to re-examine the
mussel bed immediately downstream from the railroad bridge.
The Academy secured several additional mussel data in 1978,
partly because the St. CroiK va:m rtch loer than it had been
during the field crew's visits in 1L77. The new data make
understanding of the composition of the Hudson fauna more
accurate, but do not introduce any major changes (compare
Exhibit 94 to Exhibit 52 in Fuller, 1978b).

Two important considerations ;iav,? emerged, however,
as is more fully discussed below (see discussion of Species-
Group Mussel Taxa). First, the earlier identification of
Elephant Ear, EZI~ptio craas- durs, at Hudson (Fuller, 1978b) is
now in question. The Academy's 1977 records of this species,
at Hudson, are the only recent ones for the entire study area.
Should they be considered to he misidentifications of the similar
E. diiatata, one could only conclude that E. crassidons is
probably extinct in the IJMR and perhaps in its drainage.

Second, parasitism may be a threat to the mussels of the
St. Croix River. Several living Higgins' Eye, LampsiZis
higgifiai, an Endangered Species, were recovered by pollywog-
ging opposite Hudson in 1978. Most of the observed females
were gravid, These records, in addition to the Academy's
1977 ones, strengthen the belief that the Hudson population
of Higgins' Eye is viable. On the other hand, one of the 1978
Higgins' Eye specimens was heavil'y infested with a parasitic
fluke (Platyhelminthes: Trematoda). This point somewhat coun-
ters the idea of this population's viability.

Partially reviewed by Fuller (1974), Nearctic trematode
flukes that infest mussels include few species, one of which
is Aspidogater conchicola Von Baer. Williams (1978) reported
this species from mussels collected at Hudson in 1977, the year
of the Academy's first visit on behalf of the Corps. However,
Williams reported no pathology caused by A. co,.ico>2. On
the other hand, he apparently examined no living Lamsiis
higginsi. Correlation of mussel diseases with pathogenic
flukes is difficult (Seitner, 1951). Coil (1953) described
a fluke that appears to exhibit host-specificity at the generic
level, i.e., 'th regard to !m ,i ' . It is germane to note
that encystment by flukes was noticed at Hudson in the viscera
and mantle margin of Higgins' Lye, as well as in other TampsiZis,
L. radiata siZiquoidea (Fat Mucket) and ,. ovata ventricosa
(Pocketbook).

The question of disease (in Higgins' Eye and other mussels)
that may be caused by flukes at the Hudson Site and elsewhere
in the study area requires furthei study.
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Williams' (1978) work is additionally of value because he
recorded at Hudson two mussel species that were not detected
by the Academy: one specimen of ioprrr, Zaevissimia, Pink
Papershell , and two of Ebony Shell, !aTozaia cbena. The
record of P. Zaevis.oimia is entirely credible, especially
because the Academy found this species common in JIR Pool 3
below confluence with the St. Croix (Exhibit 111). Water
quality in upper Pool 3 is inferior to that in the lower
St. Croix, so there seems to be no reason why this Papershell
should not occur at Hudson. The record of F. ebena, on the
other hand, is almost incredible. The Ebony Shell is almost
extirpated in the UNIR drainage, not necessarily because of
water quality, but certainly because of a dearth of the preferred
larval host (Fuller, 1978b). That F. abena persisted in the
St. Croix River is almost unthinkable in spite of that river's
good water quality. The Principal Investigator suspects that
Williams' record may be a misidentification of PZeurobema rib-
ium, the Pink Pigtoe, which is similar to the Ebony Shell and
was recently recorded alive from the Hudson site by the Academy
(Exhibit 94). This supposition is strengthened by Williams'
employing a somewhat out-of-date naiad taxonomy and giving no
source for his mussel identifications.

b. Catfish Bar (Exhibits 5, 95, 199, 210)

Dredging at this Site has been confined to small quantities
of material removed in 1937 and 1968 (IISACE, 1974b), despite the
fact that the area features many sandbars. Presumably, local
currents are such that the bars do not often shift into positions
that interfere with navigation. On the other hand, there can be
little doubt that bedload is mobile at this Site, because so
few living mussels were found, as is characteristic of unstable
substrates.

7. Kinnickinnic (Exhibits 6, , 199, 211)

This is among the more frequently dredged Sites in the
St. Paul District. Removal of streambed material rarely has
occurred on a large scale, but took place during 1S of the 39
years in the period 1934 through 1l02 (lSACE, 1974b). The
most recent dredging occurred in 1974, when a small quantity of
material was removed. The Kinnickinnic River delta at its
confluence with the St Croix forms most of this Site, which,
because of the resulting unstable sands, probably has never been
hospitable to mussels. Recurrent dredging doubtless has con-
tributed additionally to the poor fauna indicated by the Aca-
demy's samples.
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Black River (Exhibits 97, 203, 204)

Corps dredging in the Black River has been infrequent and
small-scale in comparison to channel maintenance dredging in
other rivers within the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project.
The impact of this work upon mussels cannot be ascertained be-
cause no pre-Project mussel data exist for the Black River.
The only recorded information is a result of recent surveys
by Havlik (1978a) and by the ;lM)X, which realized 17 species-group
mussel taxa. This is a good, but hardly excellent total for
a UMR tributary. It is highly probable that factors (e.g.,
declining water quality) other than Corps activities are at
fault.

Upper Mississippi River (Exhibits 98, 195)

Within the confines of the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Pro-
ject, the Upper Mississippi River drainage areas considered in the
present study consisted of four reaches: the UMR itself and the
lowermost (Corps-maintained) Minnesota, St. Croix, and Black
Rivers. The latter three components of the study area already
have been discussed, although the confluence of each with the
Mississippi lies below the northern limit of the area (i.e.,
Head of Navigation above the Twin Cities). This organization
permits discussion of the 1J.1R study sites in unbroken sequence.
The order of Exhibits in Appendices B and C reflects this
arrangement of Site discussions.

In the definitive fashion stipulated by the 197 and 1978
Scopes of Work for this project, the Academy studied 93 Sites
in the Upper Mississippi River. The total mussel surveillance
given this part of the study, area was somewhat more extensive,
however, since numerous other sites received cursor), treatment
during the study period. Many are considered in the relevant
pool-specific discussion among those that follow.

In 1977 the Academy studied , in both the Rock Island
and St. Paul Districts (Fuller, 1978hI,but the 1978 and 1979
study area involved the latter only. Accordingly, in order to
provide a more clear and accurate picture of conditions in the
St. Paul District, Exhibits 90 and 98 inlude data from that
District alon- whereas their counterparts in the Academy's
report of its 1977 field work (Fuller, 1978h: Exhibits 49 and 53)
represent results of two-District surveillance.

Above Upper St. Anthony Falls (UISAF) Pool

The Upper and Lower St. Anthony Falls Locks and Dams were
constructed during 1950's-1 OoO's. J)ntil about 25 )'ears ago, the
St. Anthony Falls (at the Twin Cities, Minnesota) formed a
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natural barrier to the movements of UMR fishes and to the
vagility of mussels whose glochidia are parasitic upon these
fishes. Locks at the St. Anthony Falls probably now permit
fishes of the lower UMR to pass into the Mississippi River
above the Falls. However, there are no mussel records that
would substantiate this claim, perhaps because there has
been no comprehensive mussel surveillance of the uppermost
Mississippi River drainage since the work of Wilson and Danglade
(1914) in 1912, although Dawley 1947) did add a few records.

These points do not alter the fact that the historical
naiad fauna in the UMR drainage above the St. Anthony Falls
consisted of only nine species-group taxa (or only about
one sixth of the recorded UMR mussel fauna). The reason
usually given for the poor representation of the UMR mussel
fauna above the Falls is that they formed an effective imped-
iment to fish migration and thus to mussel vagility. It
is, of course, possible that glochidially infested fishes
selectively reached the uppermost UMR during graduations in
the development of the St. Anthony Falls. However, were that
the case, most vector fishes (and their parasites) should have
gained the UJMR reach above the Falls during the probably
centuries-old maturation process of the Falls. This obviously
has not occurred. The role of the Falls in the development of
the upstream mussel fauna may have been at least as important
as has been supposed.

Recent naiad migration northward probably began during
the early pluvial period following the Wisconsonian glaciation.
Modern mussels of the uppermost Mississippi River drainage
probably followed glacial meltwater as parasites on fishes. These
mussels probably used a variety of hosts; both parasite and
host doubtless were somewhat insensitive thermally. Clarke's
(1973) monograph of Canadian mollusks includes a number of
freshwater mussels, most of which also occur in the UMR. Range
extension of many of these animals, probably as parasites on
host fishes, probably was facilitated by meltwater. When melt-
water subsided after hundreds (and perhaps thousands) of years,
the modern Mississippi River began to form, and persistent
bedrock across its course gradually created falls, which im-
peded upstream movemeat of fluviatile organisms. The St.
Anthony Falls, which fell most of 100 feet during recorded time,
probably became an impenetrable barrier to the vagility of
mussels in the form of larvae on host fishes. At that point
in time recruitment to the naiad fauna above the Twin Cities
probably came largely to a halt. The naiad fauna in the upper-
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most U.MR that was recorded by )aN I ev I I47) probably has
changed little during the meant ime. That Pawlev's I 194 )
records of mussels in the ississippi above the St. Anthony
Falls differ from Clarke's 1973) fauna in central Canada
suggests that elsewhere the recession of glacial meltwater may
have created corridors of mussel colon i at ion that were di f-
ferent from (and perhaps superior to) those that were available
in the post-glacial UMR basin.

This line of thought has suggested at least one reason
for the impoverished UMR naiad fauna that exists (or once
existed) above the St. Anthony Falls. Analysis of the species
in the modern mussel fauna of that reach offers a little
insight into that fauna.

The mussel fauna in the NIMR drainage above the Falls
consisted (and perhaps still consists) of Mucket (Acin-
onaiaa carinata), Black Sandshell (i;,;gni rectaj, Fat Mucket
(LampaiZia r.21i, u : 2i7>;a.; N )i ) Pocketbook (:,. C:)+<' )C'JPZi-
coaa), Creek fleelsplitter ) ,.,,, crnprcrs': ), Cylinder
(Anodontoides G ia J ) Giant Floater q; bota ran:lis),
and Strange Floater (:7, roJ.hi_ aL2,tuaJ (Wilson and Danglade,
1914). Dawley (1947) added Paper Floater (A. i-nbc, Zis), bring-
ing the list to nine, but inexplicably omitted .. 2u a ,
although Wilson and Danglade (1914) appears in her bibliography.

These nine are, in part, a study in contrasts, and the
reasons for the heterogeneous composition of this fauna are
largely a mystery.

Three of the nine have unusually large numbers of recorded
host fishes: Mucket (12 hosts), Fat Mucket (13), and Giant
Floater (22) (Fuller, 1974, 1978b). Some of their hosts couid
have penetrated above the Falls by following glacial meltwater
and/or by crossing the fall line early in the Falls' development.
As noted earlier, mussels with very large numbers of hosts prob-
ably have the greatest vagility.

The presence of these three above the Falls seems easily
rationalized, but another species, Threeridge (Anb c.,a r.Iieata),
has many hosts (15), but has not been found above the Falis.
In fact, none of its relatives, the heavy-shelled, "primitive"
species in th naiad group:; Ambleminae: Amblemini and Elliptionini
occurs here. This phenomenon seems more than coincidence, es-
pecially because fully 14 species 128. or almost one third of
the UMR fauna) are included in these two groups. No explanation
is available. It may he that some of these species did colonize
the uppermost MR at one time, but did not survive. The mystery
remains, however, because some of them fare well in smaller
streams and because characteristically large-river mussels
comprise most of the fauna above the Falls today.
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I1S.*F Pool and Below

Unl ike the UIJR reach above the IJSAY P'oo1l, the reach be low
is not a zoogeograp~hic mysteryv inl terms of naiad distribution.
When Wisconsin glaciation ended some thousands of years ago
the modern UIR began. It was gradually recolonized by southern
I)pplations,. Most of these animals are large-r-iver species
(.some are more nearly eurvytopic l that had dwelt inl appropriate
waterways during the glacial advance southward. The modern
UIJR mussel fauna consists chiefly\ of species that are typical
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of larger, permanent waterways in the Mississippi River basin.
In addition, some species that are typical of the Cumberlandian
and perhaps the Ozarkian faunae entered the UJMR. Finally, a
number of characteristically small-stream elements marginally
invaded the UMR naiad fauna. The latter two groups are essen-
tially extralimital to the IJ,1R and predictably are the part
of the mussel fauna that has suffered most as a result of man's
environmental disturbance of the UMR during the last century
or so.

As is shown in the accounts that follow (and in Appendix C),
the modern UMR mussel fauna has lost most of its original ele-
ments that might be termed extralimital (i.e., Cumberlandian
and small-stream species). Most of the balance are species
that tolerate both large rivers and environmental degradation.

In the UMR these animals are distributed in three con-
tiguous, but quite distinct zones of naiad life: the Twin
Cities, Chippewa, and Recovery Zones. These concepts are in-
troduced as an aid in succinct characterization of this fauna.
Although the Corps viewpoint is that the lowermost, navigable
reaches of the Minnesota, St. Croix, and Black Rivers are
parts of the pools to which they are tributary (Pools 2, 3, and
8, respectively), these three zones of naiad life apply only
to the mainstem UMR. This should be so because the mainstem
does not flow into the tributaries; it influences them only to
the extent of increasing their depths for finite reaches up-
stream from confluence.

The Twin Cities Zone of mussel distribution begins with
the Upper St. Anthony Falls Pool and extends downriver to the
confluence of the Mississippi and Chippewa Rivers at the foot
of Lake Pepin in lower Pool 4. Although UMR water quality is
favorably influenced by the St. Croix River, as is demon-
strated by the superiority of the Pool 3 naiad fauna in com-
parison to that of Pool 2, this improvement is slight and
certainly does not result in a truly healthy mussel community.
It is widely and confidently considered that Lake Pepin serves
as the most important catch-basin for water-borne wastes from
the Twin Cities and surrounding urban areas and that water
quality therefore must sharply improve below this natural river-
lake. Because this study concentrated on the main channel and
its borders, Pnet all available mussel habitats in lower Pool 4
(and elsewhere in the study, area) could be investigated. The
Academy's evidence of mussel distribution below Lake Pepin thus
is limited, and it probably is not a fair reflection of water
quality below the Lake. In any event, this issue is obscured
by the large quantity of sand that enters the UMR from the
Chippewa at that point.

This moving, sandy bedload is the principal characteristic
of the Chippewa Zone. This zone includes Pool 4 below the
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Chippewa-Mississipp- conelen:e, p',s 9o,013 3 and SA. The
enormity of this hedload in terms o. its very apparent impact

upon mussels is readilv m rfeore: ,, relevant Pool- and
Site-specific discussions <for. -see, also, USACE, 1974b),

Moving bedload originutin4 in . irnea River probably

is not the only negative ,r)tL'enc on missels in the Chippewa
:one. Others include hedload fro!: other streams (e.g., the
Zumbro River, which enters Pool 5 ; pollutants from the Twin
Cities :one that perhaps persist into the Chippewa Zone, as

intimated above; and non-.oint:source biocides that are
carried into this zone as a result of poor land use (e.g.,
sheet erosion). Adverse impacts upon mussels of the Chippewa
Zone perhaps are not limited to these three factors. In any

event, the three appear to have abated sufficiently above
Locks and Dam SA to permit suhstantial recoverv of health in
the mussel fauna.

Primarily because of the sudden and unforeseen improve-

ment in the UMR mussel fauna that was found in the nursery beds

opposite Winona, Minnesota, tne Recovery Zone is here construed
as the rest of the St. Paul District UMR reach through Pool 10.

It is probable that the Recovery -one extends downstream into
the Rock Island District and possibly as far as the mouth of

the Des Moines River below Keokuk, Iowa. It certainly extends

no farther; the excellent mussel fauna at Keokuk is almost

eliminated by the confluence with the Des Moines, probably

because of the poor quality of this tributary's waters. The

Recovery Zone eventually may require redefinition in the light

of further information about mussels lying between Locks and
Dams 10 and 19.

Upper St. Anthony Falls (USAF) Poo! (Exhibits 99, 196)

8. SO0 Line Railroad Bridge 1xhibits , l00, 196, 212)

9. Broadway Avenue and Plymouth Avenue Bridges (Exhibits

8, 101, 196, 212)

As reported by Fller (19-Sb):

Surveillance of the first and third of these Sites included

the second, also, and amounted to coverage of almost the entire

Pool. Because of thv environmental and informational homogeneity

of this reach, the Pool and its Sites are discussed as a unit.

Beginning in 1963, almost the entire length of the main channel

in this Pool has been dredged at one time or another, but

disposal of material occurred elsewhere (USACE, 1974b). Con-

tinued dredging and, at last, local dIsposal sites are contem-

plated. Such activities cannot have lone, or be expected



inmminen t ly to do, any damage to the Upper St. Anthony Falls
Pool mussel fauna, simply because there evidently is none.

St. Anthony Falls formed a natural barrier to upstream pen-
etration by musst.Is. Only a small fraction of the fauna of
the lower reaches surmounted the Falls and gained the Mis-
sissippi headwaters (Dawley, 1947) *. i' , LiZ-

ta £> L- &L .7s, and .,. ; .w.2 j. Most (,f these have large num-
bers of glochidial hosts and thus doubtless have had plen-
tiful opportunity for introduction above the Falls during
their larval phase. Apparently the availability of glochidial
hosts is not the only requirement for some species to extend
their ranges into the area above the Falls. For example, .
bllemo ,zc,.a, which has many hosts and is environmentally
very adaptable, has never been discovered there.

Lasm,"on 2crn, .s.. and n Lu are char-
acteristically small-stream species and are not likely ever
to have inhabited the St. Anthony Falls Pools. A balance
of only six mussel species, then, forms the core of the fauna
that might be expected immediately above the Falls.

It is thus hardly surprising that so few dead shells were
found in the Upper St. Anthony Falls Pool. What a surprising
is that almost n o mussel material could be found. Evidently,
all naiades here were destroyed long ago. It is equally clear
that recolonization in the foreseeahle future will not occur.
Water quality in this urbanized rt.ach is doubtless prohibitive,
and Ponar dredging revealed that much formerly suitable river-
bed is now overlain by muck. It is a curious footnote to
these remarks that the Academy has been unable to discover any
historical mussel records that are definitely referable to
this Pool. It may never have provided optimal naiad habitat,
at least since thick settlement by European man began about
a century ago, but a more probable explanation is that early
local naturalists happened not to record mussel data appropriate
to this report.

Information about Corps dredging in the ISAF Pool has
been updated since the p vious report (Fuller, 1978b) of
the 1977 study. The SOO line Railroad Bridge Site was dredged
in 1976, 1975, and 1979. A large total quantity of riverbed
material was removed. The Broad%,.v and Plymouth Avenues
Bridges Site was perennially :ind heavily dredged during the
period 1973 through 1979. This pattern of heavy, more or
less continuous dredging shows no sign of abatement. The
moving bedload that necessitates the dredging and the dredging
itself will probably continue to militate against mussels'
recolonizing this Pool.
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Lower St. Anthony Fal Is ( ISA F) Pool (l]xhii its 102, 196)

In regard to the 197 - study, Ful ler (19781) reported:

The Corps has done minimal dredging in the Lower St. Anthony
Falls Pool (USACE, 1974b). The Academy did not sample in
this Pool and has been unable to locate relevant mussel rec-
ords of any kind. It is highly probable that adverse con-
ditions, past and present, noted in the Upper St. Anthony
Falls Pool (just above) exist here, as well. Therefore,
Corps dredging could hardly have done mussels any damage.

The \cademy did not study the LSAF Pool in either 1978
or 1979. The Principal Investigator is unaware of dredging
in the Pool since 1972, the last dredging season recorded
in the St. Paul District F.IS (i.e., USACF, 1974b).

Pool 1 (L'xhibits 103, 100)

10. Lake Street Bridge (lxhibits 9, 104, 1906, 213)

Il. St. Paul Daymark 849.1 (Exhibits 9, 104, 196, 213)

12. Locks and 1Dam I llpper Approach Construction (in part)
(see ool I belo ,) 'Y1Thits 11, 106, 196, 198, 213)

As previously reported (Fuller, 1978b):

Again because of their environmental and informational homo-
geneitv, the Pool and its Sites are discussed as a unit.

Mussel records available to the Academy that are definitely
identified with this Pool are limited to the species whose
bones were discovered at the St. Paul Daymark Site. However,
there can be no doubt that Pool 1 once shared the rich naiad
fauna of the Upper Mississippi River below St. Anthony Falls.
The quantity and the specific identities of current bones
are sufficient proof.

As above the Falls, the fauna here has been devastated,
though it is probable that the destruction concluded In
Pool 1 at a later date than in the St. Anthony Pools. Some
bones from this Poc ,re fresher than those from the latter,
though all are of great age.

With increasing extent and frequency, the Corps has dredged
in Pool I since before the Second World War. Now much of
this reach is dredged during most years (USACE, 1974b). This
is very Intensive maintenance, but it has probably never done
much if any damage to mussels, because apparently the fauna
was essentially destroyed decades ago. Dredge sampling by
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the Academy revealed only sand and muck; these inhospitable
substrates, plus other sources of ecological adversity (e.g.,
low dissolved oxygen, heavy metals, etc.), probably have been
the norm for many years. Thus it appears that chances for
foreseeable recolonization by mussels are remote.

Information about Corps dredging in Pool I has been up-
dated since the Academy's report (Fuller, 1978b) on its 1977
study of the Pool. The Lake Street Bridge Site was dredged
almost perennially during the period 1973 through 1979; a
very large total amount of riverbed material was removed.
The St. Paul Daymark 849.1 Site was dredged somewhat less
frequently during the same period; a somewhat lesser total
quantity of material was removed. Also during the same
period, the upper approach to Locks and Dam 1 was moderately
dredged several times. These high levels of dredging and
the moving bedload that requires them combine to create an
environment that essentially is hazardous to mussels. There
seems to be no reason to suppose that this pattern of almost
uniformly heavy bedload and dredging will soon cease.

Pool 2 (Exhibits 5,, 107, 198)

As Fuller (1978b) reported:

In terms of its naiad fauna this reach has been and is su-
perior to those above. There are some historical records,
a few current ones, and even one Site where living mussels
were found during this project. (At the other Sites, how-
ever, there was only the devastation observed in the upper
Pools.) Muck was the prevalent streambed in most areas.
There were no submerged vascular vegetation and few bones,
all very old. Probably the Twin Cities and the Minnesota
River both negatively influence Pool 2.

The Corps' dredging this Pool began in 1937, but has been
more sporadic in space and time than is the case upstream
(USACE, 1974b). The finding of an extant mussel community
suggests the possibility that the Corps may have disturbed
freshwater mussels slightly -- but only verz slightly --

more in Pool 2 than in those above.

Information about Corps dredging in Pool 2 has been up-
dated since the Academy's report (Fuller, 19"8b) on its 1977
study of this Pool. A moderate total quantity of material
was removed from the Smith Avenue Bridge Site by dredging
conducted most years during the period 19 3 through 1979.
The Robinsons Rocks Site experienced light dredging in 19'7.
Very large amounts of riverbed material were taken from the
vicinity of the Boulanger Bend Site in 1974; the Site itself
had been lightly dredged in 19-3. The correlated phenomena,



heavy bedload and heavy dredging, are disadvantageous to
mussels, and dredging occurred ;it Smith Avenue Bridge as re-
centlv as last year. In addit ion to such adversities as poor
water quality, which has been a problem in this IJMR reach for
three-score vcai's ((;rier , 1922, 19 2 a; I lI is, 1931a, 1931b),
cont inued bedload and dredging indicate inferior conditions
for mussel colonization in the years to come. This indica-
tion is common to the IJMR above Pool 2, as well, but is ironic
in this Pool because mussels persist in at least one reach,
the lower approach to Locks and D1am 1. Following Corps di-
rections pursuant to the Scope of 1%ork, the Academy did not
conduct mussel surveillance throughout Pool 2, and not all
available habitats were sampled. It is possible that some
mussels remain in this Pool. Xertheless, prospects for a
foreseeable mussel renaissance 'ire negligible at this time.

12. Lock an' Dam I Il el Aplroach Construction (in part)
(see Pool 1, abe I -xhiAbi ts II, 100, 196, 198, 213)

In report ing on the 1977 field work, Ful ler (1978) ob-
ser ved:

There are several noteworthy points. First, this is a con-
struction Site. Some dredging is doubtless involved, but it
is not for channel maintenance.

Second, the constructien is undertaken above the Locks and
Dam, in Pool I (which see, above), but most of the investi-
gative area lies below. For this reason and especially be-
cause living mussels were found there, this Site is discussed
as though its entirety lay in Pool 2.

Th ird, mussels began in the dam tailrace and continued the
length of the Site; none1 was found immediately below the
Locks, where the Corps has dredged in the past (USACE, 1974b).
Whether there is a casual Isic: causal J relationship between
these two points is in P,,'s'n md obblv unl<nowable.

Fourth and unfortunately, this population shows poor condition.
It is very sparse and sporadic, even though it extends (dis-
contiguously and primarily along the left bank) for almost a
mile. Ihere was no evidence of recent recruitment, although
fertilization is po,;_, le at this Site (,1. 7<:, : L1NZA 2tUP
was gravid). On the other hand, that the gravel riverbed
appeared clean of silt and that the water obviously was ade-
quately oxygenated are encouraging.

Finally, one must wonder whether there' are' not other refuglal
populations thus far overlookc(d in th, tricken uppermost
Pools. If so, mus-seIs cold more rapidlv rt Invade those reaches
if favorable water quaIitv werL- restored to the Twin Cities vi-
cinity.
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13. Smith Avenue ("Htigh") Bridge (Exhibits 12, 108,
198, 214)

Fuller (1978b) reported that:

This is the only Site in Pool 2 where bones were found. All
were very old, and many were spoiled by exposure, so iden-
tification is dubious in some cases. These dead shells can-
not necessarily be interpreted as indigenous to this Site
(see Hudson RR Bridge, above). They are thus admitted only
to the list for Pool 2 (Exhibit 107).

14. Robinsons Rocks (Exhibits 13, 109, 198, 215)

As reported by Fuller (1978b):

No living or dead mussels were found at this Site, and ap-

parently there are no previous records.

Boulanger Bend (cursory)

This site was cursorily surveyed 21 July 1977 by the Prin-
cipal Investigator with the aid of a St. Paul District launch
and crew. No mussels, living or dead, were found, and apparent-
ly there are no previous records relevant to this site.

15. Nininger (Exhibits 14, 110, 198, 216)

As reported by Fuller (1978b):

No trace of mussels was found at this Site. Dawley (1947)
provided some historical records (Exhibit 107).

Pool 3 (Exhibits 111 and 199)

The Academy did not study this Pool in 1977. A few
short reaches in the upper Pool were cursorily surveyed in
1978 with the help of the WDNR mussel survey crew (Fuller,
1978a). Later in that season the Academy's crew resurveyed
those areas in the definitive fashion stipulated in the Scope
of Work; the results are reported below. In 1979 the vicinity
of the upper and lower approaches to Locks and Dam 3 was
surveyed as pa,i of Corps preparations for a program of dredging
and construction (Fuller, 1979c).

Remarkably, as previously pointed out (Fuller, 1978b),
there appear to be no published site-specific mussel records
for Pool 3, even though the major museum collections probably
include specimens from this Pool. Regardless of the available
records, it seems reasonable to assume that -omc mussels
must have occupied this reach in the past. The Principal
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Investigator's initial interpretation of this Pool's naiad
fauna was very negative (Fuller, 1978h). lowever, the Aca-
demy's 1978 opportunity to examine the Pool revealed a lim-
ited, but apparently viable fauna of hardy species. In this
respect it contrasts sharply with the St. Anthony [alls Pools
and Pools 1 and 2 (see Fuller, 1978h), which are nearly de-
void of naiades. This new interpretation of Pool 3 mussel
populations is one of the bases for the previously described
recognition of discrete zones within the tlMR defined by the
characters of their naiad faunae.

The channel-maintenance history of Pool 3 is greatly
detailed (USACt, 1974b). Dredging began in 1934 (prior to
the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project) and continued, some-
what irregularly, throughout the Pool at least until 1972,
the most recent year of public record. The only channel-
maintenance dredging since that time involved removal of a
moderate amount of riverbed material at the Coulters Island
Site. Because of this homogeneous record, the Site-specific
remarks offered below omit dredging history and concentrate
upon the mussel fauna. Eiven so, the remarks are brief because
the very impoverished naiad fauna offers little opportunity
for Site-specific commentary and because so many of the
Sites are contiguous.

This contiguity has the added disadvantage of making it
nearly or entirely impossible to report separately upon the
mussel faunae of certain Sites. For example, the Coulters
Island and Morgan Coulee Sites occur within the same river
mileage. Consequently, brailing of this reach was conducted
without any attempt to distinguish bete..een the two nominal
Sites, and their results are reported together.

16,17. Vermillion River and Hastings Small Boat Harbor
(Exhibits 15, 16, 112, 113, 199, 216)

No living mussels were found in either the Vermillion
River or the Harbor Site.

18,19. Prescott and Pine Coulee (xhibits 17, 18, 114,
115, 199, 217

These two, larpol> contiguous (and, in terms of river
mileage, indistinguishable) Sites exhibit a largely undis-
tinguished mussel fauna. However, some Spike, Elliptio dila-
,tta, and the Strange Floater, :'trdoT lzit undU l atZ4a.5, were
taken. That these rarities were found at all is a favorable
commentary upon water quality in Pool 3, especially because,
as a small-stream element, .'. :,,'!,bot u8 is not necessarily
to he anticipated in any IJMR Pool.
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20, 21. Truedale Slough and Four Mile Island (Exhibits 19,
20, 116, 117, 199, 21,)

Only 40 living mussels were taken at these Sites. The
most common species was FL 2-:na-. va, as was true of the
St. Croix River fauna. This suggests that the naiad fauna of
Pool 3 is favorably influenced belo1 confluence of the UMR
with the St. Croix.

22. Big River (Exhibits 21, 118, 199, 218)

This Site's mussel fauna resembles the St. Croix River
naiad community (e.g., it exhibits dominance by Fusconaia
f2ava). A lone specimen of Spike, E'ii[fii a was
taken here, and a single living Paper Floater, Ancfona i*r:;'-
>iE, was found at this Site. These captures are further evi-
dence of not only the favorable impact of St. Croix River water
upon the UMR, but also the remarkable environmental tolerance
of this Floater.

23, 24. Morgan Coulee and Coulters Island (Exhibits 22
119, 199, 219)

At Sites farther upstream in Pool 3, domination of the
naiad fauna was by Fuscnaia However, at the present
Sites the dominant mussel species was AmbnZena ticata, the
Threeridge, as is typical of UMR pools. The success of the
Threeridge is discussed below. The Threehorn, ::biquari
reflexa, was a co-dominant at this Site.

25. Diamond Bluff (Exhibits 23, 120, 199, 219)

Domination of the fauna remains with Fusccn*a fava at
this Site, but, in classic UMR pattern, this dominion is shared
with the more tolerant species, such as Threeridge and Pimple-
back ( drJ' rus72osa). The favorable influence of St.
Croix River water quality apparently wanes in lower Pool 3.

Pool 4 (Exhibits 121, 200, 201)

This is the longest UMR Pool in the St. Paul District. It
is divided into three unequal parts by Lake Pepin, a natural
river-lake (as opposed to the Pools, the artificial river-lakes,
that were created by the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project).
The reach above Pepin includes eight sites surveyed by the
Academy in 1978, including several areas in the vicinity of
the Trenton Site that had been cursorily investigated earlier
in the year JFuller, 1978a). One Site in Lake Pepin was ex-
amined in 19-7 and 19-8. Six more in the reach below Pepin
were surveyed in 19-- or 19%8. In addition, tie Academy sur-
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veyed a reach hoth above and belot, Locks and Dam 3 in anti -
cipation of reconstruction of a portion of that installation.
The surveillance indicated that the project would not be
hinderel by the presence of mussels, Endangered or not. De-
tai Is may be found in Fuller" ( 1978h)

Almost the entire Upper Mississippi River mussel fauna, in-
cluding the Endangered -. " and .~K ;'Uz,
is known historically in Pool 4. However, only 19 species have
been encountered recently, and only 12 were found alive in
1977. This remarkable decline is either real or an appearance
caused by insufficient investigation.

A marginal commercial mussel fishery still exists in Lake Pepin,
and some small beds have persisted (Jim S. Engel, personal com-
munication, St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers). Nevertheless,
great abatement of clams and clamming has occurred since the
heyday of the Lake Pepin Mucket, perhaps the greatest button
shell of them all (see Coker, 1919). The phenomena behind Pepin's
notoriety as a kind of catch basin for Twin Cities wastes surely
are largely to blame. It is probable that faunistic decline is
more real than apparent in this river-lake.

As a catch basin, however, Lake Pepin reduces adverse impact
from the upper reaches upon the more riverine, lower portion
of Pool 4 below the Chippewa River, just as the St. Croix River,
entering this Pool at its head, has a diluting and thus favorable
influence upon the adverse impact caused by Pool 3. One might,
then, expect the modern mussel fauna to improve below Lake Pepin,
although the negative influence of the Chippewa on Mississippi
naiades in this area must be considered.

That Chippewa alluvium helped create Lake Pepin and influenced
the Mississippi below is an established feature of the regional
geologic record. At one time, this influence alone could not
severely have limited mussel populations, because the Ellis sur-
vey records show that lower Pool 4 (Zone II of the van der Schalies,
1950) supported at least 29 species as late as 1930 and 1931. If
the poor records of recent years are to be credited, in full or
only in part, an additional adverse impact must have intervened
at some point after Ellis' work. COuld increased land use in the
Chippewa watershed by an expanding human population have increased
its alluvial contribution to the Mississippi? Is it only coinci-
dence that extensive, increasing, and now almost perennial dredging
by the Corps below Lake Pepin began in the mid-Thirties (USACE,1974b)?

On the other hand, maintenance dredging and associated activities
are confined chiefly to the main channel. This truism revives an
earlier question, now expressed in a different way: are there ex-
tant mussel species in noi-chanrel habitats of Pool 4 that were not
investigated during the Academy project ? Another type of investi-



gation might demonstrate that the Pool 4 mussel fauna is, in
fact, superior to what present evidence suggests.

In any case, the Upper Mississippi main channel in lower
Pool 4 carries a substantial bedload, which is commonly at-
tributed to the Chippewa. Dredging there is necessary for
precisely the same reason that mussels cannot succeed, namely,
heavy deposits of shifting sand. There can be no reasonable
doubt that Corps maintenance in lower Pool 4 has killed many
mussels, mainly juveniles, probably including some Endangered
ones, but these individuals, isolated and for the most part
doomed by the shifting sand, could not have contributed to
the populations of their respective species (see discussion of
Trunci~la donaciformis, below).

Bedload from the Chippewa River is principally responsible
for the concept of the Chippewa Zone in modern naiad distribution
in the UMR. The Chippewa is not the only contributing factor,
however; 60 years ago Grier (1922) recognized the Cannon and
Zumbro rivers as significant sources of bedload in the UMR reach
that is now Pool 4 (the two rivers enter this Pool near Red
Wing and Wabasha, Minnesota, respectively).

The combined sand and mud from these tributaries neverthe-
less apparently had never been a serious deterrent to mussels.
In addition to the then famous "Trenton bed" (near the Tren-
ton Site) and "good clamming" locally in Lake Pepin, other im-
portant mussel communities were remarked by Crier (1922, 1926a)
at Wabasha; Teepeeota Point (at or near the Corps dredging
Site of the same name); and Alma, Wisconsin.

On the other hand, Grier (1922, 1926a) noted that in 1920
these great beds were no longer of their previous quality
and extent and had conspicuously worsened by 1925, only five
years laterl Grier considered wing dams the primary factor
in this rapid degradation and emphasized the tendency of these
structures to divert sand from the navigation channel into the
channel borders. On the strength of numerous, in some cases
repeated observations, he concluded that channel-border sand
had smothered many mussel beds. Also, he cited reoriented,
unusually swift currents, influenced by wing dams, as the cause
of mussels' (especially juveniles') being swept away from
substrates that formerly had been relatively undisturbed.

In addition to the role of wing dams in the deterioration
of mussel beds, Grier (1922) indicted over-harvest, unneces-
sarily destructive methods of harvest, pollution emanating prin-
cipally from the Twin Cities, and local municipal "rubbish".
Most of Grier's observations are familiar to students of UMR
naiades, partly because his points remain valid today.
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Three of Grier's ideas were more or less pioneering and
are even now inadequately appreciated. First, he realized
that the Twin (ities are bc no means the sole source of en-
vironmental degradation in the Tin (ities Zone of modern
mussel distribution -- and beyond. Second, Crier recognized
that man-made trash could have an adverse impact upon the be-
haviour of glochidial hosts, and he made this point with special
respect to small towns. Third, he ith perhaps a few others)
was well ahead of his time by paying attention to the presence/
absence of juveniles in a mussel community; Grier interpreted
lack (or even reduction) of iuvCniles as a clear negative re-
flection of the health of a community. Perhaps only the pres-
ent study and the WDNR mussel survey have adequately followed
Grier's lead in this respect.

This discussion of C;rier's (1922, 1926a) work and findings
is included at this point in this report because most of his
published study of I.IR mussels was devoted to what eventually
became Pool 4. This devotion probably was caused by the fact
that in the early Twenties an area such as Pool 4 -- beyond the
range of .,c pollution from upstream and near the northern
terminus of mussel harvest, which had begun far downstream in
Iowa 40 years previously -- was the best suited to studies of
the potential commercial mussel fishery for the then Bureau of
Fisheries. Such a focus of early mussel investigation is
unique among UMR reaches, except perhaps for the vicinity of
Fairport, Iowa (now in Pool 10), where the staff of the Bureau's
mussel propagation laboratory did much of their work (Coker,
191b, 1919, 1921; Coker et al., 1921). Pool 4 seems unique in
another respect: it is perhaps the only Pool to which an entire
modern mussel study (Morrison, 1959) has been devoted.

Morrison (1959 compared his own collections at several
Lake Pepin Sites to the results of the Ellis (1931a, 1931b)
survey (synopsized by van der Schalie and van der Schalie,
1950) at almost the same localities 30 years earlier. Al-
though Morrison found about 20 mussel species-group taxa alive,
a distinct decline in number and variety of these taxa was
apparent.

This result exemplifies the degradation of the mussel
fauna in Pool 4 that has taken place during the last half-
century. This phenm;,aon apparently is shared among all UMR
Pools. It is emphasized here because knowledge of Pool 4 hap-
pens to'include an unusually graphic record.

26. Abeve Trenton (Exhibits 24, 12 200, 220)

Dredging was frequent here at one time, and some large
quantities of material have been removed (USACE, 1974W). How-
ever, there was none after 1975, when a moderate amount of river-
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bed was removed. Had suitable habitat been available, the
intervening period should have been long enough to permit
development of a fauna superior to the one in evidence in
1978. Very few specimens were found at this Site, but these
included some juveniles (of karious species) and an adult
Anodonta imbecilZis, uncommon in the UMR.

27. Trenton (Exhibits 25, 123, 2001, 220)

The Trenton Site has experienced almost forty years of
dredging 'usuallv moderate), continuing at least until 1971
(USACE, 1974b). Nevertheless, the 12 species of living mus-
sels enccuntered here are a substantial improvement upon the
poor fauna at the Above Trenton Site (above). The samples
are remarkable for a thriving population of large, healthy
Pink Papershell, ,rrcr. Zczv,ss-'maz, and for a single living
Fat Mucket, Lidesa ' : , si<zqu3id , which is near ex-
tinction in the UMR. The "Trenton bed" described by Grier
(1922) was probably located near this Site.

28. Cannon River (Exhibits 2o, 124, 200, 220)

A very poor mussel community was observed at the Cannon
River Site. Dredging at this Site has a lengthy history
(1935 through at least 1972; 1SACLh, 1974b), though it was
rarely heavy. On the other hand, a large amount of material
was dredged in 1973. A more likely cause of the poor mussel
fauna is moving bedload from the Cannon River, which creates
the need to dredge. More than half a century ago Grier (1922)
noted the quantity of bedload from the Cannon River discharged
to the UMR reach that is now Pool 4 ;., the possible, natural
adverse effects that this discharge may have had upon nearby
mussels.

29. Red Wing Commercial and Small Boat Harbors (Exhibits 27,
200, 220)

Only two living mussel specimens were found at this collec-
tive Site. Light dredging was conducted at the Commercial
Harbor as recently as 1978; it could have done no serious
damage to mussels.

30, Red Highway Bridge (Exhibits 28, 126, 200, 221)

This Site's mussel community was poor in 1978, though
noteworthy because two juvenile Anodonta imbeciZlis were
taken. Dredging, usually light to moderate, occurred here
from 1935 through 1972 (USACE, 1974b). An unspecified quantity
of material was removed in 1974.

Also unspecified is a place "above Red Wing" (but per-
haps as close to this Site as to any in the vicinity) where
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Cr icr (1922 found a diversified mussel community, including
the Endangered I .. . .. , Higgins e. c rier
emphas i :ed find ing tIe concho I og i call v similar Ii ckorNnut

.: I.,:-" . ,' 1 ., in this :area. tvLen then this comparatively
common spec ie ewas dwindling in the upper reaches of the UMR.
)n the other hand, (;r iCr's record ws equal1 led in upper Pool 4
hy the M)NR mussel survey Pt1. lhiel, personal communication,
H NR, L.a Crosse). If formeryIv co mmon species that have be-

come noteworth\ rarities are recorded o0 years apart in essen-
tially the same study' area, the implication is that mussel de-
."rada tion was about equal at both times. It is encouraging to
sIppose that, at least in general, the Pool 4 mussel fauna is
little or no worse than it was even well before impoundment by
the 9-Foot Channel. This inference, however, is specious to
the extent that this tauna is clearly much less species-rich
than it was 50 years ago. A comparison of Morrison's work
to the van der Schalies' (1950) report on ELl is survey results
hill make the point (see Pool 4, above).

C'rier (1922) noted an unusual abundance of juvenile mus-
sels (bvssallv attached to dredge and weed beds) "below Red
%ing''. This result contrasts sharply with the Academy obser-
vations in 19"8.

31. Bay City Small Boat Harbor (Exhibits 29, 127, 200, 222)

No trace of mussels was found at this Site.

32. Bay City Commercial and Recreational Sites LExhibits
30, 128, 200", 222)

The mussel samples were limited to three living Trop;era
s:' s::,. That these animals could tolerate the very adverse

conditions in an area of intense human activity is further
proof of the Pink Papershell's hardiness.

There seems to be no record of Corps dredging at Site 31
or 32. Their mussel faunae nevertheless are very poor. One
form or another of human intervention doubtless is at fault.
These faunae contrast sharply with Grier's (1922) observation
of a very good mussel community in the Bay City vicinity in
1920.

33. Wacouta Point (Exhibits 31, 129, 200, 222)

This Site has an unusual dredging history. First in
1938 and as recently as 1969, enormous amounts of material
have been removeo, but on only a few occasions (USACE, 1974b).
Moreover, the dredge cuts here ordinarily have been very long,
the longest (again in 1909) extending over two miles.
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One might think that these factors would have devasta-
ted the mussel fauna. Certainly this must have been true in
the main channel during extensive dredging, but there has been
some recovery. Although hardly, plentiful at this Site, mus-
sels are not devastated: the Academy found some alive in even
the main channel. One also can infer, then, that the quality
of water feeding from the polluted Twin Cities Zone has im-
proved substantially by the time it reaches utper Pool 4.
Some of the observations (above) on other Pool 4 Sites bear
this out.

The samples from this Site include no unusual records
except for an adult Anodonta imbe~i71is. This version of
the Wacouta Point fauna differs sharply from Grier's (1922)
remarking a comparatively diversified mussel community there
in 1920.

34. Lake City Small Boat Harbor (Exhibits 32, 130, 200, 223)

As reported by Fuller (1978b):

Surveillance of a very limited area, about the harbcr mouth, was
required. In that respect this Site was unlike all others in
this project. The Lake Pepin floor here was of the sand and
muck commonly associated with marinas. It was very unproduc-
tive of mussels and harbored no legally protected species.
Dredging here can hardly damage the naiad fauna. Note, fi-
nally, that this is not a channel maintenance Site.

Dawley (1947) gave "Lake City" mussel records (included in
Exhibit 61 for the sake of historical perspective on the
general area), but they cannot necessarily be referred to the
Site. The Ellis survey worked just above Lake City, but the
van der Schalies (1950) did not specify the findings; these
records definitely should not be ascribed to the Site.

This excerpt concerns results of the Academy's 1977 field
surveillance. This Site was additionally surveyed in 1978,
when much more extensive brailing was conducted well down-
stream of the Harbor's mouth. The 1978 study reach was heavily
shoaled; only six living mussels were found. Modifying the
Lake City Harbor facilities can be undertaken with little
risk of damaging mussels. The possibility of an Endangered
Species' bein!' ;:.countered at this Site is remote.

These remarks are sharply at variance with results of other
studies in the Lake City area. Grier (1922) found a degraded
fauna, but it was much more varied and plentiful than the
Academy discovered. Grier found unusually large numbers of
juvenile mussels; the Academy survey revealed only one. Morri-
son (19S9) found an additionally degraded mussel fauna, but
his records, also, are far more numerous than the Academy's.
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3S. Reads Landing (Exhibits 33, 131, 201, 221,

As previously reported by Fuller (l198b):

Comencing in 1934, the Corps dredged rather extensively
at this Site during about one half of the years through
1972 (USACE, 1974b).

Represented by very few individuals each, only five living
naiad species were found at this Site. This total prob-
ably is augmented by numerous others suspected of persis-
ting at the Site and/or in the immediate vicinity on the
basis of earlier records for this area (see Exhibit 62).

The Ellis survey worked this area, but the van der Schalies
(1950) did not identify which species had been found.

This excerpt from the Academy's previous report, on 1977
surveillance, can be updated in various respects. First,
this Site was heavily dredged almost perennially during the
period 1974 through 1979. Second, Grier (1922) found that in
the Reads Landing vicinity (including lowermost Lake Pepin)
the abundance of Pool 4 juvenile mussels was second only to
their numbers at Lake City. Third, Grier emphasized finding
Butterfly, EY-sari >ne:>zrc, at or near the Reads Landing
Site, whereas the iDNR mussel survey recently found this
species only as far upriver as Pool 5A.

These points suggest that the UMR naiad fauna at and/or
:near the Reads Landing Site has declined during the past
... l-century or so, perhaps somewhat in response to Corps
dredging. Although prevailing environmental quality may be
sufficient to support certain rare taxa, the Academy did not
fInd the great abundance of juvenile mussels revealed dur-
ing the Grier survey. There thus seems to be a sharply
diminishing probability of recruitment to the extant mussel
community; this does not bode well for the mussel fauna at
this Site.

3h. Wabasha Small Boat Harbor (Exhibits 34, 132, 201, 224)

This otherwise unproductive Site (where only 17 living
mussels were taken) :Jiibited several interesting features
in 1978.

The Harbor itself (i.e., Trollen's Marina) apparently
is devoid of mussels, as is usually true of marinas, but,
beginning just below its mouth and extending at least as far
as the Wabasha Highway Bridge, there is a relic bed of very
old mussels along the Minnesota shore. This probably is
the 'remnant bed" at Wabasha that was noted by Grier (1922).
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Even in Grier's day, this bed was already badly damaged,
perhaps as a result of wing dams and/or "rubbish" dumped
in the river.

Several rare mussels recently have been recorded from
this bed. The WDNR mussel survey took ]ycoaas ubercuZata,
Purple Pimpleback (P. Thiel, personal communication, WDNR, La
Crosse). National Biocentric (1979e) found Quadrula meta-
nevra, Monkeyface; ElZiptio diz7aata, Spike; Plethobasus cy-
phyua, Bullhead; Pleurobema rubrum, Pink Pigtoe; and Actin-
onais carinata, Mucket. These two surveys were conducted by
brailing and SCUBA. The Academy field team had the capability
of SCUBA and HOOKAH diving, as well as brailing, but used
only brailing at the Wabasha Small Boat Harbor Site. Further
1978 study of the mussel bed beneath the Wabasha bridge did
not seem warranted, because diving is very time-consuming
and brailing had already revealed this bed's existence. In
any event, the Academy confirmed the presence of Q. meta-
nevra and E. dilatata.

These findings reflect the reason why the Wabasha bed
is important. Although relic and perhaps failing (the only
juvenile found at this Site was the widespread and hardy
Fragile Papershell, Leptod:a f raq'iUc,), this bed is a po-
tential source of recruitment of rare animals to a part of
the UMR from which they have been essentially eliminated.
This source of recruitment would become especially important
should water quality improve and the quantity of bed load
decrease. Conservation of this bed could be a very signi-
ficant step, but it is now threatened by the Minnesota Depart-
ment of Transportation's proposed replacement of the Wabasha
Bridge (B. McCarthy, MNDOT, St. Paul, Minnesota, personal
communication). If this construction takes place, parapet
placement and associated activities could badly damage (or
even eliminate) portions of the Wabasha bed. This is a
situation in which state government and the private sec-
tor must follow the lead of Federal agencies (e.g., COE,
FWS) if fullest conservation of the mussel resource is to
be realized.

37. Crats Island Bank Repair (kLxhibits 35, 133, 201, 224)

The Academy studied the Crats Island area cursorily in
1977 (Fuller. 1977), but the Corps has never instituted a
formal channel-maintenance site of this name. The area lies
between the 1977 Reads Landing and Teepeeota Point Sites,
both of which supported poor mussel communities (Fuller,
1978b). The present Crats Island Site lies in a UMR reach
that experienced almost perennial dredging from 1938 through
1972 (USACE, 1974b). In addition, the Crats Island vicinity
was heavily dredged almost perennially during the period
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countered. The Academy has found no additional relevant

mussel records.

Corps dredging data for this Site have been updated
since this excerpt was written. Heavy dredging in 1973
was followed by removal of a relatively small amount of
riverbed material in 1977.

40. Beef Slough (Exhibits 38, 136, 201, 225)

Like most channel-maintenance sites in Pool 4, Beef
Slough has an approximately four-decade recorded dredging
history (1938 through 1971; USACE, 1974b). However, in
this case, unlike those below Lake Pepin, this Site has
been dredged only moderately, in terms of frequency and
amount of bedload removed. The most recent instance was
in 1974, when light dredging was conducted.

The mussel fauna at this Site was not well developed,
only eighteen living mussels, representing six species, being
taken. These results are consistent with those for nearby
(just upriver) 1977 Sites (see Fuller, 1978b).

Pool 5 (Exhibits 137, 201)

As previously reported (Fuller, 1978b):

Pool 5 appears to have a richer mussel community, and to have
experienced less dredging, than Pool 4. The inference is that
moving bedload has here been the lesser problem to mussels
and to the Corps ....

Evidence of a dredging program in Pool 5 that is comparatively
favorable to mussels is that, although dredging persisted al-
most perennially after 1933 through 1971 and 1972 at West New-
ton and Weaver Bottom Complex, respectively, the amount of
dredging per year was less than at Pool 4 Sites.

Dennis Cin (personal communication, St. Paul District, Corps
of Engineers) has pointed out that, at times of very high
water, Pool 4 is permitted to drain, more or less unimpeded
by Lock and Dam 4, into Pool 5. Bedload originating in the
Chippewa River thus penetrates at least to the second Pool
downstream f,.m the Chippewa-Mississippi confluence. Mr. Cmn
added that the Zumbro River is believed directly to impact
Pool 5 with migrating material. It seems that Pool 5 suffers
somewhat less from sedimentation than does Pool 4, but neither
Pool is any longer a wholly favorable environment for mussels,
at least in its main channel portion.

The overwhelming domination of especially the Pool 5 data by
Juveniles, notably Trunci Za don -for,7o (whose discussion
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see, below), is the best available evidence (Exhibits 66

and 67) of the superiority of the Pool 5 mussel fauna. An-
ciliary evidence appears in comparisons among historical,
recent, and current information; the respective totals are
15, 15, and 13 species (Exhibit 65). These figures suggest
that th Pool 5 fauna has (hanged little during the past cen-
taurv. However, the total number of the species that have
ever been found in this Pool is at least 25 (see Exhibit 65).
At no one period of time, then, has more than two thirds of
the cumulative fauna been found. If one assumes comparable
sampling pressure and record-keeping during those periods,
he must conclude that mussels have a lwavs been hard to find
in Pool 5 (i.e., population sizes have been low). Perhaps
the truth is not only that this Pool is not "any longer"
(above) congenial to mussels, but also that it has never been
so, at least in post-Co lumbian times.

this last point is strengthened by the fact that Grier
(1922) mentioned only a single mussel bed in Pool 5 that had
s1Iipported commercial ha revst. Th is bed was near Minneiska,
Minnesota. 'Ihe bed near- .\lma, tWisconsin, noted by Grier
mia1yv have extended into 1,hat is no1 Pool 5. The Academy found
no trace of either bed.

Scarce l" 15 RM in Iw1,gt h, this is a short Pool, most of
which has been rathe r hea'i lv dredged prior to and during
the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project; specifically', most
of this intensi vely maintained reach was almost perennially
dredged during the 39- yea r period 193-1 through 1972 (IUSACE,
I ,-4b ). Consequent l, the Co r)s gave surveillance of this
Pool a high prior it Y in 1)-, and the Academy su rveyed most
of it e veuxamining to ext reme ly lengthy Sites. As noted
above, the meager results vere interpreted as evidence that
Pool i> nc)t hospitable to mussels. Those results are en-
t irel cons i stent with those for the additional Pool 5 Sites
studie,! in 198.

The Locks and IDam 5 Culvert Construction Site scarcelv
figures in the preceding remarks because of its unique charac-
ter (see helowt.

I1. l.ocks and Dam 4 Lower Approach (Exhibits 39, 138,
2o1, 22b)

Thirteen juvenile muissels i,(re taken at this Site. Light
dredging occurred here as recently as 197T-.

12, 43. Mule Bend and Head of Island 42 Bank Repair
VI h ib its 11), 1 S , 2) I , 22o)

Mule Bend had experienced rinror dredging in comparison
with that at downstream Pool S ites ( 11QA:C:, 1974h; see
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Fuller, 1978b) prior to heavy dredging during the period
1974 through 1979.

Three juvenile mussels were taken at Mule Bend; no

living mussels were found at the associated bank-repair site.

44. West Newton (Exhibits 41, 140, 201, 227)

Fuller (1978b) reported on the 1977 field work:

Viewed from upstream, the West Newton Site has the shape of
a Y. The right (western) fork lies in the channel and con-
sists only of an impact zone that terminates at the head of
the Weaver Bottom Complex Site. The left (eastern) fork,
however, does not end at the latitude of the beginning of the
Weaver Site, but proceeds down Pomme de Terre (Belvidere)
Slough for the additional mile below the impact zone that is
specified in the Scope of Work.. .Now, near the upper end of
this one-mile reach, Roebucks Run passes from the Weaver Site
into Belvidere Slough. Data gained below this confluence could
be ascribed to either Site, but West Newton has been chosen
because Belvidere Slough is much larger than Roebucks Run
and is assumed to exert by far the greater influence below
their confluence. Here is an example of the situation in
which a reach that is by definition part of one Site is con-
sidered environmentally part of another. (This situation
recurred at the Dallas Island Site in Pool 19 (below).) The
unfamiliar reader can better follow this discussion with aid
from USACE (1975).

Disposal bank sampling at West Newton revealed 10 naiad species.
None is federally protected. None was represented by more than
a few individuals. The latter point supports the conclusion
that adult populations are sparse in Pool 5.

This last point is in sharp contrast to Grier's (1922)
emphasizing the excellent mussel beds in Pomme de Terre
(Belvidere) Slough and West Newton Chute. On the other hand,
it should be noted that the WDNR survey found somewhat more
adult mussels than did the Academy, including the rare Pleuro-
bema rubrum, Pink Pigtoe (P. lhiel, WI)NR, La Crosse, personal
communication).

Light tu moderate dredging has occurred in the vicinity
of the West Newton Site as recently as 1979. The Academy
has no evidence that this dredging has had an adverse impact
on mussels; in fact, this is highly unlikely except perhaps
for any instances of two-step disposal.

The description of the extent of this Site is now illus-
trated by a map (Exhibit 227).
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45. Weaver Bottoms Complex (Exhibits 42, 141, 201, 228)

Fuller (1978b) reported that:

Work at Fisher Island within the Complex had taken place in
May 1977 (Fuller, 1977a), but added nothing novel to the Sep-
tember 119771 rUsmlts fOr this Site.

46. Locks and Dam 5 Culvert Construction (in part) (see
Pool 5A, below) (Exhibits 43, 142, 201, 202, 229)

As Fuller (1978b) reported:

This Site is unique in the Study Area, but not because part
of it lies "in" Pool 5A (which see, below). It consists of

limited areas above and below the Locks and Dam 5 earthen

dam in the vicinity of a point where a culvert through the

dam is proposed. The upper portion of the Site lies in Pool

5. Few mussels were found there. They were dominated by

Amblema pZicata. Significantly, in this area of stable river-

bed more species were found than elsewhere in the Pool (Exhi-

bits 66 and 67), where predominantly shifting sand floor was

encountered.

Pool SA (Exhibits 143, 202)

Like Pool 5 (above), this UMR reach is short (hardly 10
RM in length). Several of the Sites studied by the Academy
have been dredged during most years from 1934 through 1972
(USACE, 1974b) and thereafter through 1978 or 1979. However,
the amounts of dredged material and the lengths of the
cuts have been minor, so Corps channel-maintenance .edging
has been rather slight, but very persistent. This type of
activity probably has contributed to naiad extirpation in the
navigation channel, where almost constant shoaling of the
moving bedload that necessitated dredging probably had al-
ready created a streambed habitat unsuitable for mussels.

Recent information about mussels in Pool 5A can be gained
from literature concerning the historical record, Fuller's
(1977) results of a May 1977 cursory surveillance, the Acad-
my surveys in 1977 and 1978, and some recent Wisconsin Depart-
ment of Natural Resources records (T.E. Larsen and P. Thiel,
WDNR, La Crosse, personal conmmunicat ions). Data drawn from
these sources indicate an impoverished Pool SA naiad fauna
in recent years and in even earlier times.

46. Locks and Dam S Culvert Construction (in part) (See
Pool S, above) (Exhibits 43, 142, 201, 202, 229)

As previously reported (Filler, 1978b):
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Part of this Site lies in Pool 5 (which see, above). The
part "in" Pool 5A actually is in a swamp on this Pool's
flood plain near the eastern end of the Locks and Dam 5
earthen dam. No trace of mussels, living or dead, was found
in this swampy area.

47. Locks and Dam 5 :ower Approach (Exhibits 44, 144,
202, 229)

Few living mussels (all of common species) were found
at this Site.

48, 49, 50. Island 581 Island 58 Bank Repair and Fountain
City (Exhibits 45, 145, ZOZ,

The two channel-maintenance portions of this mile-long
reach lie in that portion of Pool SA that has been most in-
tensively dredged. The dredging history and the length of
this reach are as long as those of any others, and the dredging
frequency and the amount of dredged material within the reach
are the greatest in this Pool (USACE, 1974b). Moderate dredging
was conducted at the Island 58 Site during the period 1975
through 1979.

Only 38 living mussels, representing six species, were
found in this reach. These few specimens, none of which is
of exceptional interest, reflect a zoologically stricken
Pool, at least in terms of naiades.

51. Fountain City Service Base (Exhibits 46, 146, 202, 230)

No mussels, living or dead, were found at this Site.

52. Fountain City Small Boat Harbor (Exhibits 47, 147,
z-z, Z30)

Nine living mussels, representing four common species,
were taken here. These results differ profoundly from Grier's
(1922) report of an excellent commercial mussel bed at or near
Fountain City.

53, 54, 55. Betsy Slough, Betsy Slough Bank Repair and
Wilds Bend (Exhibits 48, 148, 202, 230)

These three Sites are so nearly contiguous that they
were treated in the field and are treated in this report as
a continuous unit.

The (lengthy) UMR reach in question exhibited an extreme-
ly impoverished naiad fauna in 1978. This result is consis-
tent with the fact that the extent of dredging in this reach
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has been second only to that of the Fountain City area (above).
There were no notewcrthv taxon-specific mussel discoveries
in the reach. Grier (1922) reported that by 1920 the great
bed near Wilds Landing had already been destroyed, presumably
by bedlcad directed shoreward by wing dams.

Sc. Locks and Dam SA Upper Approach (Exhibits 49, 149, 202, 231)

Only four living mussels were recovered at this Site,
none of which is exceptional in the UMR. The presence here
of the Lilliput (Caruncz4 l;n' ra:'a) serves as a reminder that
this species (especially as the Juvenile) is more widespread
in the UJMR than hitherto had been supposed (see Fuller, 1978b).

Pool 6 (Exhibit 150, 2021

Like Pools 5 and SA (above), this reach is short (not
quite 15 RM in length); in comparison to Pools 5 and SA
(and others above them), Pool 6 has a history of lesser dredging.
This suggests that Pool 6 is less affected by Chippewa bed-
load. Consequently, it was to be expected that the mussel
fauna of this Pool would prove to be superior to those far-
ther up the Mississippi. This expectation is supported by
the 19-8 results (the Academy did not definitively stud)
Pool 6 channel-maintenance sites in 1977 or 1979).

By comparison with the historical record, there appears
to have been a decline in the abundance of mussels in this
Pool; however, there is a question about whether all types of
habitats have been explored in previous studies. The Academy's
19-8 investigation of mussel habitats in Pool 6 progressed
well beyond what was accomplished during the very cursory
treatment the previous year (Fuller, 1977), resulting, for
instance, in the addition of new species to this Pool.'s modern
list of mussels.

57. Locks and Dam 5A Lower Approach (Exhibits 50, 151, 202, 231)

Only one living mussel was found here. This is another
indication that heightened human activity near a lock-and-
dam installation probably is inimical to naiad life. Light
dredging took place at this Site as recently as 1976.

58. Winona Commercial Harbor and Small Boat Harbors
(Exhibits 51, 152, 202, 232j

Only eight living mussels were found among these har-
bors. The Small Boat Harbor is unusual among UMR harbors
in the St. Paul District in that it has a history of high-
frequency dredging. For example, a small quantity of material
was removed in each of four years during the period 1973
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through 1979. There doubtless is a stong positive correlation
between this record and the near-absence of mussels from this
harbor.

59. Winona Lower Railroad Bridge (Exhibits 52, 153, 202, 232)

A single living juvenile mussel was found here.

This Site has experienced more Corps dredging than any
other in Pool 6 (USACE, 1974b). Moderate quantities of ma-
terial were removed as recently as 1976.

As part of a separate project, the Academy conducted
mussel surveillance near this Site in 1979 (Fuller, 1979c).

60. Gravel Point (Exhibits 53, 154, 202, 232)

This Site lies in a reach of low channel-maintenance
activity, especially in contrast to the Corps' (USACE, 1974b)
record of Pool 6 dredging in the vicinity of the Winona Lower
Railroad Bridge (see just above); dredging at this Site was
minor throughout the period 1934 through 1972 (USACE, 1974b).

The relic bed at Homer, Minnesota, was found to extend
upstream along bank protection approximately to the lower
limit of the 1978 Gravel Point Site (see Fuller, 1977).
Brailing this bed produced a very old, but living Ebony Shell,
Fus-onaia ebena, which is almost extinct in the UMR. This is
the only such record for the St. Paul District in recent years.

The mussel fauna at the Gravel Point Site is the only
one known in the main channel borders of Pool 6 that even
remotely resembles the great mussel beds that Grier (1922,
1926a) recorded in the Winona vicinity. In 1920 and 1925
there was a flourishing bed in the navigation channel beneath
the Winona railroad bridge of that day, plus another in
Straight Slough above town. Sixty years ago the Winona reach
evidently represented a turning point in the quality of UMR
mussel life, just as it does today. The extensive beds of
young mussels in the overbank habitats opposite Winona are
the modern analog of the adult beds of the past. It is prob-
able that then, as now, the adverse effects of moving bedload
and/or polluti-n had significantly abated shortly upstream
from Winona. The town lies at the head of the Recovery Zone
of modern naiad distribution in the UMR; in effect, it appar-
ently has for many years.

Pool 7 (Exhibits 1SS, 203)

Like certain Pools lying just upstream, this one is short
(scarcely 12 RM in length), but its bedload is much less than
theirs. Although most of Pool 7 has a history of recurrent
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63. Queens Bluff (Exhibits 56, 158, 203, 233)

This has been a low-frequency dredging Site (USACE,
1974b). The Academy's samples include a preponderance of
Threeridge, AL- _2oar. This is the northernmost 1978
Site at which this classic UMR domination of the mussel fauna
was apparent. Dominance was weakly shared by 4uadruZa pus-
tuZosa. Another interesting aspect of this Site's naiad
fauna was a single adult of the White Heelsplitter, Lasmigona
complanata, which is nearing extinction in the UMR.

64. Locks and Dam 7 Upper Approach (Exhibits 57, 159, 203, 234)

Channel maintenance at this Site has been very minor
(USACE, 1974b). However, as at any point on the UMR that ex-
periences heavy waterway traffic and its associated influences
(e.g., petrochemical pollution), this Site was not expected
to and did not support a robust naiad community. However,
the numbers of living specimens (29) and species (7) did ex-
ceed expectations, and therefore it appears that other environ-
mental conditions supporting mussels in Pool 6 are sufficient
to offset the adverse influences of heavy waterway traffic.

Pool 8 (Exhibits 160, 204)

Corps dredging in this Pool has been light, except near
Brownsville, Minnesota (USACE, 1974b), and appears to have
had little or no impact upon the modern mussel community.
At the lower Sites, this community achieves a variety of
species, including some rarities, that is far superior to
that at sites dredged no more heavily. The lower Pool 8
fauna is the uppermost evidence in the UMR mussel Recovery
Zone of sharp improvement in the variety of adults, as well
as the juvenile portion of the community.

The Academy studied 10 Sites in this Pool, from which 23
living species of mussels were obtained. As Fuller (1978b)
reported:

...other current, some historical, and many recent records are
available, as well. The current and recent species totals are
very nearly the same, and both greatly exceed the sun of histor-
ical data. The discrepancy is surely caused by a dearth of rele-
vant historiocl records. The Dawley (1947) study, for example,
includes no records for Pool 8, and there are no studies that
thoroughly examine this Pool's naiad fauna. The greatest loss
of Information Is that, in synopsizing the results of the Ellis
survey, the van der Schalies (1950) wrote from an essentially
biogeographic point of view and provided no species lists (though
a few notes) to accompany their list of Ellis' positive stations.
In fact, there were only two (possibly three) such stations in
Pool 8..., but not any of the relevant species data, however few
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they may be, have been published. Moreover, the recent study
by Coon et al. (1977) on the 1975 naiad faunla in Pools 8, 9,

and 10 does not provide Pool-specific information.

The Coon study is intended to compare rtcent mussels of these
three Pools with the very similar area ("Zones III and IV")

of the van der Schalies' (1950) paper. Comparison of the results
of Coon et al. to Ellis' shows a net loss of nine species from
Pools 8, 9, and/or 10 during the intervening 40-odd years. The

change is not surprising: for example, two of the nine (Pror-

erc z. zand CLjz":.':::"<') are now federally Endangered,

and several of the others are very rare.

On the other hand, disappointment at this trend must be tem-

pered somewhat by the evidence of the current fauna as re-

vealed by combining the data in Exhibits 72, 75, and 79. In
1977, 28 mussel species were found alive in the Upper Missis-

sippi River reach that consists of Pools 8, 9, and 10. Re-

fusal (as in this report) to recognizL > 7 27 s

'Smith' Simpson as other than a form of . : means that

the corresponding totals realized by Coon et al. (1977) and

in Ellis' work are 21 and 29, respe'ctivel'. Among the current
28 are several species not found by those workers, and Marian E.

Havlik (personal communication) has found a few more in Pool 10

so recently that they are reasonable addenda to the 28. In

terms of numbers of species, then, the modern fauna in this reach

compares surprisingly well with that of nearly 50 years ago.
Aside from the almost unarguable loss of a few species from

these Pools in the meantime, the major changes that have occurred

are matters of community structure. The more notable of these

are considered in the species accounts below.

O5. La Crosse Railroad Bridge (Exhibits 58, 161, 204, 235)

Thi. Site lies within a IJMR reach that has experienced
repeated, although not especially intensive Corps channel-
maintenance dredging , from 1936 to 1970 ( USACE, 1974b) and
through 1970. [his dredging, however, was infrequent after
the early years of the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project and
involved short dredge cuts and small amounts of dredged material.

While thi. dredging activity and the presumably causal
bedload have not been .,evere, the attendant mussel community
is in only fair condition: 26 living specimens were taken
in 178, representing six species. The only noteworthy fact
about this community is the finding of a single, adult Maple-
I ea f (",uadru LI. ?,;;i7rU
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66. Hingen Island Bank Repair (Exhibits 59, 162, 204, 236)

Only a few mussels were taken here; most are ov'------
--ri2, which in Pool S begins to become an important UMR faunal
element.

67, 68. Sand Slough and Sand Slough Bank Repair (Exhibits
60, 163, 204, 236)

These Sites pose a problem in nomenclature because the
proposed bank repair actually would not be in Sand Slough at
all, but along a nameless island some distance away. The location
of the repair is indicated in Exhibit 236.

The Sand Slough Site itself has a history of light to
moderate dredging from 1936 through 1969 (USACE, 1974b). This
reflects a light to moderate amount of moving bedload over the
years, which suggests that a good mussel fauna is possible
there. The disappointing nature of the Academy's samples in-
dicates that some other adverse factor exists here such as
the local erosion that is evidenced by the need for bank repair).

Though small and unremarkable generally, the mussel samples
include the southerly elements ;uadru>a -adrua and "
o:ivaria. (Note that considering these species Isoutherly"
describes their modern situation; the original ranges of both
species were much more extensive.)

69. Root River (Exhibits 61, 164, 204, 237)

Dredging has occurred here only twice (1936 and 1960)
within the period of public record, and in these years it was
only moderate (USACE, 1974b). Bedload clearly is not a prob-
lem here, yet the mussel community is very poor. Perhaps there
is an unidentified local adverse point source, such as unfavor-
able water quality below La Crosse, Wisconsin, or agricultural
runoff Cperhaps including biocides) introduced by the Root
River itself.

70. Picayune Island (Exhibits 62, 165, 204, 237)

Corps dredging at this Site has been minor. It was dredged
by the Corps in 1936, 1969 and 1972; small quantities of mate-
rial were removed on each of these occasions (USACE, 1974b).
Light dredging also took place as recently as 1973. The Acad-
emy's mussel samples at this Site were very poor.

71, 72. Above Brownsville and Brownsville (Exhibits 63, 64,
160, 107, Z04, Z37, 238)

As previously reported (Fuller, 1978b):
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Being contiguous and environmentally similar, these two Sites

are discussed essentially as a unit.

Commencing in 1940 and continuing through 1972, the Corps
conducted moderately extensive dredging at either Site or both
during most years (USACE, 197Tb). The small numbers of dead
shells on the historical dredged material banks indicated that
the dredging had killed few mussels over the years. This infer-
ence is in accord with the character of the current fauna of this
reach, which is rather species-poor and in 1977 consisted largely
of juvenile Caocu-ina parvi. As was true of so many Sites, the
only common adults were Azbema z!iaz.

After the Academy had examined the Brownsville Site and found
no trace of Endangered species, the Corps renewed dredging there.
Subsequently, there was discovered on a fresh disposal bank a
newly deceased mussel that Marian E. Havlik and David H. Stansbery
(Ohio State University, personal communication), as well as the
Principal Investigator, believe to be .wsil........

This document is not a proper place to debate the merits of the
Endangered Species Act of 1973. Nevertheless, one conclusion
that should be drawn from this incident is painfully clear: in
spite of the undeniable good intentions of the Act, there still
exists no device whereby the inappropriately trained person can
rapidly learn to identiy Upper Mississippi River mussels in order
to prevent his getting into legal difficulties as a result of in-
advertent "harassment" of an Endangered or Threatened species.

In its lower reach the Brownsville Site forks. The left (eastern)
limb follows down the part of the main channel that is known as
Cook Slough. The right limb quickly becomes unbrailable shallows
among stump fields. This area supported much submerged vascular
vegetation, which was characteristic of most slack water at both Sites.

Most of each Site, however, consisted of slightly deeper water over
sand. The copious bedload of this reach has been responsible for
the ongoing dredging history and, no doubt, for the paucity of
mussels, especially adults (see r' :ona:ifrrs, below).

Corps dredging data for these two Sites has been brought
up to date since this excerpt was prepared. The Above Browns-
ville Site was very heavily dredged in 1973, and relatively
light dredging was -onducted in subsequent years, most recently
in 1978 (as noted above). The Brownsville Site was moderately
dredged in 1973.

The need for a device that the layman (and the inexperi-
enced scientist) can use to identify UNR naiades has been met
by the mussel poster that the Academy developed for the Corps
and the Fish and Wildlife Service ;Fuller et al., 1980) and
by the identification key (Appendix E).
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73. Crosby Slough (Exhibits b5, 168, 204, 239)

This Site experienced channel-maintenance dredging only
in 1950 and 1963; Corps dredging has been infrequent and low-
volume (USACE, 1974b).

The 1979 mussel community was poor in number and variety
of species and was dominated by the typical 1JMR assemblage of
AmbZema pltcata, Qaadru-a pustuzosa, and Fzusconaia flava.

74. Warners Landing (Exhibits 66, 169, 204, 239)

Dredging was conducted here only in 1963, when a small
quantity of material was removed (USACE, 1974b). In comparison
to most channel-maintenance programs in the St. Paul District,
this is very slight dredging indeed and possibly has a bearing
on the good quality of the mussel community at this Site. The
samples consist of 291 individuals representing 18 species, in-
cluding QuadruZa quadrula, Q. w:7.':, and lm;sz:s tercs.
Probably because of adverse water quality, these three species
today have southern distributions in the UMR. Finding them in
Pool 8 was unexpected and is very encouraging. Extensive polly-
wogging at Warners Landing revealed Proptera aLata in unexpectedly
large numbers (though hardly in great abundance), plus a few
L. radiata siliquoidea, which has become extremely rare in the
UMR. These, also, are encouraging discoveries, especially be-
cause f. . si~iquoidea was not anticipated anywhere in the study
area.

Pool 9 (Exhibits 170, 205)

Dredging in Pool 9 has varied widely in terms of volume,
frequency, and recency. As in Pool 8, the pattern apparently
has little or no bearing on the consistently rather poor mussel
community observed by the Academy at the 15 nominal Sites. On
the other hand, Pool 9 shares some of the marked increase in
rare mussel taxa that occurs in lower Pool 8.

As Fuller (1978b) noted:

The mussel data available from this Pool are sparse .... Finke (1966)
and Perry (1978) provided some recent records; Ackerman (1976), none ....

75, 76. Island 126 and Head of Island 126 Bank Repair
(Exhibits 67, 171, 205, 240)

The history of channel-maintenance dredging in the vicin-
ity of Island 126 divides into two parts (USACE, 1974b). First
there was a period of high-frequency, low-volume removal of
riverbed material early in the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project.
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1)redi n11" 1 L . I I lr> l t int , ut ireater volumes were
involved. Th is is an unusual pat tern, but still indicative
of intense act iv ty . Perhaps as a result, the local mussel
communi tV was Very poor ill 198 , and the bank protection part
of the Site cont rihuted nothing to the records for the whole.

77, 78. Twin Island and Head of Twin Island Bank Repair
Exh ib its 08, 172, 205, 240)

Dredging of moderate volumes was almost perennial in the
Twin Island reach through the Sixties ( ISAC 19 1b) and
continued through 1976. Throughout the Site, including the
Bank Repair section, the mussel community was extremely poor
in 1978.

79. Below Twin Island (Exhibits 69, 173, 205, 240)

Unique among channel-maintenance Sites in the study area,
Below Twin Island has no history of bedload removal (USACE,
1974b). It was surveyed because its contiguity with the often-
dredged Twin Island Site (immediately upstream) suggests that
it eventually will experience some dredging.

The mussel communities at both these Sites are extremely
poor in spite of their very different dredging histories. This
is a dramatic example of why it must not be assumed that dredging
history solely determines mussel welfare.

80. Battle Island (Exhibits 70, 174, 205, 241)

On an average of about every third year during the entire
history of the 9- Foot Navigation Channel Project, this Site
experienced channel-maintenance dredging of variable frequency
and volume (tISA(EI:, 1974h), which persisted through 1973. This
is a pattern of rather regular, but not intensive dredging. In
spite of occurrence of the rare i'o diatata, the known
mussel fauna (10 species, but few individuals) must be con-
sidered poor.

81. DeSoto (Exhibits 71, 175, 205, 242)

A large dredge cut was made in 1937, hut thereafter dredging
here was very rare ( flACE:, 197.1hb. The mussel community is
poor in numbers of individuals, but includes living representa-
tives of at least 11 species, including the rather rare Elliptic
lilatata and Archlcbn.- ,'i,,,w and the very rare Pzeurobema
-AL r im. During this study it was unusual to find any of these
species north of Pool 8.
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82. 83. Above Indian Camp Light and Mouth of Hummingbird

Slough Bank Repair (Exhibits 72, 176, 205, Z43)

Fuller (1978b) noted that Site 82

... was dredged rather extensively in 1937, but had not been
revisited through 1972 (USACE, 1974b).

The Site included upper Winneshiek Slough, where mussels were
a bit more common along riprap above the Iowa state route 82
bridge than they were elsewhere in the Site.

The Bank Repair reach had been routinely surveyed in 1977.
It was examined more minutely in 1978,but no mussels were found.

84. Indian Camp Light (Exhibits 73, 177, 205, 243)

As reported by Fuller (1978b):

The mussel fauna here was exceptionally poor. However, Corps
dredging, only occasional from 1936 through 1972 (USACE, 1974b),
could hardly have been at fault.

This Site was additionally dredged in 1973, 1974, and 1978.
The total quantity of riverbed material removed was moderate.

85. Lansing Upper Light (Exhibits 74, 178, 205, 243)

Fuller (1978b) reported the following:

Much longer than the Above Indian Camp Light Site, this one
supported a mussel fauna that was proportionately even more
impoverished.

Corps dredging took place almost the length of the Site in 1937,
but thereafter through 1972 was intermittent and confined essen-
tially to the 1977 impact zone (USACE, 1974b).

This Site was additionally dredged in 1973, 1974, and 1978.
The total quantity of riverbed material removed was great.

86. Lansing Small Boat Harbor (Exhibits 75, 179, 205, 243)

In 1978 mussels were almost non-existent at this Site,
which apparently has no recorded dredging history (see USACE,
1974b). There is little reason to assume historical mussel
records at this Site, because the Harbor was partially created
by excavating the riverbank.

The UMRCC survey sampled at PM 663.0 (Perry, 1979); the
exact sampling point may be within the bounds of the Lansing
Small Boat Harbor Site.
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87. Atchafalaya (Exhibits 76, 180, 205, 244)

This Site's dredging history is limited to moderate
dredging in 1970 (USACE, 1974b). Few living mussels were
found, but they included v>zir i 4r'az, $. noduZata, Mega-
Zonaias gijanzea, and azmrdi.is :eres, none of which is common
in the St. Paul District.

88. Crooked Slough (Exhibits 77, 181, 205, 245)

The Corps dredged here twice, moderately, and neither
occurrence was recent VJSACE, 19-4b). The Academy found few
mussels, but these incli ded roar~> redulata, rather rare
in Pool 9.

89. Locks and Dam 9 Upper Approach (Exhibits 78, 182, 205, 246)

The Site has no recorded dredging history (see USACE, 1974b),
but the Academy's mussel samples were very poor. This is usu-
ally the case around locks and dams, which are places of inten-
sive human activity. On the other hand, the uncommon Areidens
confragosus was found here.

Pool 10 (Exhibits 183, Zo,

Occasional channel-maintenance dredging in this Pool
began in 1937 and continued through 1972 (USACE, 1974b) and,
to a lesser degree, beyond. This dredging appears to have
done the Pool 10 mussel fauna no widespread harm. The far
more limited bank-repair dredging in the Pool seems not to
have harmed mussels.

The mussel fauna of Pool 10 evidently is the best in
the St. Paul District, and the community around McGregor,
Iowa, and erairie du Chien, Wisconsin, is the finest mussel
assemblage in the District.

In view of the inferences above) about Pools 8 and 9, it
is unlikely that there is a strong positive correlation be-
tween the nature of the modern mussel fauna and the history
of dredging in Pool 10.

The work of the Ellis survey in 1930 and 1931 (van der
Schalie and van der Schalie, 1950), the UMRCC survey (Perry,
1979), the WDNR survey (P. Thiel, WDNR, La Crosse, personal
communication), and the Academy survey (Fuller, 1978b, and the
present report), plus some published studies (notably Havlik
and Stansberv, 19"8), have provided an unusually thorough un-
derstanding of the mussels of this Pool. Modern distributions
are imperfectly known, but it is clear that changes have occurred
since the earliest study (i.e., Baker, 1905). Most of these
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changes have been negative, but there have been far fewer of

them than has been the case in upstream pools.

90. Locks and Dam 9 Lower Approach (Exhibits 79, 184, 206, 246)

This Site proved to be an exception to the general pattern
that areas in the immediate vicinity of UMR Locks and Dams are
extremely unproductive of mussels (see Fuller, 1978b, and else-
where in the present report). It appears that at most such
areas, any existing populations were destroyed during these
installations' construction some 40 years ago and that recoloni-
zation has since been prevented by concentrated, more or less
continuous disturbances (e.g., maintenance, boat traffic).

The Academy's samples from this Site were quite good, being
composed of 100 individuals and 11 species. Although heavily
dominated in the classic pattern (i.e., by Threeridge, Amblema
plioata), this assemblage included some noteworthy items. ObZi-
quaria refleza was common, Obovaria olivaria occurred, and there
was a specimen of Anodonta imbeciZli8. The most interesting
occurrence is two Wartyback, Quadrula nodulata, which is a
distinctly southern element in the UMR naiad fauna. Indeed,
these two Wartyback are almost the northernmost recent records
of this species in the river.

This remarkable mussel community may be possible because of
the proximity of great beds in the vicinity of Hay Point, just
downstream (see below and Fuller, 1978b: Hay Point Bank Repair).
In fact, this site's fauna may be a remnant of those beds that
survived construction of Locks and Dam 9, or, more likely, it
may be a product of recruitment from them through transmittal by
glochidial hosts. In any case, the mussel fauna below this
installation is an extraordinary phenomenon, the more so because
dredging has regularly occurred at this site, at least as
.recently as 1959, only 20 years ago (USACE, 1974b); two decades
may be insufficient for development of the mussel fauna observed
below Locks and Dam 9 in 1978.

91. Hay Point Bank Repair (Exhibits 80, 185, 206, 246)

As previously reported (Fuller, 1978b):

Because it is of L..e construction variety, this Site was not being
maintained in 1977, but dredging was to occur as part of the bank
repair, so a definitive investigation was made.

The Hay Point Site supports an excellent mussel community, whose
focal point is two commercial beds (Exhibit [246]), long known to
local folk (personal counications). Although greatly dominated
by Ambe pticata, the fauna is species-rich.
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The 1,)- mussel surveillance at this Site included ex-

aminat ion of part ,)f t je C pn, te Iai arper. S lough aite.

92. lackson is i nd i xhihi I SI, I1S0, 20t), 2-V)

This Site's dredging hi torv inyolves removal of small
amounts of material during the period 1941 through 1969 (USACE,
1974h) and again in 19-5. Ihis history suggests that moving
bedload has troubled mussels here verv little. The Academy's
mussel samples (over 10h) specimens representing 12 species)
therefore are not surprising (this is not one of the best assem-
blages, even in the modern, degraded HIMIR, hut it is superior
to most sites'). It can he inferred that water quality prob-
ably is good at this Site, because the minor dredging activity
here may not adequately explain the good mussel fauna observed.

Noteworthv animals in these samples are .. a ,ia quadrNa a,
o. dua'a:a, Z?:y ,-'- ' ' ', and ", 'i's, plus

ono Rockshell, ,: < ,... . .,. ',, a Species that is rather
rare in the I MR (see Fuller, 198b).

93. M ississiIp i (ardens 1 xhi )its 82, 18-, 200, 24?)

Previous Co rps, OOn) s in this a rea had given the im-
pression of a rich 1R.ussl Jauna . .I ) iting, JISACE, St. Paul
Listrict, personal communications). In comparison, the Academy
samples, taken hb hrail in (ctoher 19-8, were disappointing.
the Principal Investigator suspected that a recent, seasonably
cold period might have depressed watcr temperatures below the
point at which musse s enter Winter dormancy and respond poorly
to the hrail hoonk;. I rial brail drifts over the mussel beds in
the Li-st Channel it nearby Prairie du Chien revealed a 75'
loss of expected catch at this well understood Site (previously
investigated at length by the Academy over two seasons). The
result Was a -ilit Corps-Academy decision to terminate 1978
field work prematurely. The I,ork was resumed in 1979.

In anticipation of returning to Mississippi Gardens the
following year, the 198 sampling data were discarded as being

C high l'v quest innable rel iabi Ii t . Ilnfortunately, the Site
could not be re -examined in 1)), because of temporal constraints.
,he 19-8 .\c:adcm 'v -.i rpl ing dat a had shown the usual [IR dominance

by Ihreeridge, .:-, , I plus no sign of Endangered mus-
;els. This information is dependable to a limited extent, but
the Site probably should be resurveyed. Mississippi Gardens
is an excellent example of a reach whose investigation could
reliably be undertaken by Corps personnel if the) were suitably
equipped and, perhaps, advised. The Academy has helped the
Corps to assemble the appropriate sampling gear,and several in-
stitutions, including the Academy, could provide an appropriately
experienced malacologist to aid identification of Endangered



Species in the field at point of capture. The latter point is
especially germane to surveillance of any site that is near a
known location of an Endangered mussel. In the case of Mis-
sissippi Gardens, perhaps the last strong population of the
Endangered Species Iamrsis ,_*.s' , qiggins' Eye, is only
a few RM downstream in the Prairie du Chien East Channel.

Mississippi Gardens was most recently dredged in 1976,

when a moderate amount of riverbed material was removed.

94. Prairie du Chien East Channel (Exhibits 83, 188, 206, 248)

The Academy surveyed here in 1977, when Prairie du Chien
East Channel was not a formal Site, because of the known pres-
ence of the Endangered Species LampsiZs i11 insi, Higgins' Eye.
During the 1977 examination hundreds of UMR naiad data were
recorded (see Fuller, 1978b); they are involved in numerous
Exhibits of the present document and greatly enhance under-
standing of unionid community structure at its best in the UMR.
The Prairie du Chien East Channel mussel bed is generally
regarded as the best developed mussel congregation in the St.
Paul District.

In 1978 this congregation and its immediate vicinity com-
prised a formal Site; accordingly, the Prairie du Chien East
Channel mussel bed was thoroughly studied (by brail). The
Academy's 1977 and 1978 data for this Site are combined in Ex-
hibit 188. This combined information almost encapsulates
what is known about modern UMP naiad com-unitv ce.position.

This information was enhanced by the results o: another
instance of coordination among the Corps, the Fish and Wildlife
Service, and the Academy: the UMRCC mussel biology workshop held
at McGregor, Iowa, in late September 1978. During this work-
shop an enormous amount of brailing on the Prairie du Chien bed
just across the river was conducted by attendees and is reflected
in the present report.

In 1976 the East Channel at Prairie du Chien was heavily
dredged. In the process, scores of living specimens of
LampaiZi higjinsi were accidently destroyed. Concern by the
Government that such an error not recur led to the present
study.

9S. Prairie du Chien Commercial and Small Boat Harbors
(Exhibits 84, 189, 206, 248)

This Site consisted of exclusively lentic waters with
large quantities of submerged vascular vegetation, from which
many juvenile mussels (of several species) were obtained. The
Academy's sample is dominated by Lilliput, Carunculina parva,



which is not ordinarily brailed from the nearby East Channel
mussel bed. This point exemplifies the value of backwater nur-
sery areas to such a bed and to the LJMR naiad fauna in general.
It also illustrates the great value in surveillance studies,
such as the present one, of examining certain habitat(s) that
are associated with, though perhaps not part of, a formal Site.

96. McGregor (Exhibits 85, 190, 206, 248)

This Site has been dredged rarely (1937 and 1964) -- and
then only lightly -- during the period of public record (USACE,
1974b). Mussel collections here were disappointing in comparison
to the wealth of data secured from the great Prairie du Chien
bed in the nearby East Channel. Related observations were made
during surveillance of the McGregor, Iowa, commercial marinas
(on behalf of the McGregor Waterfront Commission). An excellent
bed of mussels was discovered by brailing immediately offshore
from the McGregor marinas. This area is so close to the formal
McGregor Site that its data are included in Exhibit 190.

97. Wyalusing Bend Light (Exhibits 8b, 191, 206, 249)

Channel-maintenance dredging by the Corps at this Site
is primarily a phenomenon of the 1941)'s and early 1950's, with
a recurrence in 1969 (USAI!, 1974b). This is a record of light
dredging, and observed environmental characteristics appear
suitable for mussels, yet few mussels were brailed in 1979.
Fhere is no apparent explanation for this paradox other than
the suJggestion that an unidentified adverse point source (e.g.,
hank ero.sion) may exist in the immediate vicinity.

Although the Academy's results are disapointing (at least
in the context of the overall Pool 10 mussel fauna), there were
a fe" interesting points. .. ' u, J nJ:Xua and Obozaria oZiv-
;r~i recurred here. Also, single specimens of LamrsiLis radiata

.:'' qv9: hi , nearly extirpated from the 11MR, and of the charac-
teristically small-strean species :"fThhi us undulatus, Strange
Floater, were taken.

98. Wyalusing (Exhibits 8', 192, 206, 249)

This Site's dredging history is essentially identical to
that for Wyalusing ,'-nd Light (see just above). Nevertheless,
the Wyalusing Site's naiad fauna appears to be noticeably
superior. The Academy's samples include several noteworthy
species: Quadrua quadruta, Q. nodulata, Obovaria oZivaria,
Ar idens i nfr~gos (represented by three individuals), and
Anoiintz gmbel> a (see Exhibit 192).
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99. McMillan Island (Exhibits 88, 193, 206, 250)

Dredging here has been infrequent and low-volume, and the
last recorded instances were in 1970 (USACE, 1974b) and 1973.
Perhaps reflecting this light dredging history, a good mussel
sample of 225 living animals distributed among 18 diversified
species was taken in the vicinity of McMillan Island. This
total includes Carunculina parva, Arcidens confraqosus, .d-
rula quadruZa (common), and Q. nodulata (very common), all in-
frequently encountered in the St. Paul District. As at the
Warners Landing Site (above) in lower Pool 8, shallow-water
pollywogging over hardpack sand and muddy sand revealed living
examples of the rare Lampsilis teres and L. radiata siZiquozidea.
The UMRCC mussel survey sampled at RM 617.0 (Perry, 1979),
which lies downstream from the McMillan Island Site.

100. Locks and Dam 10 Upper Approach (Exhibits 89, 194, 206, 251)

The mussel fauna here is superior to those near most locks
and dams. Quadrula nodulata (fairly plentiful) and 4. qadrzK,
as examples, were taken; neither is very common in the St. Paul
District. There apparently is no recorded dredging history at
this Site (see USACE, 1974b).
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Fawnfoot (Juvenile)

? ,o~<77 ~(Lea)
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D 1 Ls S N

Soecies-Groun Mussel Taxa

In *he corresoondinJ section of -he Academy's o .revious
reo -t Fuller, i, varous psnects tt the natural -istories
o ':)er .. r;. .lp i es Aere iscussed. This
Dorte :tiresnt c-orr crcr: es the discussions o' those
taxa :or ;ihicn signifian new 'nIormatin has Deen provided by
recentl- o ubLIsned e riure an- or the results of the Academy's
I9YS and 1%-e ;,ork -n :e St. -,ul District. This new
information may be dided into three categories: understanding
of iarval hosts, physical habitat, and geographic range.

.Most of the new information on larval hosts comes from a
paper by Stern and F,-Ider 19-, in which numerous correlations
between UMIR mussels and their glochidial host fish(es) are
reported, for the f'rst time in some cases. These recent host-
parasite records involve six fishes: .'oemion's ehrysoleucas
IMitchill), Golden Shiner Cv'prinidae' ;ambusia 'ffinis (Baird

and Girard), Mosquitofish ;PoeciliidaeJ; and several Centrarchi-
dae: Lnomis oyane,7us Rafinesque, Green Sunfish; L. .iuosus
(Cuvier) , Warmouth; _. acr-o;, rus Rafinesque, Bluegill; and
. argiraus (Holbrook), Dollar Sunfish. Two of these fishes

are new to the history of host-parasite relationships between
mussels and fish: stmbo sia 'ffzs and L pomis margira:us.

The remaining new host record .as noted by Parker et al.
'1930). Such new data are of the greatest importance in under-
standing mussel biology and in efforts to conserve the aquatic
resource that mussels represent.

Evans (1969) studied giochidiosis in three species of UMR
fish: Golden Redhorse, 2ss~o~a eru hrur'r (Rafinesque); Blue-
gill, Lero'ris marco'hir:,s Rafinesque); and Walleye, .rizcsteirn
i. -iorezm (Mitchiil). None was found in this redhorse, but the
latter species were found infected. This confirms the rather
well known value of these two fishes as glochidial hosts (Fuller,
19-4, 1978b). Unfortunately, Evans identified none of the
glochidia involved in his research. Several known UNMR host
fishes were identified by Parker (1979) as hosts of 7beula
rotundat. (Valenciennes). This mussel is most abundant in
Louisiana, but extends somewhat northward in the Mississippi
River basin. Like ?rovrera purpurata (Table la), it is an extra-
limital, southern species, but, unlike P. rurrurata, 3. rotundata
has vet to be recorded in the UMR.

The most irmorrant new data concerning UMIR mussels' habitat
rand, in some cases, geographical distribution) are derived from
the Academy's 1973 investigations near WVinona, Minnesota. Exten-
sive beds of mussels in overbank shallows were discovered in the
main channel norder Wo-osite inona. This not only was the
Academy's first lisccverv :5 naior mussel recruitment in the U'MR
below the Twin *itles, but also provides important new information
about the statuses of numerous mussel taxa.
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Finally, new geographic distributional data about UMR

mussels are evident in the remarks below.

''in-,monlkL'\ face

Several young Monkeyface were found by pollywogging the
beds opposite 'inona, Minnesota. These discoveries are espe-
cially heartening in view of the previous (and unchanged)
impression (see Fuller, 1978h) that ,il.... rctancvra is in
very grave difficulty in the UMR. Also encouraging is the
realization that strong naiad recovery from upstream adverse
impact occurs as far upriver as upper Pool 6.

.>e F rc., False Mapleleaf

This species was first recorded from the UMR in the vicinity
of Davenport, Iowa (Tryon, 1865). As far as the UMR is concerned,
,~airaia *rz "e was largely (perhaps fully) ignored until a
recent study (Havlik and Stansbery, 1978) included an historical
record at Prairie du Chien, W'isconsin (Pool 10). This species
was not included in the Academy's previous report (Fuller, 1978b).
In the meantime, however, the Principal Investigator has examined
subfossil Prairie du Chien specimens in the M. E. Havlik collec-
tion that had been identified as .. - r csa by D. H. Stansbery.
This material is conchologically distinct from -. quadruza, the
common Mapleleaf, with which .. .'..c obviously has been con-
sistently confused (Appendix El

Accordingly, ,, -,.,., is admitted to the UMR naiad
fauna a 7 .,.z. for the purposes of this report. This species is
(and perhaps always ha.s been) a rarity (D. H. Stansbery, Ohio
State University, personal communication). On the other hand,
it is obvious that no one has sought it among the thousands of
purported ,. ,a., that have been taken from the UNR during
recent years' mussel surveillance; perhaps 9. fragosa currently
is being overlooked, just as it apparently was throughout most
of this past century. In any event, nothing is known of the
biology of this species in the UMR.

. 2 ac a. 1 ifa, a Purple Pimpleback

Two living sppz:mrens were taken in 1978 from the UNR,
.Shere this species' extinction is imminent. One was secured by
-.*,onsin Department of Natural Resources personnel in a relic
.•,! it Wabasha, Minnesota, in Pool 4 (P. Thiel, WDNR, La Crosse,

• -n, communication). The other was caught by a commercial
,r in \ndalusia Slough, Pool 16 (T. M. Freitag, USACE, Rock
i'trict, persor..i communication).

' " ' =  '-< :  ... o._ . . •- . . ...,., ,. . ..
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Fusconaia ebena, Ebony Shell

A single living individual of this rarity, whose extinction
in the UMR is imminent, was taken by the Academy in 1978 from a
relic bed above Homer, Minnesota.

Megalonaias ?,antea, Washboard

In 1978 and 1979 the Academy encountered even fewer Wash-
board than it had in 1977. This development lends further cre-
dence to the thesis (M. E. Havlik, Malacological Consultants,
La Crosse, Wisconsin, personal communication) that, in at least
the immediate future, harvest of this commercially valuable spe-
cies should be prohibited.

Amblema plicata, Threeridge

The alternative to taking the Washboard (discussed just
above) is restricting the commercial harvest of mussels to the
Threeridge, an at least equally valuable species and one of the
two most abundant in the LUMR (see Truncilla donaciformia, below).

Uniomerus tetraZlamus (Say), Pondhorn

This species was admitted to the Academy's previous report
(Fuller, 1978b) on the strength of the excellent possibility
that the Pondhorn occurs undetected in the UMR. After two more
seasons' field study, during which no Pondhorn were found, this
likelihood appears less. Consequently, Uniomerus tetralaamus
has been removed from the Academy's "master list" of UMR mussels
(Exhibit la).

Stern and Felder (1978) recently demonstrated that the fish
Notemigonus chrysoZeucas is a glochidial host of Uniomerus tetra-
Lasmus. This is the first time that a larval host of a member
of this ecologically extraordinary genus has been identified (see
Fuller, 1974, 1978b).

Pleurobema rubrum, Pink Pigtoe

Most work:is (e.g., Fuller, 1978b) have consistently used
P. cordatum for all members of this genus in the UNR. D. H.
Stansbery (Ohio State University, Columbus, personal communica-
tion) believes that the taxon "P. cordatum" includes several
similar, but consistently distinguishable species, two of which
have been recorded from the UM: P. sintoxia (discussed immedi-
ately below) and P. rubru,.
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Because of the historical and current taxonomic problems attend-
ing this complex, Fuller's (1974, 1978b) ecological notes on
"P. cordatur'" (and its putative glochidial hosts) must be con-
sidered suspect. In any event, most Pleurobema taken from the
UNMR in the last few years surely are P. rubru. Such records
are few, and it is fair to say that little or nothing sound is
known of this species' biology in the UMR.

Taxonomic dissection of the inclusive concept Pleurobema
cordarum requires revision of its vernacular name (Ohio River
Pigtoe), as well. Stansbery (personal communication) proposed
Pink Pigtoe as the common name of P. rubrum. This name has
been adopted in the present report (Exhibit la).

Pleurobema sinto x ia , Round Pigtoe

Recognition of this species is another product of Stansbery's
(personal communication) revision of the PZeurobema cordatum
complex. Apparently the only authentic U MR record of P. sintoxia
is at Prairie du Chien (Havlik and Stansbery, 1978). Nothing
further is known of this species' biology in this waterway except
that it probably is extirpated.

ER':iotic crassidens, Elephant Ear

The Academy secured no unequivocal specimens of El7iptio
2rassidens in 1978 or 1979. The Principal Investigator now
questions his claims (in Fuller, 1978b) of finding this species
in the 1977 study area. These putative E. crassidens might be
only an unusual morph of a congener, E. JiZatata, the Spike,
which they greatly resemble. (Note that in the present report
the 1977 records have been retained, very hesitantly, as origi-
nally issued.) Regardless of the resolution of this question,
there can no longer be doubt that the Elephant Ear is nearly or
quite extinct in the UMR.

ObZiguaria reflexa, Threehorn

Impressive numbers of young Threehorn were found in the
Winona nursery beds, especially for an upper river-lake (Pool 6),
where the impacts of the Twin Cities and Chippewa Zones reason-
ably could be expected to remain influential. This supports
the view (Fuller, 1978b) that ObLiquaria reflexa is a physio-
logically durable animal that probably has always existed in the
t at a low, but stable population level (perhaps because of
a correspondingly low, but adequate level of recruitment).
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-3 Z Z - .,3 Z P4 k Parperslhell

Thie onula t i s r -Te an1 e a.l~ t'- nd iv iduals th at t he
Academy fou n d1rit u -1 sites above Red Wincy
M-innesota, Ire ,nai'rowi esnects. F-irst , this
Pool's reouraticn i oei ne dr> -evorco a: mussel.s " ee , e. g.,
Fuller , l)-Sb) is partv i na -rror; clear>', Pool 3 exhibits
water q~uality superior to roose o-, thie Pools above. Second, the
Principal Invesoagator' s inte rpre tatilon -z ?YoP r -"-.,3'

as a hardy species , ossibly exp~andiLng -s ezologrical and geo-
graphical ranges in the UMR 'Full er, l9T bj , is additionally
supported.

A flourisning pop~ulation o7 th'e 3uttertflv was found by the
Acaem in -3 in uppermost Pol 0 midaeybelow Locks

and Darn 19 at Keokuk , TIowa (Fuller r, 197h, during surveillance
on behalf o. a- -rivate-sector c-lient. The population disappeared
just above co-nflu_,ence with thie Des Moines River a few river miles
below Keokuk. This discovery of ;sr b r is mean-
ingful in several respects. First, it supports the interpreta-
tion (Fuller, 1973b) of the Des Moines River as a negative point
source with respect to one Mississippi. Second, the high pro-
n)ortions of7 fe:males and of7 gLravid females in thnis population
support Fuller's :Ljcontention tnat the Butterfly has sur-
vived at a low, bDut stable population 'Level throughout much of
its range because of high proportions of females and gravidity.
Third, earlier ontinism about thnis species elsewhere in the
Mississippi River (Fuller, 19'Sb) is somewhat tempered by th)e
limited distribution of the 1,3 Keokuk population. This prob-
ably is the last Surviving population that reflects this species'
abundance when it was a fairly important commercial species. On
the other hqand, th-e ',0'R survey 7oand small numbers of Butterfly
as t-ar upr:'.rer as Pool -)A '~.Thiel, W'DNR, La Crosse , personal
comiunicatr.on)

Pr ne-> ci F awroo t

Because they, are or small si:e, adult and young Fawnfoot
rarely are cauLcht ov the beaded tines of' the modern mussel brail,
but t-hese 'Hook,3 a:mmoniy entant~ie the bvssi of immediately
post-metamcrori, _-,n as e cuentlv, records of: juveniles

dominate ~ ~ ~ ~ L Fnoo aa-svrlance conducted chiefly by brail
r such as the Ac ad cmy's a n b eh ai o f the Co r 'Even so , the
Academy's 19~ 4ita -,;r -so i e.nt i '7I' as to j us t ify- the inference
CFuller, lB') 9 'Lnt :'-~-r,. was second in abun-
dance only to , ie -hreeri lge (Idiscussed above)
in the U IR.



lr L97S, however, the great ', inona nursery beds were dis-
covered. Here all .ost-lar'al s tages of Fawnfoot were sampled
effectively by shallow-water collecting by hand. In these sam-
nles Fawnfoot were almost twice as mlent i ful as Threeridge.
Snould this ratio between the two species nersist more or less
tnroughout the UMR, . rc-; would be replaced as most abun-
dant mussel in the waterway, and the Threeridge'_ role in com-
merce "as dis,:ussed above) coui be al.....

The Fawnfoct' s success surelv depends to some extent unon
;ts recorded glochidial hosts, the Sauger and the Freshwater
Drum. However, other, less successful mussels e.g., LamnsL s
'-i:jua ', iiscussed belowj depend largely or solely upon these
same fishes. Therefore, the ill fortune of these less success-
ful species logically must be due in some measure to factors
other than host availability <such as adverse water quality,
excessive harvest, e t z

"faxz~c ,3h:.rcc3r-, aestern Pondmussel

Stern and Felder (!9-3) recently added the sunfish Lecmis
7":os'a to historical records of this mussel's glochidial hosts,
which include 2. 2ya<> and . oeiras (see Fuller, 1974,19'3b).

'/ ' 2< c," .. .. - ,, Lillinut

Stern and Feller (197j) recently recorded the fishes
l-c m-o ; , os'-3 and . ':,:;--.. as glochidial hosts of
Louisiana populat ions of 7c2-:o:3:.c > oo:'.o; (Lea) These
l.ata are repeated here because, in view of the taxonomic uncer-
taintv within f7r' f, . ; oxccis£, and . may well
prove to be conspecific. _n any case, several species, includ-
ing these two :l have been recorded as hosts of :. -arva
Fuller, 1974, L-Sb,.

.nis species was c:mon Ll the ',Vinona beds and at several
other locations in the l9-3 and 19-9 study areas where shallow-
water collections -could be made. This supports the view (Fuller,
1)$b. that the traditional characterization of the Lilliput as
a ULIR rarity is a misconception arising from its being consis-
tently overlooked -n iccount of its small size.

Lc,.rsi"is "ki- o , Higgins' FEve

In 19"7 and _j, Hi.ins bye was found in the St. Croix
R iver opposite Hudson, 'i.consin, and in the Mlississippi off
Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin. e at..r material 'several

0 0
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specimens, some .live ?fre n" -)vel nformaion, but th
Hudson sample was in)or:.t ve n se.'era" ceints. First, because
the St. "roix as unui: v ., .,hn tIe \cacemv team was there
in L S, ian d co Le L: % i., w ,,-'2 a _d ..nrouctzve'
a lmosi 1t 0 co-en -'.: ens te e ri ' . i acre obtin, e, in
Contrasr. .:':i.un n o- econ, tLn:-

a 'I L V .n z-te iu -2 ,

L -Sb 3 C Yua .L ' -. m7 CI - tL7e :orescnannei- a d_. ... ... 7! nen.- , -"az.ia ne r . . . .In - n I L'. "ec m enTis a

gravid remal,_' 'aI n: .tn va I .1 '.1t v aut revealed
evidence of a- ' aLo n ve i a l-ie :le
19"7 animal e:xhi )te L tuor eh '-,iniida ad mulItip-)Ie

.arasitic en-cstments. -i L pr.avonble that otypes r £ affli-
tion were caused hL fotesta in with a fluke Platvhelminthes"
Trematoda.

-jrocvt -, r~ ao an er loa t er

.n addition th species' 7reviouslv recorded glo-
chidial hosts "see Fuller, -9-4, 19-Sbj, several new ones have
been reported by Stern and Felder (1978) o a -',
.eDoms cosa, 0 .3 Iot , 2 , and Z. mra 'c; . Another,

. ne12o;, was identified by Parker et al. (1930).

abi4tat Re1uirements

In the remarks that fol low, the express ion "habitat" is
liven a very 'road constructIon a musseL's habitat is con-
sidered to ,x: hit hvsi/achemicaL behavioral , ind Teo,rar, ic
factors. Phvs icoohemoiaL ::cto include n'ut are not neces -
sarilv limited ta, current, water depth, streambed composition,
and water duality' behavioral factors include larval hosts;
and geographic actors include rresent ran,-,c o.otten in sharp
contrast to former rane)j.

The remarks essenti alv aire abs tractions : u.1er s 1) Sb,
characteri-ations, 'ut in some case. arc aumented by new infor-
mation. Their scoe is te Jer Mis issinpp River proper and
observations oi its mus.sel resource. Additional considerations
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Stansbery (1966) recorded other habitats that this species
exploits. Similarly, Fuller's (1978b) records and commentary
indicate that in the Upper Mississippi River this species may
flourish on or in wingdams (an essentially rocky habitat) or
in adjacent muddy areas of the riverbed.

Fuller's (1978b) observations are based upon captures of
Spectacle Case in Lake Keokuk (i.e., Pool 19), a river-lake
(Coker, 1929) of the Upper Mississippi River, in which normal
water depth commonly is as much as twenty feet, current ordinar-
ily is sluggish, and streambed character is sedimentary. These
characteristics sharply contrast with those of a stream in the
Cumberlandian region (van der Schalie and van der Schalie, 1950)
where CumberZandia monodonta might be found. In streams of the
Cumberlandian region the Spectacle Case ordinarily is found in
shallow, rapid waters over a rock or gravel streambed.

Recent findings of Cumberlandia monodonta in the Upper
Mississippi River suggest that this species is not characteris-
tic of the "northern tier of states" (Sawyer, 1972), but is an
essentially southern biogeographical element that has invaded
the Upper Mississippi drainage during post-Wisconsin geological
time. Accordingly, its overall rarity in the Upper Mississippi
River, whence it has been recorded alive from only a few Pools,
is consonant with its having been proposed as a nationally
Threatened Species.

Like other unionid mussels, Cumberlandia monodonta is pre-
sumed to pass the larval stage of its life cycle on a vertebrate
host. Unfortunately, no such host has been identified for chis
mussel (see Fuller, 1974). Identification of the primary glo-
chidial host in nature of the Spectacle Case might do much toward
rejuvenation of this jeopardized species.

Quadrula metanevra, Monkeyface

Formerly widespread and rather plentiful in the Upper
Mississippi River, the Monkeyface is now a great rarity there
and elsewhere in its original range. Nevertheless, there are
recent records of this species alive in many UMR Pools, and,
although the Academy's three seasons' results include few
specimens, they represent numerous age-classes. Fortunately,
Quadruda metanevra thus has not fallen below recruitment level
in the Upper Mississippi. The most encouraging evidence is the
1978 discovery of some early juveniles in muddy main channel
border shallows opposite Winona, Minnesota. However, this spe-
cies appears essentially restricted to the great beds, perhaps
simply because a rarity is most likely to be found where mussels
are most plentiful. Therefore, to stipulate that the optimal
substrate for Monkeyface (and most other species) is stable,
viscous mud, commonly with an admixture of gravel (see Kaskie,
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1971), is doubtless true, but surely does not fully characterize
its habitat preferences. Protecting this animal thus requires
more than a knowledge of its preferred substrate; rather, sound
conservatory and management practices must be applied throughout
the river. 'loreover, . met anevra could be very well served by
legal protection in the Upper Mississippi River valley states.
Such protection would be of additional value because the species
is as yet not a strong candidate for national listing as a
Threatened or as an Endangered Species.

Quadrula firagoaa, False Mapleleaf

Only recent ly recognized as a member of the IJMR naiad fauna
(Havlik and Stansbery, 1978) and recorded irom only two locali-
ties, this species obviously has always been a rarity in this
waterway and probably has been extirpated. Nothing is known
about its Upper Mississippi River ecology. A vernacular name
(False Mapleleaf) is introduced with this report.

Quadrula quadvula, Mapleleaf

Unlike the Monkeyface (Quudrula metanevra) and False Maple-
leaf (Q. fragosa), both discussed above, , . quadrula and its
additional Upper Mississippi River congeners (see just below)
are presently very successful members of this river's mussel
community. For reasons that are doubtless physiological, though
they are not understood in detail, these quadrulae tolerate
impoundment (which has been the character of the UMR for the
past four decades). In fact, the Mapleleaf (see Bates, 1962)
exemplifies their ability to exploit impoundment conditions,
notably including accretions of finely divided, unstable sedi-
ments. Its conchological phalanges, for example, may be of
value in buoying (and otherwise stabilizing) the juvenile animal
in soft substrate.

In spite of the Mapleleaf's positive response to impound-
ment, it is clear that this species once ranged far more widely
in the UMR drainage than is not the case. It has recently been
taken alive in the St. Croix River of Wisconsin and Minnesota,
far upriver from Pool 8, the northernmost pool where it now is
commonly found. Adverse water .uality in the upper Pools,
doubtless emanating from Minnesota's Twin Cities, is surely to
blame.

The Maplcleaf no,. is widely distributed and frequently
encountered in Pool 9 and below. Contributing to this survival
is the continuing persistence in the UMR of this mussel's only
recorded glochidial host, ijl.o'<.tz. olivaris, the Flathead
Catfish. There must he at least one other, unrecorded host,
which perhaps occurs in the IJMR. .,'&-vruia quadruia is abundant
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in the Auglaize River of Ohio, which is a tributary of theMaumee River, and P. olivaris is unknown in the entire Maumee
drainage (C. F. Clark, Green Valley, Arizona, personal communi-
cation).

Quadrula nodulata, Wartyback

Unlike the preceding species (Quadrula quadrula, Mapleleaf),
the Wartyback apparently is natively restricted to southern UMR
Pools. There it is not only a stable member of the indigenous
mussel community, but also a competent exploiter of habitats
disturbed by man. Also, the known glochidial hosts of Q. nodu-
lata (ictalurid and centrarchid fishes) substantially outnumber
the Mapleleaf's and apparently are doing well in the UMR.

Quadruta pustulosa, Pimpleback

This is by far the most plentiful, widespread,and commonly
encountered member of its genus in the UMR; indeed, only two
species of mussels outstrip the Pimpleback in these respects,
Threeridge, Amblema plicata, and Fawnfoot, Truncilla donaci-
:ormis (both discussed below). The success of Quadrula pustu-
losa doubtless is due in large measure to its large number and
variety of glochidial hosts, as well as to its lack of narrow
habitat restriction.

Tritogonia verrucosa, Buckhorn

In three seasons' investigations the Academy has found
Buckhorn alive in the UMR drainage only in the St. Croix River
and only in 1977. Only bones and an occasional gaper have been
recovered from the Upper Mississippi proper. Tritogonia verru-
cosa has several recorded glochidial hosts, all of which are
faring well in the UMR. However, this mussel faces extinction
in the UMR and some of its tributary streams. Nothing can
confidently be stated about the Buckhorn's UMR habitat prefer-
ences, and little that is taxon-specific can be done to favor its
conservation other than to give it legal protection at the state
level throughout the UMR valley. Elsewhere, T. verruooea fares
well enough that its national protection as a Threatened or an
Endangered Species would be highly debatable. That view may
become invalidated, ho'.cver, because the Buckhorn's status in
the UMR strongly suggests that it is unusually sensitive to
declining water quality.

Cyctonaia. tuberculata, Purple Pimpleback

This species is not a true member of the Cumberlandian ele-
ment (van der Schalie and van der Schalie, 1950) of the Nearctic
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naiad fauna, but, as a lithophile, it is ecologically allied to
those species. Today its last flourishing populations occur in
Tennessee River headwaters, notably the Clinch River in western
Virginia and eastern Tennessee. There the streambeds are gravel
riffles and bedrock shoals. Neither such habitats nor Cyclonaias
tuberculata itself was ever very plentiful in the Upper Missis-
sippi River, and the now nearly complete destruction of the
former (by blasting and inundation) has meant the demise of the
latter. What little remains of suitable habitat (e.g., the
shoals at Rock Island, Illinois, and Keokuk, Iowa) might be con-
served, but C. tuberculata surely is below recruitment level
and approaches extirpation. Occasional, very old individuals still
are found alive. As examples (noted earlier), in 1978 personnel
of the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources took one from
a relic bed in Pool 4 at the Wabasha, Minnesota, bridge and a
professional clammer caught another in Andalusia Slough, Pool 16.
However, the Academy's three-year study has produced no evidence
of juveniles or any other signs of successful reproduction by
C. tubercutata. [inally, no glochidial host is known.

Fusconaia fZava, Pigtoe

This is among the more common mussel species in the UMR.
This is consonant with its number of glochidial hosts and its at
least adequate recruitment. Also contributing to the Pigtoe's
success is its apparent indifference to substrate type.

Fusconaia ebena, LJbony Shell

The Ebony Shell has several recorded glochidial hosts, but
apparently only one of them (AcJ -- 2hrysochloris Rafinesque), the
Skipjack Herring, is widely used in nature. The Skipjack is an
anadromous fish, and, \,ben the hydroelectric dam at Keokuk, Iowa,
was closed in 1913, the Skipjack's upstream migration effectively
ceased. Once the mussel most important to the pearl button indus-
try, Fusconaia ebena quickly went into decline. Few living speci-
mens have been reported in recent years; for example, the Acad-
emy's 07-y such record is an animal taken by brail from a residual
bed in the main channel border just above Homer, Minnesota, in
1978. There can be no question that the Ebony Shell is almost
extinct in the UMR. Occasional Skipjacl- manage to gain Pools
above Keokuk, but these few specimens are inadequate for restora-
tion of the Ebonv Shell to the Upper Mississippi. Until fishways
are installed in the Keokuk Dam and others, or until this dam is
removed, paucity of glochidial host(s) will continue to be a
problem for the Ebony Shell.

Unfortunately, even were migration of the Skipjack re-estab-
lished, it is doubtful that the Ebony Shell could re-invade the
UMR, because it is not successful in Pools below Keokuk. One
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infers that adverse water quality precludes this species'
re-occupying the UMR at any point.

Megalonaias gigantea, Washboard

The Washboard is second only to the Threeridge (Amblema
pZicata) (below) as a commercially important mussel in the UMR.
However, in spite of its numerous and varied glochidial hosts,
Megalonaias gigantea is in decline, and cessation of its harvest
is recommended. Academy investigators have found almost no evi-
dence of this species' reproduction during eight months' inten-
sive field work. Not surprisingly, especially in view of its
increasing rarity, the Washboard has become almost exclusively a
creature of the great beds; elsewhere in its geographical range
it does not necessarily exhibit this apparent habitat restric-
tion, though, as an adult, M. gigantea is characteristic of a
given stream's deepest portions. This species continues to
flourish in portions of its original range and thus is not a
reasonable candidate for federal protection as an Endangered or
a Threatened Species. Nevertheless, the UMR population of Wash-
board deserves conservation at State level, especially because
it is commercially exploited.

Amblema plicata, Threeridge

Threeridge are the most (or next to the most) abundant,
widespread, and regularly encountered mussels in the UMR. An
unusually large number and variety of glochidial hosts are of
service to this species, which has the added advantage of having
no apparent habitat restrictions.

Piethobasus cyphyus, Bullhead

The Bullhead is another species that was relatively uncom-
mon in the UMR and has become a great rarity. Recent discover-
ies of living specimens have been very few and mostly from the
great Kilpeck bed (or its vicinity) in Pool 17. However, among
these few individuals can be distinguished several age-classes,
so there is a little hope that Piethobaaua cyphyus may still be
viable as a species locally in at least certain Pools (though
these have not been identified as yet). Further investigation,
especially in the Corps' Rock Island District, might provide
information about areas whose conservation would benefit the
Bullhead. Unfortunately, however, this species apparently is
unusually sensitive to adverse water quality; this is the best
explanation of its increasing rarity, because physically appro-
priate habitat abounds and its only recorded host, Stimatedion
canadenae (Smith), the Sauger, remains plentiful in the UMR.
Should this inference about the cause of the Bullhead's poor
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success prove to be correct, then this species, also, faces
extinction in the UMR, for stabilization (and even improvement)
of UMIR water quality cannot reasonably be expected for some
years to come.

l leu±_bema rub2um, Fink Pigtoe

As discussed earlier, most records of PTeluobe,:z from the
UNIR probably represent P. iubi,um (usually called "!F. ,_o, ,, i " .
There remains some question about the range of this species; in
the UMR it is sporadically distributed. In the study area, for
example, occasional living specimens have recently been found in
the lower St. Croix River and in Pools 4, 5, and 9 (Fuller,
1978b; P. Thiel, WDNR, La Crosse, personal communication). No
glochidial host has been unequivocally identified. Inadequate
support in terms of larval host(s) and/or water quality probably
is responsible for the Pink Pigtoe's decline to near-extirpation.

PTeurobema sintoxia, Round Pigtoe

As discussed earlier, i-Zeurobema sintoxia, like P. rub rum
(above), has been reported as "P. cordatu.". In the case of the
Round Pigtoe, however, there are few historical records and no
recent ones. Nothing is known of this species' habitat require-
ments in the UMR. For reasons unknown, T. aintoxia probably is
already extirpated in this river.

EZZIptio crassidens, Elephant Ear

Like the Ebony Shell (Fuscon7ia ebena, above), the Elephant
lEar is dependent upon the Skipjack Herring, but in this case the
Skipjack is the only recorded glochidial host. Conscqulentli ',
it appears that the Elephant Ear was doomed to extinction ih the
IJMR by the Keokuk Dam. Possibly excepting the Academy's tenta-
tively identified 1977 material from the St. Croix River, living
material has not recently been recorded from the lJMR drain-
age.

Ellitio dilatata, Spike

This species has several glochidial hosts that are doubt-
less plentiful :nough for the parasite's needs in the UMR, but
the Spike nevertheless is in difficulties there, in spite of the
obvious availability of congenial physical habitat. For three
years the Academy found no evidence of recent recruitment by
ELliptio dilatata, although the Spike is rather common in some
areas. '['his apparently is another instance of inadequate water
quality causing a species jeopardy.
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J'b~iqaria ,reflexa, Threehorn

On the strength of the Academy's 19- field data and their
relationship to Ellis' (van der Schalie and van der Schalie,
1950), the Principal lnvestigator ;Iuller, 1978b) concluded that
the proportional representation of the Threehorn, while always
comparatively small in the UMRI ha remained almost unchanged for
at least half a century. The Academy's 1978 and 1979 results
confirm this appraisal. The most noteworthy consideration is
the remarkably successful recruitment by Jb&oiquaria reflexa in
shallow-water communities of juvenile mussels opposite Winona,
Minnesota, in Pool 6. This evidence of recruitment is remark-
able because apparently no glochidial host(s) of 0. refLexa have
ever been identified; indeed, this is one of only three Nearctic
mussel species for which facultative glochiJiil parasitism has
been claimed (Fuller, 1974).

Prorteri =a~at , Pink Heelsplitter

The Pink Heelsplitter is rather an enigma. The animal
occurs in most UMR Pools, but is nowhere abundant. On the
other hand, this Heelsplitter shows some recruitment, and it has
a list of glochidial hosts that, though brief, consists of spe-
cies that currently fare well in the UMR. Proptera a~ata
appears to exhibit no marked substrate preferences.

-ror~era aeviss~, Pink Papershell

For reasons given by Fuller (19-8b), this species seems not
only to tolerate, but also to exploit the impoundment conditions
that were imposed on the U IR by the 9-Foot Navigation Channel
Project about 40 vears ago. aer)era aeissima successfully
inhabits numerous ubstrate types, including some that are inimi-
cal to most mussels (e.g., moving bedload). Its recorded hosts
are fishes that prosper in the UMR. Additional evidence of the
Pink Papershell's prosperity are the large, recruiting populations
that the Academy discovered in 1977 in the poor-quality water of
Pool 4.

P~'~~ !7 :1r r:rt 2-, Purle Pocke thook

This species is -reated here because of a recent record
established by Perry 1979) on the basis of a single specimen
from the unimpounded portion of the UMR below Locks and Dam 27.
Nothing is known of the optimal habitat(s) or glochidial host(s)
of Pro t.era rurpurata in the UNIR.
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-.cr r eax, Fat Pocketbook

This is one of only two UMR mussel species that enjoy
national, federal protection as Endangered Species. Of course,
national iniunction against the Fat Pocketbook's being molested
is of little value if its local natural history, including geo-
graphical distribution, is not understood. Almost 50 years ago
the Ellis survey found Prezcra a alive in small numbers and
in several Pools, but the Principal Investigator has no knowledge
of living representative of this species taken from the UMR
since then. The Fat Pocketbook probably is now extinct in the
UMR. Nevertheless, remarks about this species' glochidial
host(s) and preferred habitat are appropriate. Shira (1913)
may have implicated the Blackstripe Topminnow, FunduZus nozatus
(Rafinesque), as a host of P. eapax; this indication, however
remote, is the closest thing to an identification of a Fat Pocket-
book larval host that the literature provides. The most recent
published account (Branson, 1966) of taking P. car:a' suggests
that this species favors lentic habitats.

Lert dea .ra iZ".s, Fragile Papershell

This species is widespread, rather plentiful, commonly
encountered, of broad habitat tolerance, and reproductively
competent in the UMR, probably at least in part because its only
recorded glochidial host is the successful Freshwater Drum,
Xirlc; aE cruniens.

Lervccea iertoion, Narrow Papershell

The Narrow Papershell apparently never was plentiful in
the UMR. Aside from the supposition that this species natively
frequents riffles, nothing is known of its natural history.

Zi: S . "z Z . Butterfl}-

Like the Threehorn, S2-cza -c r-:,exa (abov), the Butter-
fly evidentlv has always been a comparative rarity in the UMR,
but, for reasons that are not understood, has managed to recruit
itself adequately, though not plentifully. Unlike the Threehorn,
however, appears to have suffered a drastic
southward range reduction since the turn of the century. It was
recently found alive in the St. Croix River (Fuller, 1978b), but
apparently does not reappear downstream until Pool SA of the
UMR (P. Thiiel, IVDNR, La Crosse, ,ersonal communication). Farther
downstream the Butterfly seems to be very rare through Pool iS.
E. t ictc is recorded as c parasite of several UTR fishes,
including the highly successful Sauger and Freshwater Drum, so
larval host problems surely are not the cause of its geographi-
cal restriction. 5imilarly, deterioration of physical habitat
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does not seem to be at fault: for example, the Academy recently
discovered a thriving population of Butterfly that extended from
Locks and Dam 19 at Keokuk, Iowa, several miles do',,nstream to
the UMR confluence with the Des Moines River at the Missouri
state line (Fuller, 1979b). If only by i)rocess of elimination,
degraded water quality seems to be this species' chief problem
in the upper portion of its former UMR range.

r: ,21 2 t -r'.ncata, Deertoe

This species is reminiscent of the Pink Heelsplitter,
Proptera alata (discussed above), in that it persists as a
widespread, but not plentiful species and in that its true
ecological status in the Upper Mississippi River is debatable.
Degraded water quality influences the geographical range(s)
of many UMR mussel species; in some cases (e.g., Eilipsaria
Zineolata, discussed just above) this factor appears sharply
to subdivide a species' original range into at least two, cur-
rently more or less hospitable portions. Again as in the case
of P. aiata, water quality alone does not satisfactorily explain
the circumstances of the species in question, for Truncitla
truncata, also, is a persistent species, however seemingly
unsuccessful, over a wide range. The glochidial-host factor,
also, does not account for the Deertoe's status in the UMR
biota: -. :rancat: infects Sauger and Freshwater Drum, both of
which are successful UMR fishes. Possible degradation of
physical habitat, also, does not seem operative, else Deertoe
would not be as widely ranging as they are. It appears that one
can assume only that -. trrncata has responded moderately and
generally to decline in the quality of aquatic life in the UMR
and/or that this species long since suffered a severe setback
(e.g., the depredations of the pearl button industry) and is
now only gradually reasserting itself in the UMR malacofauna.
Confounding attempts to understand the true status of the Deer-
toe in the UMR is confusion of its juveniles with those of its
congener the Fawnfoot (see TrunciZla donacijformis, discussed
immediately below). The facts are that young TrunciZla domi-
nate UMR juvenile naiades and that there is as yet no way
unequivocally to distinguish between immediately post-metamor-
phic juveniles of T. truncata and T. donaciformis (the Academy's
researches during the past three seasons have brought to light
almost innumerable young TrunciZZa, but to which species they
belong remains moot). On the other hand, adult Fawnfoot, T.
donaciformis, are vast'y more numerous in the UMR than are adult
Deertoe, T. truncata. Therefore, it seems fair to conclude that
the overwhelming majority of juvenile TrunciZZa in the UMR are
probably T'. donaciformis. This inference is additionally sup-
ported by the Academy's 1978 experience with the community of
(principally) juvenile mussels in the post-impoundment overbank
habitats in shallow-water portions of the main channel border
(and adjacent backwaters) that lie opposite Winona, Minnesota,
where the majority of juvenile TruncilZa were T. donaciformie.
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These observations notwithstanding, the fact remains that
the ecological status of Truncilla truncata in the UMR cannot
yet be unequivocally defined.

Truncilta donaciformis, Fawnfoot

The results of the Academy's three seasons of study of
Upper Mississippi River naiades have combined to show that the
Fawnfoot is the most successful freshwater mussel in the modern
impounded UMR. In spite of any contest (or confusion) with this
species' congener Truncilla truncata (the Deertoe, discussed
immediately above), juveniles of T. donaciformis assuredly abound
in most Pools studied; not even the plentiful Threeridge, Amblema
plicata (see above), can realistically compete with the Fawnfoot
for ranking as the most abundant UMR naiad. T. donacifcrmia has
been found in a very wide range of UMR habitat types. This
species' juveniles are encountered almost everywhere, including
such presumably unfavorable naiad habitats as areas of moving
bedload in the main navigation channel and more or less stagnant
areas of the main channel borders and their vicinities. Its only
recorded glochidial hosts are the Sauger and the Freshwater Drum.
These fishes commonly host other successful UMR mussel species,
especially those rather delicate species whose gravid females'
shells are easily ruptured by the Drum, which then is easily
infected by the contents of its victims' marsupia.

Obovaria olivaria, Hickorynut

Today the Hickorynut is successful in only the lower Pools
of the study area. Its original UMR range is somewhat obscure,
so its fate in the Mississippi River during recent decades is
uncertain. On the other hand, Obovaria olivaria flourishes
locally, so there is no overwhelming reason to interpret it as
being an animal jeopardized to any given degree. This species
is, then, something of an enigma and thus reminiscent of Trun-
cilLa truncata and Proptera alata (both discussed above). The
recorded glochidial hosts of the Hickorynut are persistent
fishes in the UMR. Substrate suitable for 0. olivaria is prey-
alent in the UMR.

Therefore, it seems tha such survival problems as the
Hickorynut faces in the UMR ay be created by adverse water
quality. Howe¢ ', this notiot is weakened by the Academy's 1978
discovery at Winona of extensive beds of juvenile mussels,
including species (such as Quadrula metanevra) far rarer and
presumably more sensitive than the Hickorynut, which was not
found there. It may be simply that 0. olivaria is an essen-
tially southern species in the UMR.
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Actinonaias oarinata, Mucket

Once abundant and widespread throughout the UMR, the
Mucket, a very valuable commercial species, is now in grave
jeopardy. It was damaged by the pearl button industry, but the
Ellis survey in 1930 and 1931, about two decades after the
height of that fishery, encoL.ntered A.:-;nnaias carinata rather
commonly. Increasingly poor water quality since then doubtless
has hurt the Mucket. Pc-haps a yet to be understood peculiarity
of 9-Foot Channel impounument has contributed to this species'
decline. In any case, the Mucket exhibits no recruitment today
and, like most rarities, is confined to the great beds. Even
in these congenial habitats it is rare; among the very few beds
known to support it are those at Hudson (St. Croix River),
Prairie du Chien (Pool 10), and Kilpeck (Pool 17). Especially
from the viewpoint of commerce, all harvest of the Mucket should
be prohibited. Multi-state cooperation would be necessary
because, on account of its persistence elsewhere in its original
range, A. carinata possibly does not yet warrant federal protec-
tion as an Endangered or even a Threatened species. State-level
protection could reasonably begin with surveillance of great
beds such as those mentioned above.

Actinonaias elipsifirmis , Ellipse

Characteristically a small-stream species, the Ellipse
always has been rare in the UMR. Even minimal environmental
adversity in a large river could have been expected to lead to
its elimination, and this is precisely what appears to have
occurred. The Ellis survey almost SO years ago recovered only
a few specimens of Actinonaias e irsifrmis, and none appears
to have been positively determined in the Upper Mississippi
River during the intervening years. No characteristic habitat(s)
or glochidial host(s) have been identified for the Ellipse in
the UMR.

Ligumia recta, Black Sandshell

Once common, even locally abundant, and widespread, this
species has become extirpated'or rare throughout the river. On
the other hand, some host fishes and some reproducing popula-
tions of Ligumia recta are known, and it exhibits wide habitat
tolerance.

Ligumia subrostrata, Western Pondmussel

Apparently the only published record of this species for
the mainstem UMR is Coker's (1919). 2gw'sia aubrostrata is
characteristically found in quiet waters and in Coker's day
probably occurred in such hatitats as sloughs, floodplain ponds,
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etc. Its recorded hosts are centrarchid fishes, which favor
the same habitats. The Western Pondmussel probably occurs here
and there in the modern overbank habitats created by UMR
impoundment by the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project.

Carunculina parva, Lilliput

In regard to glochidial hosts and habitat preferences, the
remarks about Ligumia subrostrata (immediately above) apply
equally well to the Lilliput. However, CaruncuZina parva is at
home in the UMR proper. Academy investigators have found
Lilliput abundant in many Pools, and this species' are among the
more commonly encountered juveniles, even in the main channel,
where immediately post-metamorphic young seem to ride moving
bedload on rafts of byssal threads and vegetable debris. In
spite of this device, most young C. parva probably die. Adults
are rare, but occasional local pockets (as opposite Winona,
Minnesota) are encountered. The rather widely held assumption
that the Lilliput is a rarity in the-UMR is no longer tenable.
Centrarchid fishes are the Lilliput's hosts.

Lampsilis teres, Yellow Sandshell

In the heyday of the pearl products industry on the UMR,
the Yellow Sandshell was considered the most valuable mussel,
primarily because of its fine nacre, its abundance, and its
tolerance of many habitats (including sandbars that developed
between adjacent wingdams). It was then a very successful
animal, even in somewhat lentic areas, and about two decades
later (about 50 years ago) records of Lampsitis teres formed the
most plentiful data gathered by the Ellis survey. It is possible
that the impact of impoundment caused by the 9-Foot Channel
induced phenomena unfavorable to L. teres. For example, the UMR
fishes of greatest importance as the Yellow Sandshell's glochidial
hosts are gars, most of which are substantially less successful
now than they were only a few decades ago. Details of the gars'
natural histories that are relevant to this discussion are
obscure. Equally so are aspects of declining UMR water quality
that, directly or indirectly, may have hastened the decline of
L. teres. Finally, this species' most active recruitment occurs
in Lake Keokuk of Pool 19, which is the eldest of UMR Pools, by
a quarter-century's margin. That Pool 19 is presumably the
ecologically moot stable of UMR river-lakes may contribute to
the Yellow Sandshell's success there. On the other hand, the
Academy has discovered small, but apparently recruiting popu-
lations in Pools 8 and 10.

Lampsilis higginsi, Higgins' Eye

There is no UMR mussel that is more deserving of protection
pursuant to Public Law 93-205 ("the Endangered Species Act of
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1973") than is Lampsilis higginsi. The species has few known
populations, but these few can both be protected and be the
bases of recovery programs. Specifically, the great beds where
Higgins' Eye is known to occur can be sharply defined, and its
apparently most important glochidial hosts (Sauger and Fresh-
water Drum) have been identified. The beds in question include
(but eventually may not be limited to) those opposite Hudson,
Wisconsin (St. Croix River); the Whiskey Rock bed below Lansing,
Iowa (Pool 9); Prairie Du Chien, Wisconsin (Pool 10); and the
Kilpeck bed below Muscatine, Iowa (Pool 17). Because its hosts
are common UMR fishes, their protection is not a key to conser-
vation of L. higginsi. Improvement of water quality probably is
important.

Lampailis radiata siiiguoidea, Fat Mucket

The greater part of a century ago the Fat Mucket was an
important commercial species. Its great abundance then was
doubtless due in part to its large number and variety of
glochidial hosts and to its apparent indifference to substrate
type. Today this species is almost extinct in the UFMR. Prin-
cipally at fault seems to be declining water quality.

Lampsilis ovata ventricosa, Pocketbook

This at least nominal subspecies doubtlessly is troubled
in the UMR to some extent, as are all naiades under study here,
but a redundant list of glochidial hosts and its tolerance of
numerous substrates have permitted the Pocketbook to be rather
successful. In the Academy's three seasons of study this sub-
species has been regularly encountered in most Pools, and juve-
niles have been taken in many.

P~agiola triquetra, Snuffbox

The genus Plagiola is adapted to highly oxygenated riffle
habitats, which man has largely eliminated in the Nearctic
region (many members of this genus are extinct or nearly so).
P. triquetra is the most widespread member, but never has been
widely recorded from the UMR, whose white-water habitats were
never plentiful and are almost gone. The Snuffbox is nearly
or quite extinct in tne UMR, but it probably could never have
been well established there. No glochidial hosts are known.

Arcidens confragosus, Rockshell

Like most rarities, this mussel usually is found in the
great beds or at least among dense assemblages. However, this
does not seem to be simply a matter of the animal's being rare
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and thus more common where mussels in general are more common.
On the contrary, the Rockshell appears always to have been a
rarity in the UMR naiad fauna. Arcidens confragosus can be
characteristic of rocky habitats (hence the vernacular name),
and it has a few, rather varied glochidial hosts.

Lasmigona complanata, White Heelsplitter

This species exhibits uneven recruitment, usually in the
form of occasional juveniles found in slack-water nurseries. It
is increasingly rare in the UMR, being principally confined to
the great beds. On the other hand, its recorded glochidial hosts
are still common, and Lasmigona complanata remains widespread.

Lasmigona costata, Fluted Shell

This is essential1. a smaller-stream species that is probably
extinct in the UMR, although at one time it had developed some
local, thriving populations. It appears that these were devas-
tated by the mussel fishery on behalf of the pearl button indus-
try around the turn of the century. Consistent with this state-
ment is the fact that, several decades later (and about 50 years
ago), the Ellis survey (of 1930 and 1931) recorded few Fluted
Shell. The one recorded glochidial host of Lasmigona costata is
Cyprinus carpio, the Carp, which currently is a very successful
UMR fish, but this symbiosis obviously has been insufficient to
maintain UMR populations of the mussel in question.

Lasmigona compressa, Creek Heelsplitter

Lasmigona compressa is among the few Nearctic naiades that
are known to have invaded (or re-invaded) the Interior Basin of
Canada postglacially (Clarke, 1973). This is a mark of unusual
success, but, in spite of Kakonge's (1972) work, no records of
the Creek Heelsplitter's glochidial hosts seem to have been
published. Also remarkable is that this animal, although a
characteristically small-stream species, failed to duplicate its
congeners' progress, however faulty, in the UMR (see discussions
of L. complanata and L. costata, above); there are almost no
records of L. compressa in the UMR.

AZasm- Ionta marq1ncat a, Elktoe

Several records of the Elktoe's glochidial hosts have been
published, and all of them presumably are based on UMR data.
On the other hand, Alasmidonta marginata, natively a small-stream
species, never has been very successful in the UMR, even though
it was regularly encountered in the days of the pearl button
industry. Also, no contemporary notes of this species' habitat
preferences are available.
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Alasmidonta oiridz s, Slippershell

This species has very rarely been recorded from the UMR,
and there are no relevant published notes on habitat or glo-
chidial hosts.

Imrsoniconchd a :b z , Salamander Mussel

The pivotal feature of this species' life cycle is its
dependence solely upon an unusual glochidial host, Necturus m.
Mraculosus Rafinesque, the Mudpuppy. This large and exclusively
aquatic salamander lives beneath rocks when not foraging, and
this determines the Salamander Mussel's habitat. Scores of
these clams have been found beneath a single rock. Unfortu-
nately, the increasing deepening of the UNR by modifications
during the last 100 years has made searching for these animals
very difficult. Pollvwogging is entirely ineffective, except
possibly during exceptionally low-water periods, and today, in
the era of the 9-Foot Channel, diving would have to be employed
in any search specifically for Stmpsoniconoha ambigua. Also in
favor of diving is the ineffectiveness of conventional deep-water
sampling techniques (such as brailing and dredging) in search of
an animal that dwells almost exclusively ben'ath rocks. It is
additionally unfortunate that, in order to facilitate navigation,
most rocky habitat in the UMR has been destroyed by blasting,
dredging, etc. This development doubtlessly has had a negative
effect on both S. zmbigua and its host. Added problems, in
feeding and respiration, probably have been created for the
Mudpuppy by t1he increased turbidity and suspended solids that
have accompanied impoundment. Efforts to protect the Salamander
Mussel in the UMR should be concentrated on conservation of the
Mudpuppy and of the remaining rocky areas, and a taxon-specific
search for S. ambigua should be undertaken in order to gather
modern data on its distribution and abundance in the UMR.

..;nodontoides *ferussacianus, Cylinder

An unusually large quantity of recent information concern-
ing this small-stream species' glochidial hosts is available,
but it ironically is of little relevance to the UMR, where the
Cylinder is ecologically extralimital except in headwater streams
and the mainstem above Upper St. Anthony's Falls Pool.

Anodonta suborbiculata, Flat Floater

Formerly an inhabitant of flood plain ponds and sloughs,
this Floater now is occasionally encountered in 9-Foot Channel
overbank areas. It customarily lives deeply buried in viscous
mud beneath several feet of water. Because of this rather deep-
water habitat, it is not easily collected by hand. Consequently,
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Anodorita oubo ,bia;- probably ts more plentiful along the UMR
than has been real ized. There is little knowledge of the Flat
Floater's hosts.

: .<.,: ",:2: ,2 , Paper Floater

The Paper :loater is %widespread in the MINIR, but naturally
rare because, 'Is a creature of ponds and small streams, it ordi-
narilv fares poorly in the big -river environment. The rather
extensive information available on the glochidial hosts and other
habitat requirements of .X':ra ',2cZ?<, is not relevant in
the present context.

,;nc Uvz.. 2> , , iant Floater

The Giant Floater exhibits broad habitat tolerance in the
UMR, including the main channel , on occasion. It has a long
list of glochidial hosts, including many that are successful in
the River, and evidence of its recruitment is regularly encoun-
tered in numerous pools.

ta, St range Floater

This is among the few Nearctic mussel species tidat have
been claimed to exhibit facultative glochidial parasitism.
Nevertheless, host fishes have been identified, and at least two

ir fairlyv prevalent in the JMR . c tlhether either is of much ser -
vice to .,: , i.:a :. :' ao is moot, largely because this spe-
c iC; is a chairacteristically small-stream animal and rare in
lairge rivers, including the UMR. on the other hand, it is wide-
spread there and is one of the few, mussels that survives in
Pool 2, which is almost dc\oid of m(i)c(. Hoetver, the
Strange Floater is nowhere very common in the UJMR.

The foregoing remarks are sumimarized simply. Substrate
type rarely is a taxon-specific habitat requirement, but
stability of substrate is almost always necessary. Several
species in one group, the Anodontinae (Exhibit la), favor soft
streambed, but do not requ ire it. Hydrological factors (e.,
water depth and current evelocity) seem largely irrelevant
except that, 1- 01 all species, they must provide protection from
thermal st ress and boit t riil'ic ;I Il tii must bte su rfficient for
gas-exchange and as a veh icle of nourishment . Ilost fish
exploitation patterns apparently serve as the chief partitions
among UMIR naiad ecological "niches"; successful and unsuccess-
fIil specics often share the same hosts, however. Favorable
water chemistrv seems to be tile one universal habitat require-
ment.
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The 50 species-group mussel taxa in the UMR fauna can be
divided into four groups on the basis of their survivorship
(Fuller, 1980h). Two of the 50 (or 4%) are federally listed,
nationally protected Endangered Species: Proptera capax (Fat
Pocketbook) and Lampj :1,s higge"ns (Higgins' Eye). Fully 21
(or 42%) of the taxa are jeopardized. In the Upper Mississippi
River some of these are more rare than Higgins' Eye, but,
because they are reasonably healthy elsewhere, have not merited
federal listing (several are on state lists of protected spe-
cies, however). These jeopardized taxa are mussels that have
exhibited little or no evidence of successful reproduction
during recent years and probably face extirpation in the UNIR.
Twelve more taxa (24%) are considered troubled. They repro-
duce to a possibly adequate degree, but their small populations
are cause for concern. The remaining 15 species are healthy.
Their historical ranges have been curtailed (especially in the
Twin Cities Zone), but thy are physiologically tolerant of
water quality elsewhere in the UMR and reproduce at or above
recruitment level where the riverbed is adequately stable.

It thus appears that about 70% of the UMR mussel taxa are
in some degree of difficulty. A substantial proportion of
these taxa is extralimital. The loss of such animals is not as
serious as the loss of fully developed members of the fauna, but
it certainly is undesirable. The prospects of those extra-
limitals that can be saved would be improved by any program
designed to aid the rest of the fauna. The recently formed
Upper Mississippi River Bivalve Recovery Team (which includes
Corps representation) will design at least one such program,
on behalf of the Endangered Lampsi is higginsi. The Principal
Investigator suspects that this program will include a sanctu-
ary- approach to protection of the better developed known popu-
lations of Higgins' lye and/or research into this species' hosts
above and beyond what was recorded by Fuller (1974), perhaps
iniitially modeled along lines employed by Stein (1968), Yokley
(1972) and/or Ahlstedt et al. (1980). (The techniques of
massive glochidial infection that were used by Coker et al.
(11921) are partially inappropriate to studies of one (or only a
few) species of mussels, especially if Endangered animals are
involved.) Mussel sanctuaries would benefit the entire fauna.
Inquiries into glochidial hosts in the near future should not
emphasize extralimital species. However, such inquiries would
be of great value to any mussel studied, especially because, as
noted above, glochidial hosts appear to be the most important
(and perhaps the only) ecological partitions between and among
species-group mussel taxa.

The 1978 revisions of Public Law 93-205 ("The Endangered
Species Act of 1973") have made federal listing of an Endan-
gered or Threatened Species a more time-consuming process. In
comnarison to former procedures, a much stronger case must be
mad.3 for each action. This ultimately may be to the given
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species' advantage, but the delay itself is not. Here is an
opportunity for listing at state level to have special value.

. o lj >so , the llipse, is a case in
point. At one time this species was common in Michigan (van
der Schalie and van der Schalie, 1963), but it has become rare
enough to be placed on the state's Threatened list (MIDNR, 1976).
In neighboring Wisconsin the Ellipse has been and is rare
(Baker, 1928; \athiak, 1980). Should Wisconsin follow Michi-
gan's lead, A. c!',s> f'ms would be legally protected in
Wisconsin waters, including the eastern shallows of Pool 4, site
of the only unequivocal records of the Ellipse in the entire
river (Grier and Mueller, 1922-1923; van der Schalie and van der
Schalie, 1950). State government is in a position to protect
mussels in ways that federal government either cannot do or
cannot do rapidly.
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Impact of the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project

on the Upper Mississippi River Mussel Fauna

To estimate the impact(s) of the 9-Foot Navigation Channel
Project on the Upper Mississippi River mussel fauna, this dis-
cussion first characterizes the changes observed in the fauna
from the Dre-Proiect period to the 1977-1979 period of the present
study. Then potential agents of change, including the Project,
are described and evaluated.

Changes in the UMR Mussel Fauna Concurrent with the Project

The 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project began in the late
Thirties with the completion of the last of the series of locks
and dams that now impound the UMR from the Twin Cities to Mis-
souri. Impoundment itself and other factors have altered the
UMR mussel fauna during the intervening four decades. Differ-
ences between the pre-Project and modern faunas can be ascer-
tained by comparing the results of the Ellis survey in 1930
and 1931 (see van der Schalie and van der Schalie, 1950) to
those of the Academy's survey in 1977 through 1979 (see Fuller,
1978b, and Appendix C of this report). Comparison of the two
surveys is warranted by their similarities in study area,
methodology, and level of field effort. Conclusions drawn
from this comparison are essentially corroborated by other
studies, especially Starrett's (1971) work on the mussels of
the llline.s River, a badly polluted stream and a major LHYR
tributary.

The most important conclusion about the UMR naiad fauna
during the past four decades is that substantial degradation
has occurred. From -0 species-group taxa known to live in the
River prior to the Ellis survey the modern total has declined
to 32. This loss of 3o' of the original number of taxa becomes
somewhat less dramatic when one realizes that many of these
taxa were essentially small-stream elements whose loss from the
UMR does not by itself constitute a major faunal degradation.
Nevertheless, loss of the small-stream taxa is only one example
of the reductions in population sizes that have occurred; many
other species have become so rare that they cannot reproduce
sufficiently to escape extirpation. The original geographic
ranges of probably all Kit one of the surviving taxa are now
reduced, sharply in most cases. Not only the numbers of species
and individuals, but also the variety of mussel life has suf-
fered; among the taxa that have rarely been found alive recently
in the UMR are the River's only recorded represe--.tatives of
several genera and of the entire tribe Lampsilinae: Elliptionini
(Exhibits la, 2).
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On the other hand, about a dozen of the survivors appear
to be in good to excellent health. The most dramatic instances
are .4!b ea K t, Threeridge, and T,unciiZ7a donaciformis,
Fawnfoot, which now overwhelmingly dominate the UIMR mussel
fauna. Other examples, notably including most ' uadruZa, are
considered in the preceding discussions of species-group taxa
and habitat requirements (also, see Exhibit 98). A few taxa
may even be expanding their ranges in the IR: Am.zo~lonta sua-
oala: , Flat Floater, is the best example. Mussels remain
plentiful in a few reaches within the St. Paul D)istrict. The
outlook for an ongoing UMR mussel resource is guardedly optimis-tic.

Agents Other Than 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project Affecting

UMR Mussel s

Commercial Mussel Fishery

The impact upon the UMR freshwater mussels by the cu;:,mer-
cial fishery on behalf of the pearl-products industries has
perhaps never been fully appreciated. Thousands of tons of
these animals were removed from the riverbed for commercial
purposes during the height of the industry (from about 1890
until World War I). Some of them, including species without
commercial value, apparently never have returned to the point
of recruitment. Other environmental pressures combined there-
after to virtually guarantee that certain of these mussel spe-
cies could not again become viable components of the UMR naiad
fauna. *

The effects of the commercial fishery's extensive harvest
cannot be briefly conveyed. In order to gain a sense of the
gravity of the situation, the reader is referred to Coker
(1919), Carlander (1954), and Fuller (1978b). It is the Prin-
cipal Investigator's belief that depredation by the pearl but-
ton industry remains the single greatest blow that has been
dealt UMIR mussels to date.

The commercial mussel fishery persisted for at least a
decade after the first World War. During the ensuing 30 )'ears
there was little commercial fishing, but about 1960 the fishery
was rejuvenated in response to a new demand. Spheres cut from
the mother-of-pearl nacre (i.e., innermost layer) of North
American muss,; shells were required as "starters" in the Japan-
ese cultured pearl industry. During the last two decades the

• The main adverse environmental pressures and the mussel species affected

are discussed by Fuller (1980b), in the preceding sections on Taxa and
Habitat Requirements,and later in this section.
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modern mussel fishery, now usually conducted very proficiently
by divers, has actually eliminated at least one bed and has
damaged iliny others. In the St. Paul District the fishery is
confined chiefly to Pools 9 and 10 because that is where the
remaining great beds are located.

Channel Modification Prior to the 9-Foot Project

Although the J-lot Project Was the first actually to
impound the I)MR, there had been several stages of prior channel
modi ficat ion.

The colonial period of tMR modification began about 1800,
when turopcan man ;ained control of the river. Shortly there-
after (in 1824) the federal government authorized a program of
elimination of snags, bars, shoals, and rock) impediments and
of closing backwaters. This prog.ram facilitated UMR navigation
by removing impediments and diverting more (and thus faster-
Moving) hater to the ma in channel . A few years thereafter,
Lieutenant Robert E. Lee surveyed the UNIR, but it was not until
1878 that the Government authorized the 4.5-Foot Channel.

The 4.5-Foot Navigation Channel Project involved dams at
the UMR headwaters for the purpose of flood control and flow
augmentation. Closing dams and longitudinal dikes diverted
water to the navigation channel and increased its current speed
while revetments reduced bank erosion in areas where redirected,
destructive currents were anticipated. Sandbars and rocks that
impeded navigation were dredged.

In 1907 the b-Foot Navigation Channel Project was author-
ized. Its objectives were not different from its predecessor's,
but an innovation (the wing dam) was introduced with this Proj-
ect. A wing dam is an essentially rocky structure extending
nearly perpendicular from shore in order to divert water toward
the main channel. Riprap commonly was applied to banks oppo-
site wing dams in order to reduce erosion caused by the currents
diverted by the dams.

The purpose of the wing dam was to constrict stream flow in
order to increase depth. Wing dams forced larger quantities of
faster water into the navigation channel at the expense of
smaller quantities that moved more slowly through the channel
borders in multiple current patterns. Navigation conditions were
improved, but inshore relocation of sediment was increased.
Adverse impact upoiL tne benthos, certainly upon mussels, resulted.
Some mussel beds were swept away; others were buried. Yet,
changing conditions on the UMR have provided an ecologically
beneficial role for wing dams, as described in a following sec-
tion.
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The Keokuk Dam

A private-sector interest closed a trans-MR hydroelectric
dam in 1913 at tie rapids a t Keokuk, Iowa, thus creating Lake
Keokuk , now Poo 1 19 o f the 9 - Foo t Na v ia t i on Channel Project.
:\ntedating most of the other 28 Pools 1) full y a quarter-cen-
tur v, this is the oldest Pool on the tipper N1ississippi. Due to
its unusual ly great depth, Ve rv I itt Ie channel -maintenance
dredging has been conducted there IJlS:\CIL, 194a) . Lake Keokuk's
depth protects much of its benthos not only from dredging, but
also from disturbance by water traffic (Ful 1cr, 1978h); as a
result, its naiad fauna is perhaps the richest remaining in the
UMR (see the modern records in Fuller, 1978b). Ironically,
while the earliest Pool has the apparently best mussel fauna in
the UIMR, its creation involved the only certain example of a
species' being eli liiinated from the IJ1R by a single identifiable
factor. Because, like its fellow 28 installations, Locks and
l)am 19 has never been equipped with fishways, anadromous fishes
could not effectively reach the 11MR above Keokuk after 1913.
One of these is IZosa chr'd,&cehlor, Skipjack Herring, appar-
ently the principal host in nature of the glochidia of Fusconaia
e:ena, Ebony Shell (Surber, 1913; see Fuller, 1974, 1978b) and
the only recorded host for the Elephant Ear, E'lliptio crassidens
ili,.d, 1914). loth of these mussels near extinction in the

UMR even though l. 4hr,'sooh~ors can (or could) be found spar-
ingly" above Pool 19 long after inception of the 9-Foot Channel
(Smith et al., 1971). Presumably, completion of the original
structure that is now known as Locks and Dam 19 was principally
responsible for the effective loss of these two species from
the UMR naiad fauna above Pool 20.

Declining Water Quality

World War I stimulated population growth and industrializa-
tion in the UHMR valley, notably the Twin Cities, and thus con-
tributed to declining water quality. The Second World War
induced further development, especially in and about the Twin
Cities. Wartime and post-war industrialization and urbaniza-
tion increased factory wastes and sewage. Ellis (1931a)
described the adverse effects on water quality of such wastes a
decade or so after "the Great War"; aquatic damages as a result
of World War II are only now beginning to be revealed as such.

Wartime te-hnology probably was an important stimulus in
the development of insecticides. The success of these insecti-
cides led to development of other biocides: herbicides, fungi-
cides, and "pesticides" in general. Biocides are used primarily
in agriculture, and the UMR watershed is primarily agricultural.
The combination of organic wastes and biocides probably is the
primary cause of eradication of mussels in the Minnesota River,
for example (see Fuller, 1978b). It is not likely that organic
wastes alone could have done all the damage, because some mol-
lusks respond well to eutrophication (e.g., Dillon, 1977).
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Therefore, it is probable that biocides have been, are, and/or
will be an important determinant of freshwater mussel life in
the UMR.

The 7o1i'o ,L ,. .z Prob lem

The present study documented the presence of 'yrbi>zJ 2
r"'ii{ei (Muiller) , the :\siatic clam, in the study area. This
exotic mussel species can be injurious to indigenous North
American naiades by tunneling beneath mussels, thus uprooting
them from the streambed. As already discussed (see Methodology),
a dislodged mussel commonly dies. Fortunately, the habitat
preferences of Co ,bzac:i> and Unionidae in the UJMR are dissimi-
lar.

The optimal type of substrate for mussels studied by
Kaskie (1971) was viscous mud because the necessary admixture
of water, sand, and finer particles is a very stable composite.
This is just the streambed type that supports the best mussel
bed development encountered during the present study, i.e., the
communities at Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin, and at certain of
the "Green Bay Sites" in Pool 19 of the Rock Island District
(see Sites, above, and Fuller, 1978b). Insofar as UMR mussels,
at least, are concerned, there seems to be strong correlation
between relevant experimental results and observations in nature.

In contrast to most native UMR mussels, Corbicula is an
arenophile, i.e., it prefers a sandy substrate. Accordingly, the
Academy's only record of living Asiatic Clam in the study area
is from loose sandbars in the St. Croix River opposite Hudson,
Wisconsin. This habitat predilection may save LIMR mussels from
direct competition with Mbiaiz. oreover, the Asiatic Clam
apparently has not prospered in the UMR. In addition to the
St. Croix population, the Academy's only records are from
scattered Pools.

Impact of 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project on UMR Mussels

Within this subject area, it is useful to distinguish
between two classes of impacts. One class results from impound-
ment itself. These impacts would occur by virtue of the locks
and dams themselves, even if there were no navigation channel.
The other class of impacts results fromthe navigation channel
itself, traffic alog it, and efforts to maintain it.

Impacts on LUMR Mussels Caused by Impoundment

Impoundment of the UIMR began with the Keokuk Dam in 1913.
Modification of the trans-UMR installation in the Twin Cities
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(which produced Locks and Dam 1) and creation of Locks and
Dam 2 at Hastings, Minnesota, were acconpli ished in 1930. During
the next decade most of the UMR locks and dam installations of
the 9-Foot Channel Project were completed. The most recent is
the Upper St. Anthony Falls Locks and Dam in the Twin Cities,
completed in 19(3.

To distinguish effects of impoundment from such other
factors as natural flooding and pre-impoundment constriction,
reference has been made to studies of other impounded rivers to
identify features common to the impoundment process itself.
The world's impoundment literature seems to be very sparse.
"loreover, most of this literature is merely descriptive, as is
commonly the case with new disciplines (impoundment biology is
only a few decades old). Papers that assert physicochemical
causes for biological phenomena are rare. In addition, most
relevant reports are weakened by the fact that no baseline (pre-
impoundment) studies had been conducted. Finally, impoundment
literature deals primarily with high-dam, multiple-purpose,
deep-water artificial lakes that were created to promote navi-
gation, recreation, flood control, reservoir, hydroelectric
power, and/or irrigation (see, e.g., Llliott, 1973).

Conversion of the UMR into a series of low-dam, shallow-
water river-lakes was done for a single major purpose: naviga-
tion. (Some of the locks and dam installations, mostly pre-
dating the 9-Foot Channel, have hydroelectric capability.)
Other recreational advantages (e.g., water skiing, sailing,
fishing, gunning waterfowl) have developed over the last 40
years or so, but commercial navigation has always been the main
concern of the 9-Foot Channel Navigation Project.

It is clear that UMR impoundment differs sabstantially from
deep-water types found throughout the world in terms of ecologi-
cal factors, as well as in terms of purpose and usage. At matu-
rity most deep-water impoundments exhibit features that do not
afflict the UMR, such as hypolimnetic oxygen elimination;
thermal, chemical, and sedimentary stratification; and enormous
hydrostatic pressure. However, in the early stages of develop-
mnent deep-water impoundments do not differ materially from
shallow-water ones. This is shown by the many observations
common to reports in Ackermann et al. f1973) and to a series of
papers about the rather shallow Cow Green Reservoir on England's
River Teas. Comparison of these two sources is especially per-
suasive because each includes post- azwi pre-impoundment surveys.
Consequently, the investigator can draw upon the world litera-
ture of the early developmental stages of deep-water impound-
ments as an aid in reconstructing the early history of environ-
mental disrupt ion caulscd by the 9-Foot Navigation Channel
Project.

Throughout the world, damming a fluviatile waterway has
induced an immediate, brief, three-stage biological process in
the immediately upstream waters.
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These three stages o f 1) jot j c maturat ion i an impoundment
appear to be a uini versalI pat tern' observed in SUCh widly'
separated] a yeas a s t 1-o1) i Cal I.Af r i Cal and 'South A1,me ric a ( Pet r
19 783 EnglIand (Arm i t age , 1 1) 1) 1, Po I and ( lKr7 ),anek ,1970)
Canada (NUrsal 1 1 19 52 '1 (1 an Japan),11 (MOri shi ta , I93 Substrate
aInd f o ot app1)earI t o b)e twIo pr 1 i nc i pa 1 factors c ont ri but in g to
changes in thle benthos of' the nci% Ily impounded a -ea ( Armlitage
1977b; Petr, 1978).

Shift from Rheoph i ic to I.imnoph ilic Species:
The great I ) inlcreasedI sett 1 ing of suispended matter f rom

the newly s [owed r ivier wateor occurs throughout the impoundment,
hut espec ii IN' inl thle overhank reas where current is le,.-t.
The immed i ate biot i c effect Of slower current and increased
s ed i mentaIt ion ini thlie olId c-h a n nel is, reduct ion and even ex t i r pa -
t i on o f r lecoph) lii Ii c spe oc i e s . Thlli s tends to reduce the number o f
M U SSel spe C i es SS in e1CC thr ar -0ZI -0We er I i Iiiinop1)h i Ii c t h an rhe opI I i c )1
mu s s e 1 s

Loss o f Rooteod Mac rophyt es:
Secd ime n taIt io n ma Iy haIvec o ther o-, morI-e s i 1)t I ce effec t s. Fo r

e xaImple0 , f inle - g r a i ne d mzate r - iI- 1) sre c P1 i t at i n g i n thle s h allIow s
create a decreas inglIy f irm subst rate , f rom wh ich rooted mac ro -
lphytes soon lose foothold and disappear. This process is
aL g ra vi t ed by, elo s i on ca use byl1)N re -o r ie n ted c u rren t s, a re s uIt
of the river' s being slowed by the dam. Macrophyte rootstockc
stabilizes subst rate and provides at tachmnent sites for the
bvssal threads of' Juvenile mussels,. Loss, of rooted macrophytes
thius cont ri butes to making a habit at less suitable for mussels.

Food Chain Changes:
Death and d0cay Of' rooted Z(UaIt ic p),lts Contribute to

the pulse of nutrients in stage two, which stimulates macro-
invertebrates and tho'- o fishes that prey upon them. Ironically,
loss of root ed mac ropnytes may also reduce vital habitat for
mac ro inverteb rates and substrate for the eggs of- certain fishes.

This loss means that most oxygen evolution in impoundments
is performed by phytopl ankton . Tbhis flora gradually assumes a
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these depths . while probably somewhat hiTher than at 33 feet,
could still low enoug tc h,,ive avreeffects on mussels.
Tne unsettling note in tiese remiarks should1 be temperead ':y
realization that. a JM!R river-lake is not strictly comparabL'le -o
adeeg-water i:n:.....~p

Il-,: easc S 1llo.< I .t Ar a
Impoundmnent o,. t.e Ul24R s oal nrae hai low.-water

a reas . This couldl n-ave ha,! boe _i cial effects on mu ss e I s v
for instance, increasing, availalbil ity\ of suitable narsery habi -
tat. Hloever, it also grea,,tly ma,,nified the adverse effect of
three natural processes: wNater level1 fluctuations, 'wave action,
and abrasion by ice.

Each of these is a 1)herioienor. chlaracteristic of natural
water bod;ies, -it leaist lar -e neS Ln tem-_erate regions, fucn

aS tin UM. O~ ver, i) Lo M has aggrava to a.
eaa Dv " i nc:r e as in th e e.,t o n - t'n ' eR ,--s shallow-water
areas. Accordingo to the- Academ ' s ooD-, :vat ions over three sea-
sons in the f' ieId Lind in mo s ''\RR Poo :nere is almos:zt no
mus sel fa un a i n ti e l1to o raIi L 7th m:ia in o'nia n ne a t
least VartlV Jeca1u.se orf the.-e ltroe 1actors in combination.

Unnatural fluctuations iarawdlowas" in water level were
increaszed in frecu-'1ency1 and exKent onci;e ins tal lation of th-e locks
and dams prov-ided Man a vastr~ ' increasedL opportunity to inter-
fere wihnaturaL river flow (C1o rtua ate lv, severe Lrawdowns no
longer are prm-it ted)

Wae czion has increaised J as of the great breadth
o f man ri DIR Pools and the much- hig'her volume of large -vessel
com-merciail traffic. The Academy. team: has experienced up to
four-foot summer waves on certain Pools (notably, lowermost
Pool 5) Increased wave action affects mussels adversely by
tending to dislod-e rooted aJUat Los- and increase suspended
solids.

Abrasion of the littoral by ice for Much of the year
occurred in the upper 'UMR bef-ore any of man 's manipulations ,
but the 9-Foot Channel Project's c-reation of widespread over-
bank habitats has suhse(_juenflv in sdtile area sub ject to
this action.

Impacts on UNR Mlussels Caius ed I,, the I-Foot Navigation Channel
and Associated Activities

The major adverse environmental impacts On MUSSels thn t
are caused1 by, specific:ally nai~ lt ion -channel -related activities-
are associatedi with channel m-.aintenance (dredging, bank repai r,



etc.) and especially the disposal of dredged material. Other
relevant factors include navigation channel traffic, locks and
dams maintenance and operation, and construction projects.

Channel-Maintenance Dredging:
This is by far the ecologically most significant activity

required by the 9-Foot Channel ?roject. The next section of this
report considers the various procedures and alternatives in the
context of recommendations for enhancement of the mussel resource
by 0 & M activities (see, also, Fuller, 1973b). The adverse
impacts of the four aspects of current channel-maintenance dredg-
ing practices are discussed here.

1. Removal of Material from the Riverbed
The St. Paul District operates two dredging plants, the

Dredge WILLIAM A. THOMPSON and the Derrickbarge HAUSER. The
THOMPSON is a hydraulic dredge armed with a cutterhead for
penetration of the riverbed. The HAUSER uses a clamshell
bucket. Either plant and instrument can destroy mussels on
contact. Channel-maintenance dredging is conducted in areas of
shoaling bedload, which, as an unstable substrate, is generally
inhospitable to mussels. Consequently, neither plant damages
many mussels by direct contact with the dredging machinery
itself.

2. Sediment Migration
Adjacent to the cutterhead or :lamshell dredge, the

riverbed is disturbed during dredging, and sediments are resus-
pended into the water coluinn. They migrate and resettle down-
stream, where they may bury benthos, including mussels. In
order to evaluate this possibility, the Academy surveyed at
least one quarter-mile of riverbed below each dredge cut that
waz examined. No evidence of mussel beds in that reach was
ever found. In adjacent channel borders the Academy found no
evidence that mussels had been damaged by previous sediment
migration.

In response to concern that precipitation of sediment
disturbed by dredging may lead to burial and perhaps death of
mussels, the St. Paul District supported a bioassay of the
impact of sedimentation upon mussels. This study was conducted
at the Fish and Wildlife Service National Cishery Research (then
"Fish Control") Laboratory at La Crosse, Wisconsin, at the same
time that the Academy's 1977 field crew was investigating condi-
tions in the field.

The only precursor of the National Fishery Research
Laboratory bioassay is a study by Ellis (1936), who reported
great mortality of mussels buried beneath only a few millimeters
of silt. Ellis' report led later students to regard sedimenta-
tion as an expecially significant enemy of mussel life. For
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example, the Principal Investigator (Fuller, 1974) employed
Ellis' results in what he now susnects may have been an unneces-
sarily pessimistic essay on the subject of mussels and sedimen-
tation. In any° case, the er%,ive's report Marking and Bills,
1977) showed that at least some species of mussels are far more
tolerant of even deep burial than had pre.iously been thought.

'hile the study by Markin,, and Bills ,as underway, the
Academy's field crew was gatherinl observations on mussel beds
in the vicinity of hi:gh-frequency historical dredge cuts. The
most significant instance was the discovery of living linpsiiis
higgins.a in the midst of a thriving mussel community located
opposite Hudson, Wisconsin, in the St. Croix River only a few
meters from a cut that has been frequently dredged throughout
the history of the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project. The
Service's and the Academy's results, then, both indicate that
there is little likelihood that sediments migrating from Corps
channel-maintenance dredging sites have major adverse impact
upon mussel; at present.

3. Transport of Dredged Material
Material dredged by the THOMPSON proceeds directly onto

land through pipe. The HAUSER dredges material onto barges,
which then move inshore. There the material is either redredged
onto land the current practice in the St. Paul District) or
dumped into the shallows and then redredged onto land. In
either case, moving a living mussel onto land causes its death
by desiccation.

When the HAUSER and its fleet practiced two-stop trans-
port, there was an additional threat to mussels. Animals buried
by shallow-water dumping probably did not survive. It is likely
that they either remained buried or were dredged onto land.

4. Disposal of Dredged Material
As already noted, mussels conveyed onto land will die.

If disposal of material is aquatic, however, mussels contained
in it have a small chance of burrowing far enough out of it to
come into contact with the water column; most will remain buried,
asphyxiate and/or starve, and die. Aquatic disposal can be
open-water or in backwaters. In either instance, as in terres-
trial disposal, there is the danger of the material's eroding
back into the water and burying nearby mussels. Backwater dis-
posal (which can have beneficial aspects, as discussed in the
next section of this report) can have the disadvantage of bury-
ing unusually dense assemblages of mussels in nursery beds.

Navigation Channel Traffic:

Channel traftic consists of both commercial and recrea-
tional craft. They can have several types of impact potentially
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injurious to mussels, including grounding, petrochemical leak-
ing and spillage, and waves. All can damage littoral benthos
locally, and petrochemical impact often is far more widespread.
Because of its volume, commercial traffic probably has the
greater effect, except possibly in the case of waves, often
aggravated by the irresponsible handling of private craft.

Locks and Dams Maintenance:
Preservation of surfaces involves sandblasting and paint-

ing; the results can include both increases in suspended solids
and additions of toxic materials from spillage, respectively.
The latter point pertains to lubrication, also, as of gear
systems, and some additional petrochemical leakage and spillage
doubtless is caused by the use of Corps boats in the vicinity of
locks and dams. Except in places of intense activity by the
Corps (such as the Fountain City Service Base in Pool SA) the
adverse impacts of any solids and toxic substances added to the
water during maintenance and repair of locks and dams surely are
minute in comparison to roiling, leakage, and spills created by
private-sector vehicles (towboats, barges, and pleasure craft).
Somewhat at variance to this conclusion, of course, would be the
effects upon benthos when and if herbicides are used in weed con-
trol near these installations. Unfortunately, there appear to
be no comprehensive studies of the effects of biocides (including
herbicides) upon freshwater mussels.

Scour (chiefly by ice in winter) can score and undermine
lock walls. Fill (riprap, grout, etc.) is introduced in order
to replace the eroded materials. Increases in suspended solids,
once again, plus burial of organisms, can result. However, these
repairs are infrequent, localized, and short-lived, and benthos
in the vicinity of locks and dams ordinarily is extremely impov-
erished, so grouting and riprapping probably have minute biologi-
cal impact.

Heaters sometimes are employed in winter to keep dam gates
free of ice. The resulting open-water areas are somewhat warmer
than adjacent waters. This probably has some influence upon such
fish as congregate in the nutrient-rich waters immediately below
dams. Directly or indirectly, there may be further influence on
the glochidia of bradytictic mussel species (i.e., those whose
larvae overwinter as parasites on fishes). Neither the nature
nor even the existence of such an impact has been established,
however.

It is apparent that there are several aspects of repair
and maintenance of locks and dams that logically could damage
local biota, but the presumed impacts have been studied poorly,
and are understood only by inference, if at all. Far more
important are the facts that these phenomena are negligible in
comparison to certain other UMR ecological problems (as noted
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above) and that mussels, for example, are rare in the vicinity
of locks and dams.

The Principal Investigator has readily concluded that any
adve rse i:rpact created by o:eration, maintenance, and repair of
locks and dams is of, inute sei :canoe in the biologv o, UMR
mussels conse eniIv, ther e is no point in the Corps expend-
ing lar..e resources on t,,is :.roblein in the fo-eseeable future.

Locks and Dams Operation:
The operation of movable parts of these installations

probably has no adverse impact upon mussels. Ironically, open-
ing locks doubtless has a small favorable effect by facilitating
the up- and down-river movements of fish.

Cons truction:
It is not possible no, to determine the environmental

impact of the actual original construction of the locks and
dams, largely because there are no pre-proiect baseline studies
that are appropriate to this specific determination. Modern
construction by the Corns in association with the 9-Foot Channel
consists of a few activities, which are minor in comparison to
the enormous effort that was involved in creating the locks and
dams. The impacts of these activities can be somewhat evaluated,
especially in regard to mussels, chiefly because the Academy sur-
veyed a number of potential construction areas during the pres-
ent study. These are areas where the Corps has contemplated
bank repair, reconstruction of parts of locks and dams, or
installation of culverts through earthen dams in order to
improve backwater flo,.

Construction and reconstruction consistently is not a
problem in the vicinity of locks and dams, where mussels are
very rare. Mussels doubtless can be harmed during culvert
installation, but they are apt to be rare in such areas, which
exhibit poor flow and aeration (otherwise, a culvert would not
be required); the presence of a rare or Endangered species in
such an inhospitable place is even more unlikely. The benefits
of such a culvert to the ecosystem surely outweigh the possible,
but minor damage to mussels at the time of its construction.

Bank repair ordinarily consists of applying riprap to
eroding, slumping shores. By stabilizing a source of erosion,
plus the adjacent riverbed, bank repair is another ecosystem-
atic benefit. It commonly occurs where shoreline promontories
are being gradually eroded (as at the heads of islands). The
upstream margins of these promontories are favorable habitats
for mussels, so it is prudent to conduct benthic surveillance
there prior to initiation of bank repair in order to avoid
unwitting burial of mussel beds by deposition of material.
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Stabilization of Water Level:
The preceding impacts have been largely adverse; there

are, however, some aspects of the 9-Foot Navigation Channel
Project that are beneficial to mussels. laintaining a predict-
able river flow 'and thus depth) in the interest of commercial
navigation has always beer. the main objective of the 9-Foot
Channel Proiect. Stabilization of water level 'and thus of
aquatic habitatj became a very positive consequence of main-
taming the channel. Widely fluctuating water levels were a
normal feature of the pre-impoundiment U.IR and did not prevent
the existence of a healthy mussel fauna. However, such fluctu-
ations have primarily negative effects on mussels. At times
of low water, desiccation of characteristically shallow-water
species and/or of species that use the shallows for nursery
areas occurs; during high water suspended solids increase dra-
matically.

Floods, of course, still occur on the UM[R. However, the
9-Foot Channel Project was not initiated in order to control
floods; in fact, a locks and dam installation releases the
constrictions of its roller, tainter, and dam gates in times
of flood. Nevertheless, in comparison to the circle of the
seasons, a flood is short-lived, and not nearly as harmful
to mussels as was the desiccation of shallow-water areas that
regularly recurred before the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project.

A better known example of the advantages of more stable
UMR water levels is the fact that the Fish Rescue program of
the then United States Bureau of Fisheries terminated shortly
after inception of the 9-Foot Channel Proiect. For decades
fish had been returned to the UNR from floodplain ponds and
sloughs where they had been marooned by river waters falling
in summer. Because of the parasitic symbiosis of mussels and
their larval hosts, fish rescue was to the mussels' advantage.
Stable LYR levels improved opportunity for survival of fishes
and parasitic mussel larvae alike.

Increased Shallow-Water Nursery Area:

Nine-Foot Navigation Channel Project impoundment in-
creased the amount of shallow-water area suitable as nursery
grounds for mussels and fishes as extensive floodplain flatland
was inundated. This creation of eventual shallow-water areas
for mussels and fish debatably equals what was available prior
to the 9-Foot Chd,,nel Project, but there now exist unquestionable
mussel nursery grounds, as at Hog island (see Fuller, 1978b) and
the Winona Sites (see Results, above).

Also debatable is whether or not modern nursery grounds
are (i) as large a proportion of the UNIR as was true in the
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pre-project era and (2) well enough developed since overbank
inundation about 40 \,ears ago to form refugia adequate for
recruitment to the iauna of the main channel and its borders.
However, any net losses in nursery beds may be balanced by
benefits as a result of stable Pool levels.

Re commend at ions for i.nhancement of the Nussel Resource through
OpTc rat ions anu Maintenance Procedures iii the St. Paul District

This section provides a list of recommendations concerning
how 0 ( M activities and plans might be made to improve mussel
life in the Upper Mississippi River. A number of the recommenda-
tions concern issues raised in the St. Paul District's 0 MI
Environmental Impact Statement (FIlS) (USACE, 1974b), but not all
such issues are addressed, because some are irrelevant to the
matter at hand or because available information does not warrant
an opinion. A recommendation is made only if it seems unequiv-
ocally to offer mussels an avenue to substantially improved
abundance and faunal variety and it involves activities that are
within Corps jurisdiction.

A list of formal recommendat ions concludes this section of
the report; their arrangement follows the order in which their
contexts are presented in the following discu,.ssion. Some of the
contextual discUtsstols conta in forceful statements that are
relevant to mussel well-being, but are not construed here as
being relevant solely to Corps activities. Some of these state-
ments, however, are considered so significant that they are
paraphrased as formal recommendations that the Corps become
involved in a given issue, but cooperatively with other agen-
c ies.

It is unrealistic to assume that the UMR and its benthos
can be returned to the pristine conditions of pre-Columbian
times, when the UMR russel community enjoyed the most nearly
optimal habitat that it has ever experienced. Nevertheless,
certain efforts to enhance the mussel resource are practicable.

Monetary considerations probably will obviate major legis-
lation that would profoundly ameliorate present circumstances.
In recognition of this, the St. Paul District's EIS (USACE,
1974b) concluded that destruction of the 9-Foot Channel (i.e.,
essentially, removal of the UJMR locks and dams) was neither
imminent nor likely in the foreseeable future. The Academy's
recommendations assume that the decision to implement the 9-Foot
Navigation Channel Project probably never will be reversed.
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A Navigation Channel Depth Other than 9 Feet

A navigation channel depth of less than nine feet could
be achieved in two ways; each would have adverse impact upon
mussels. Dredging could he curtailed or stopped for a time.
The increase f novfing bedload would threaten mussels with
burial. .lternat ivcl v, pool level could be lowered. Shallow-
water mussels (including nursery beds) would be threatened by
desiccation. Reduced mav-igation channel depth clearly is
undesirable for mussels.

A nayvigation channel depth of more than nine feet also
could be achieved in two ays: b) dredging to a greater depth
or by raising Pool elevation. Maintaining a 9-foot channel
currently involves local dredging to 13 feet. The Academy
has observed excellent mussel beds in the main channel at
depths only 5 feet deeper than the current maximum dredging
depth (i.e., these mussel beds were at about 18 feet). Thus,
increasing the maximum dredging depth substantially beyond 13
feet could threaiten mussels with removal (or burial by migrat-
ing sediment if it arv coiid cted sifficicntl v close to down-
stream beds). It should be noted that dredging to a 13-foot
depth is conducted in order that a site not be revisited during
a given season and that dredging to greater depths is highly
unlikely (R. .J. Titing, St. Paul District, 1IS:ACE, personal
communication).

A moderate increase in Pool level probably would not harm
mussels, but substantial elevations might, in either or both
of two ways. First, at least one investigator (Obeng, 1973)
has discovered dangerously low dissolved oxygen (DO) levels
at a depth of only 33 feet in a high-dam impoundment. Such
phenomena occur under extremely low-flow conditions, which
probably do not pertain in the UMR river-lakes. Nevertheless,
potential DO problems should he taken into consideration in
any plan to substantially increase the River's depth.

Primary photosynthetic production, which ultimately pro-
vides both oxygen and nourishment for filter-feeding benthos,
such as mussels, is enhanced in the shallows, where solar energy
can penetrate turbid UMIR waters with unusual effectiveness.
This undoubtedly is an important reason why nursery beds develop
in certain overbank habitats. lere Pool elevation substantially
raised, these beds would be less favored than they are today.
Even though ;1L,cserv beds might begin to appear in the new shal-
lows, reduction in the present ones would create reduced recruit-
ment , which the overall naiad fauna perhaps could not afford.

Increased navigation channel depth, as well as decreased
depth, clearly is undesirable for mussels (see Recommendation 1).
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A 9-Foot Navigation Channel

The St. Paul D1istrict's LiS considered as a third possi-
bility that present channel depths be preserved. The Principal
Investigator concurs (see Recommendation 1).

Distribution of Corps Resources

In terms of mussel welfare, the mainstem Upper Mississippi
River in the St. Paul District can be divided into three con-
tiguous segments: the Twin Cities, Chippewa, and Recovery
Zones. The Twin Cities -one includes the St. Anthony Falls
Pools, Pools 1 through 3, and upper Pool 4 to the confluence of
the Mississippi and Chippewa Rivers at the foot of Lake Pepin.
The Chippewa Zone includes Pool 4 below Lake Pepin (i.e., "Pool
4A" of Finke, 1966), plus Pools 5 and 5A. The Recovery Zone
includes Pools 6 through 10 and probably extends into the Rock
Island District, though such a determination is not made in
this report.

In the upper two of these :ones the mussel fauna is impov-
erished almost to the point of eradicaLion, though it exhibits
great revitalization below Pool 5A and continues to
improve farther down the St. Paul District. It is in this
zone of recovery from the adverse effects of pollution and
sediment that the Corps can most effectively concentrate
resources to improve the mussel resource as promptly as possi-
ble (see Recommendation 2).

In the T.in Cities Zone, there is no point in devoting
major resources to improvement of the mussel fauna by modifying
0 tM M procedures until present water quality is substantially
improved. This view does not suggest that the Corps should or
can do nothing in favor of the mussels of this Zone. It does
reflect the fact that the Corps has minor jurisdication over the
Zone's principal environmental problem, water quality, and
therefore at present the Corps' efforts to improve mussel well-
being are better directed to where there already exists a fairly"
healthy mussel community.

Nevertheless, there is an important role that the Corps can
play on behalf of mussels in the Twin Cities Zone. Evaluation,
followed by authorization or denial, of many applications for
permission to modify thp UMR is within the Corps' jurisdiction
under sections 10 and 13 of the 1899 Rivers and Harbors Act.
Scrupulous treatment of these applications could assist the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), admin-
istered by the USEPA under section 402 of P.L. 92-500, in
improving water quality, riverbed composition, and shoreline
habitats and thus could help prepare a favorable environment
for musset colonization (see Recommendation 3).
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In the Chippewa 7one, also, there is a single dominant
problem that influences mussels adveersely: Chippewa River sedi-
ment. Some of the potential measures for control of erosion in
the Chippewa and neighboring iateirsheds are well within Corps
jurisdiction and must be considered if there is to he a reduc-
tion of moving bedload (see Recommendation 4). The trapper-dam-
ming of a few selected streams such as the Chippewa is mentioned
in Recommendation 4. Such action is considered practical because
its implementation is ,,ithin Corps jurisdiction and would trade
minor ecosvstematic disturbance for a major benefit to benthic
life, i.e., elimination of the majority of UMIR bedload in the
St. Paul District (the Chippewa alone contributes more than half
the total). This trade-off is in the best interest of freshwater
mussels. However, even if a trapper dam project were feasible
and implemented, it would not eliminate UMR bedload problems,
for two principal reasons. First, material already in the river
would continue to move down-basin. Failing to escape the locks
and dams, it would collect at the lower ends of the Pools, where,
influenced hy currents, it would remiin in motion, still changing
the topography of the river' floor. Second, its place in the
upper parts of the Pools would be taken by materials newly eroded
within the river itself because the carrying capacity of its
water would be partially unsatisfied as a result of the elimin-
ation of extrinsic sediments. Thus there would still be moving
bedload., As long as the [NIR remains impounded and/or large-
vessel shipping continues, channel-maintenance dredging will
persist. This discussion assumes that the locks and dams will
not be removed and that commercial traffic will not abate. There-
fore, dredging is perceived as an essentially permanent feature
of this katerway.

Dredging

As already noted, dredging impacts can be divided into
three parts: removal of material from the streambed, migration
of disturbed peripheral material, and relocation of material.

Removal of Dredged Material

Factors that can be considered in an evaluation of the re-
moval of streambed material include the size of the dredge cut,
the instruments penetrating the bed, and the overall dredging
plant.

The size of the dredge cut (i.e., in effect, the volume
of material removed from the riverbed) is restricted by the
authorized dimensions of the navigation channel. The breadth
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of the cut may net exceed the breadth of the channel, and within
that limitation, is determined by an accumulation of bedload
that would impede navigation. Accumulation of bedload deter-
mines cut length, al'o, which can be several miles in areas of
extensive shoaling (as at the Weaver Bottoms Complex Site), but
usually measures only a few hundred yards. Because, as dis-
cussed earlier in this report, mussels are so unlikely to pros-
per in shallower portions of the channel, cut breadth and length
offer little potential for damaging these animals.

n contrast to length and breadth, however, cut depth is
a debatable issue that has excited considerable controversy.
The Corps commonly dredges the )-Foot Navigation Channel to a
deoth of 13 feet, in order to reduce dredging freauency. There
Is no doubt :hat increased dredging depth can decrease dredging
frequency. _n areas or neavy snoan ing, t -i s prooable -hat
iredgin5  l remain r erennial, but that it can be reduced to
one action oer ',-ear; in areas of lesser shoaling, it is pos-
sible that increased dredgn.7 -n 7 depth could sharplv reduce dredging
frequency. ?rimaril for reasons tnat do not include channel-
maintenance dredging, the U.R mussel fauna is in decline, but
certain scecies still use the navigation channel for at least
some portion or their 1 c les usuall,, as juveniIes=- . Rela-
-Ivel? Infrequent d!isruption of the main channel habitat obvious",
ennances tnis portion of the mussel resource, if only to te ex-
tent that some juveniles may eventually escape the channel and
grow tc reproduct:ve maturity in its borders. ;uveniles that
e× olit the main channel apparently do so on racts of vegetable
detritus, ;nich oerhaps enable voung mussels to be ferried on
m. en ceiload out o; the main channel and into less disturbed
tarts or the - =

n e reLevant literature tnere are spec.ations .Heard
ini Luckert, _ r- eve, ctaims 'Jtterback, 1928 that cer-
tarn mussel scecles are hypertac ctzic, i.e. , -anabie of cro-
duzing more t-an one brood per year. These assertions have
not teen corrobora-ed subseauentlv. Most mussels breed an-
nually at most, and individuals more than one year old probably
are too heavy: for rafting and must burrow into the riverbed
lest thev be s;vecm away and die on account oz constant distur-
bance byche current. Such disturbance elicits the normal

reaction of closing t.d shell, and the animal eventually dies
of asphyxiation and,'or starvation. Probably only the annual
set or mussel 'uveniles must be taken into account in any" at-
tempt to ,uidle env.ronentalv sound channel-maintenance dredg-
•ng scnedules. 7- seems reasonable to suggest tnat dredgtng
no more freouentl than once oer .,ear is a practical safeguard
i~alns" damage to3 .!R mussels hat -an l-ve n -- e navigation
oannel see .e-.-,encat:zn 1
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The ' iul District cmp e two dredging plants, the
Dredge WiL .,M A. THOMPSON an the D-rickbarge HAUSER. The
THOMPSON uses a c itter head, whicii there aru few
varieties; the Hauser uses A lamsYhll bucket. In terms
of reduced i-ipact on mussels ,'.ring removal of streambed
material, neither plant is cltLrly superior to the other.

Migration of Sedime nts Disturbed by Iredging

Some seJiment is resuspended wien material is removed
frem the riverbed, regardless o: thc type of equipment .se-.
This sediment migrates some distance before it resettles.
Thus there is a possibility that mussels downstream from
the dredging site could be buried. Elimination of tiis
sediment migration is desirable in theory, but has not
yet proven possible in practice. For example, the Corps
has found silt curtains of little or no value in the
riverine environment.

On the other hand, Corps studies have indicated that, in

certain respects, migration of sediments disturbed during
dredging is a rather limited problem. First, plumes of sus-

pended solids in concentrations above ambient levels have not

been detected farther than 1,000 feet downstream from dredging

operations. Second, disturbed sand resettles close to the

dredge cut. Third, finely divided material; ("fines") do not

measurably settle out in the river current, but are diluted to
ambient concentrations. Fourth, only on the outermost fringe
of the dredge cut does resettlement of material approach a
depth of three inches.

The Academy always conducted mussel surveillance for at

least one quarter of a mile (1,320 feet) downstream from a
proposed dredge cut and found no evidence of mussel beds in

this reach. Thus it appears thac damage to mussels in the main
channel on account of present Corps dredging is minor if it
occurs at all. It is possible, of course, that some develop-
ment of a mussel bed could have occurred in the channel at a

site that had not been dredged for many years. No relevant
example is known to the Principal Investigator.

Most of the dense UMR mussel assemblages are found in the
channel borders. Less dredge-disturbed matter would fan out
into the borders than would travel directly downstream from a
cut. Therefore, damage to mussels in the channel borders
probably is very unlikely.
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Ihe i mpact upon mussels in the channel borders from
redeposit ion of dredge -disturbed sediments cannot be
reliably assessed on the basis of currently available
in format ion. Ioweve r , Marking and B ills (1977) , in con-
t rast to earlier roports (e.g. , liI is, 1936) , found that
msseIs can tunnel upward to reach the water coltumn through
as many as three inches of sediment. These two authors'
experiments concentrated On I.';, 2 IZ f'.ava and two
subspecies of o.,:; ?is (... -sh.zti siZz:quo,*dc and
L. ovat: vtc. .i ) . Members of [ipsi is consistently
are active, not very dense animals, which rather easily
can escape sedimentary inundation, but F. f*Zava is comparatively
inactive and dense. Marking and Bills demonstrated less
successful escape from sedimentation by F. fZava. Their
results can thus be interpreted in terms of the relative
mobilities of their experimental subjects. However, it
is important to note that these subjects were tested in
:aztble substrates (sand, mud, silt, etc.), which are unfavorable
substrates for mussels. Most mussels are found in stable
substrates such as gravel or viscous mud. It is unlikely that
even the active msis could have escaped the resettling
"fines" had they been tested in such stable substrates. A
thorough assessment of the impact upon freshwater mussels
of inundation by redeposition of streambed materials awaits
further study.

As described above, reduced dredging frequency is to
the advantage of the mussel resource. However, lesser frequency
implies that more material may have to be removed when
dredging does occur. A larger dredge cut causes increased
sediment migration and a greater threat of mussel burial
elsewhere. This point suggests that increased dredging
frequency i:s to mussels' advantage. A choice between
( ) lesser, hut more frequent sedimentation and (2) more
copious, but less frequent sedimentation cannot be made on
the basis of existing experimental evidence, i.e., the work
by Kaskie (1971) and Marking and Bills (1977). However,
until definitive information is available it appears desirable
to compromise between minimizing dredging extent and minimizing
dredging frequency (see Recommendation 51.

It is clear that there remain unresolved problems
concerning the advantri,;cs and disadvantages to mussels in
regulating sediment migration. Fortunately, these problems
may be academic for Upper Mississippi River mussels at present.
As established previously, migration of material disturbed
(but not removed) during dredging and possible burial of
mussels downstream do not seem to jeopardize these animals.
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Relocation of Dredged Material

rhe third and final step in the dredging process is
relocation of the dredged rcatrial. Relocation has three
principal aspects: selectinn 'f the disposal site, trans-
portatie:l of the material he een the dredge and the site,
and treatment of the deposit material.

Selection if disposal sites probably is the most
difficult problem confronting the St. Paul District in
its efforts to reconcile dredging with environmental wel-being,
including the welfare of the mussel resource. A disposal
site is either aquatic or terrestrial; an aquatic site is
in either open watei or a backwater. Each alternative offers
its spec-'al problems.

Open-water disposal creates artificial shoals that are
readily eroded by wind and/or water. Artificial shoals in
backwaters are less vulnerable to erosion, but in either
case burial of nearby benthos, including mussels, can result.
Admittedly, one of the criteria for disposal site selection
is the ability of the area to resist secondary movement of
dredged material, and approximately 80% of all deposited
material, including much open-water disposal, has not moved
from the area where it was originally placed (R.J. Whiting,
St. Paul District, USACE, personal communication).

On the other hand, aquatic disposal of dredged material
can create productive habitat(s) for wildlife in general.
For example, disposal in certain extensive backwaters
(notably the Weaver Bottoms) can create terrestrial dikes
that reduce erosion by both wind and water in the immediate
vicinity, and this would increase stable shallow-water
benthic habitat. Such developments obviously are desirable
because of the value of shallow-water nursery beds of mussels
(especially opposite Winona, Minnesota, and (Fuller, 1978b)
at certain of the "Green Bay Sites" in Pool 19).

It is clear, then, that aquatic disposal can be practiced
beneficially. An important part of any decision to do :to
is site-specific surveillance to determine potential impact
on existing Lenthos (see Recommendation 6).

In contrast, terrestrial disposal offers no threat to
mussels unless slumping of the "spoil bank" is not forestalled.
Proper treatment of relocated dredged material is addressed
below.

Once a site for deposition of dredged material has been
selected, the dredged material must be transferred there from
the dredging site(s). When the THOMPSON is the dredging
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successful revegetation is to plant with species that will
provide ample rootstock and are appropriate to the ecotone.
Erosion of dredged material deposited in floodplain forest,
for example, cannot be stemmed by shade-intolerant vegetation.
The seasonality of seed germination and survival of seedlings
also must be considered. For example, early-season spoil
cannot be successfully broat ast with seed that will sprout
only under drier conditions later in the summer.

Studies such as those by Howe (1980) and Swanson (1976)
should be consulted for additional details and evaluations
of possible revegetation practices. Successful colonization
of dredged material by plants is dependent upon moisture.
Seeding is economically superior to replanting, but the
usefulness of either practice is debatable because availability
of moisture is so difficult to predict. Human attempts at
revegetation often are no more successful than natural
colonization, which can proceed rapidly. Only three years
may be required for development of a climax plant community.
Observed climax communities have persisted unchanged for
more than 20 years. In the event that moisture availability
can be confidently foreseen, best revegetation is attained
by using species that spread rapidly and have broad, deep
root systems. Such plants best survive dry periods and best
stabilize deposited material. Certain woody species
(e.g., cottonwood, willows) provide the greatest stability.
(These remarks essentially are an abstraction of a lengthy
personal communication from J.S. Howe, Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale.)

The theme of timing 0 & M activities is additionally
illustrated by the question of whether dredging could be
scheduled so as to minimize disturbance of protected mussels
during the period of the year when, as species, they are
most vulnerable, i.e., when they are gravid. Discussion
of this possibility depends only upon Higgins' Eye (LampsiZis
higginei) because nothing is known of Fat Pocketbook
(Proptera capax) breeding in the UMR.

Higgins' Eye is bradytictic, i.e., a long-term breeder
that typically is gravid throughout most of the year except
early summer. For example, Surber (1912) reported Higgins'
Eye gravid in May and September. It is probable that
Surber's observations were made on UMR animals obtained near
the Bureau of Fisheries mussel propagation laboratory at
Fairport, Iowa, now in Pool 16 of the Rock Island District.
Therefore, somewhat to the north, as in the St. Paul District,
the months of Higgins' Eye gravidity reported by Surber
probably would extrapolate as June and October. On the
other hand, the Academy found Lampailis higginai gravid in
the St. Paul District in both July and August. Consequently,
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it is possiblIe thlat thi.4 Species co ll d be gracid some Ire
in the St. Paul Dist r i c t at any time during the dredging
season .

More resea rch is needed to deterT: inc %,hether there is
a clear-cut pat tern to the t i i ing of the Iii gins' lye life
cycle ii thin the .St. Paul 1)i Strict. If so, it on]1d ) he
desirable to attempt schedul ing dred, oing at a given site
at a t ime hen local I i gg ins ' 1Ive ,cre not g ra i d.

Wing ilams and Riprap

Within the St. Paul Dlistrict , wing dams offer most of
the little rocky benthic habitat that is available. They
are therefore valuable as prov iders of habi tat for Ii thophi I ic
rare mussels such as Spectacle (.ase, 'ainbrz,72u<,2 Hz <c ,
and Sal amander Mussel , . . ,: *,- ,,; ' .

In addition, there is much ci rcumstant ial evidence that
king dams are an important subst rate for other macroi nverte-
brates and thus an import ant resource for the JNMR recreational
and commercial fisheries (see IIS(TP, 1974h).

In view of the probable importance of wing dams to rare,
I ithophi I ic mussel s and to t.MR fisheries, several act ions
are in order. First, existini ling dams should not be
destroyed. Second, win , ans should be repaired as needed,
unless the repair process promises to do significant
hiotic damage. [bhird, in order to facil itate such determina-
tions, a survey of the phvsical and biological properties
of existing wing dams in the St. Paul listrict should be
conducted. Fourth, any ( 6 MI act ivities that threaten
wing dams (e.g., removal as part of in hydraul ic iriprovle-

ment program) should not proceed until after biological
surveillance in search of rare mussel species inhabiting
the wing dams has been completed.

Submerged ri prap may be just as beneficial as a source
of lithic habitat for benthos as wing dams. In Pool 13,
for example , near Savanna , 111 inoi s , Academy surveillance
in 1977 found an excellent mussel community in riprap at
the base of a railroad embankment. Precautions cited above
with regard to disturbing wing dams should be observed in
the case of riprap, as well (see Recommendation 9).

F ishway s

Most mussel life in any waterway is dependent upon the
well-being of the ichthyofauna because fishes host unionid
larvae (glochidia as iirasi tes a fter expl sion from the
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adult female clam. Unfortunately, UMR modification by dams,
which began long before the 9-Foot Navigation Channel
Project, profoundly affected the movements of fishes
(the Project essentially only aggravated an existing, unfavorable
situation). The ranges of anadromous (and other migratory)
fishes have been restricted, and some species have been
extirpated in the UMR. The impact of locks and dams upon
the mobility of fishes and r')n the vagility of their mussel
parasites is poorly understood. Some reports have concluded
that the impediment is small or non-existent, but these
studies concentrated on recreational and/or commercial species
of fish. It is true that some of these species are important
mussel hosts, but other species, also hosts, have not been
studied in this context. Further relevant studies are
needed before the impacts of locks and dams upon fishes and
mussels can be generalized.

The impact is clear, however, in the previously cited
case of the anadromous Skipjack Herring, which was essentially
excluded from the UMR above Pool 20 when the Keokuk Dam
was constructed in 1913. This loss was responsible for
extirpation of Ebony Shell (Fusconaia ebena) and probably
Elephant Ear (EZZiptio crassidens) above Locks and Dam 19.
The former was once the most valuable commercial mussel
and comprised perhaps the majority of naiad biomass in the
River. Destruction of even one mussel species of such value
is ample justification for investigating ways to reduce
the impediment to fish movement that locks and dams present.

Fishways of various sorts might be considered, or lock
gates might be left open when craft are not passing through.
This report intends no essay on the subject and offers only
a simple recommendation (10) in the interest of the mussel
resource and general ecosystematic health.

Mussel Bed Relocation

Proposed UMR modification sometimes involves a reach
where a mussel bed occurs. The question whether the bed
might be moved logically arises in pursuit of a compromise
between destr-ying the bed and stopping the project. Moving
organisms to another habitat involves definite risks, but
can be acceptable as an alternative to certain destruction
if a few simple precautions are taken.

First, a suitable alternate site for the bed must be
identified. Fortunately, as this study's field work has
made clear, there still are viable UMR mussel beds and
associated habitats within the St. Paul District, chiefly
in Pools 9 and 10.
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to investigate the animals' well-being. This is necessary
because mussel bed relocation is in its infancy and further
evaluation is imperative before this technique can be
implemented with complete confidence (Recommendation 11).

Dense mussel assemblages and reproductively valuable
nursery beds can occur in water shallow enough to make
the mussels vulnerable to damage from beaching of river
craft. The Corps can contribute to the well-being of mussels,
other benthos, and shallow-water biota by regulating beaching
so as to minimize such damage (see Recommendation 12.).

Research

The possibility that the Corps might conduct its own
UMR mussel surveys raises some questions. What methodology
is to be employed? Where are "great beds" and Endangered
Species likely to be found in the St. Paul District? Is
there a "critical" bed size, i.e., a population density that
serves as a threshold below which there is no need for mussel
surveillance, because the probability of encountering legally
protected species is negligible?

The materials, methods, and procedures employed by the
Academy (see Methodology, above) are sufficient to the
Government's needs. Some locations of legally protected mus-
sel species have been treated (see Species-Group Mussel
Taxa discussion above).

Locations of "great beds" of mussels in the St. Paul
District are somewhat more equivocal. Three examples were
revealed during this study: the Whisky Rock bed immediately
below Lansing, Iowa (Pool 9); small, discontiguous, but
dense beds in Wisconsin waters shortly below Locks and Dam 9
in Pool 10 (see discussion of the Hay Point Bank Repair
Site in Fuller, 1978b); and the beds in the vicinity of
Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin, and McGregor, Iowa (see dis-
cussions of the Prairie du Chien East Channel and McGregor
Sites, above).

In addition to these discoveries, an inventory of all
extant mussel beds in the St. Paul District should be
undertaken by the Corps in an effort to reduce the chance
of 0 & M activities' inadvertently damaging Endangered Species
as occurred in the UMR East Channel at Prairie du Chien in
1976 (see Recommendation 13).

The matter of determining a "critical" size and/or
density of a mussel bed is far more equivocal. The goal of
this notion is to develop simple numerical discriminants that
could be used as guidelines to indicate whether work could
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proceed w ith impun it Y it a gi ven site. Such a goal is con-
t rarV to nature, of course, as illustrated by discovery at
the Bro1 i nsvli I Ic nne ai t Site of a freshl v killed § 'm,
:'..:" :,, on A bank FMa terI- i a I dredged just after the Academy

had inished an c pCr I I Iv thorotlgh surrvy ( -. CC . Iller, 19 78b .
Ihe results of the prc-<ul t studuv a rgnc that legally protected
Illussel s a S i re i iIdc d, blut that t hey co l d occur more IA idel v
in the St. Paul 1)ist rict than is present ly realized, especially
in Pools 9 and 1) 1 t :b 1 i sl i 1"g "'cr it i cal bed size" can be
accompil ished (oilv on a ''c a bv case" basis if it can be don e
at all and is a dlbious endeaxoI at best . This means that the
Government cannot avoid the necessity of environmental surveil-
lance when and where there is stuspic ion of Fndangered Species
among the benthos.

The 1,t. Paul D)istrict can provide much of the necessary
survei lance by us i n g its own St f, f Wii Ch inClIude.s )ologist
who are suitably experienced, part ly as a result of site-visits
to coordinate with the Academy field crew. The staff's one
relevant weakness is lack of taxonomi c expertise suffic ient to
unequivocally ident i f'\an ndangered mussel species. This
difficuity can be remedied with the help of an appropriate
malacolog is t , so an cutire consulting team should not he neces-
sary in the future ( see Recommendation 11).

Research into such topics as the biotic significance of
,n dams K c' l comlmne d ait lol " :Ind thbe locat ions of a ior

Pt . iaul )i -t rict mussel beds ,see Recomendation 13) will
help the Lorps achieve set f rel iance in most mussel invest igat ions.

The lecoRmenda t ions

Sone of these recomeiidati o rs ca n and should be implemented
solely by the Corps. Others probably can be implemented only
through interagency cooperation. Some should be implemented
only with the help of outside consultation, on at least some
occasions. A few should be implemented only on a "case- by-case"
has i s.

I . Changing the depth of the navigation channel woul d be
to the disadvantage of mussels and should not occur.

2. In the immediate future a disproportionately large
share of tb, Corps' efforts to improve the UNMR mussel
resource s'iould be devoted to the Recovery Zone, where
there remains a comparatively thriving mussel community.

3. In the fwin Cities -one of IR mussel life, the Corps
should uphold extant regulations regarding NIJR modi-
fication (construction, influent discharge, etc.),
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as in permit application evaluation, to help in pre-
paration of congenial mussel habitat so that speci-
fically 0 & M activities eventually can aid in
development of that natural resource.

4. In the Chippewa Zone the Corps should make every
reasonable effort to reduce UMR sediments from the
Chippewa River and neighboring watersheds (e.g.,
the Zumbro). For example, bank repair, construction
of holding dams at tributaries' mouths, and coordi-
nation with other agencies (as in public education)
are appropriate considerations.

S. Navigation channel dredging should penetrate to the
minimum depth that'would ensure that a site be dredged
no more than once a year.

6. Open-water disposal of dredged material should be
avoided; in certain areas backwater disposal,
preceded by biological surveillance, can benefit
mussels.

7. One-step transport of dredged material to the dis-
posal site should always be practiced unless prior
surveillance has established the absence of mussels
that would be injured by shallow-water dumping during
two-step disposal.

8. Return of dredged material to the River should be
prevented by any environmentally sound means.

9. UMR rocky habitats of all kinds should be conserved.
Alterations to wing dams should not be conducted with-
out prior biological surveillance.

10. The Corps should investigate whether modifications in
structirco and/or use of locks and dams could aid in
restoring mussel host fishes to their pre-impoundment
geographic ranges.

11. Safe relocation of mussel beds should be conducted
as an ,iternative to their destruction.

12. The Corps should consider regulating the beaching of
commercial and recreational craft to minimize damage
to shallow-water benthos such as certain known mussel
assemblages.

13. The Corps should inventory UMR mussel beds, not only
in the St. Paul District, and perhaps in cooperation
with other agencies.
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14. The St. Paul District should now conduct its own mus-
sel surveillance. Consultation with an appropriate
malacologist will sometimes be required.
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SUMMARY

The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia has con-
ducted a three-year field study of Upper Mississippi River
(UMR) freshwater mussels. This survey was complemented by
laboratory and library investigations. The entire project
was undertaken on behalf of the St. Paul District, United
States Army Corps of Engineers, in order to gather information
about legally protected mussel species and others that are
in jeopardy.

Field work occurred in 1977 (mid-July through mid-Novem-
ber), 1978 (mid-July through late October), and 1979 (June and
early July). Its principal goal was to survey the mussels at
selected Sites of channel-maintenance dredging and/or other
Operations and Maintenance (0 & M) activities in order to
establish, at a high level of confidence, that protected species
were present or absent.

Each Site was selected by the Corps, although advice by
the Principal Investigator influenced those decisions on
certain occasions. The decision to survey a given Site was
based on its history of frequent and/or extensive dredging, the
possibility of other 0 & M activities in the vicinity, and/or
the suspected presence of legally protected mussels.

The 1977 field work took place in the Corps Rock Island
District, as well as the St. Paul District, and has been
reported (Fuller, 1978b). The 1978 and 1979 field work
was confined to the St. Paul District. Rock Island District
data are not repeated here.

The portion of the three-season study area that is rele-
vant to this report consists of certain navigable reaches of
four UMR drainage rivers (the Minnesota, St. Croix, and Black
Rivers and the UMR itself) whose channels lie within the St.
Paul District and are maintained by the Corps, i.e., the
present study area is that District's share of the 9-Foot
Navigation Channel Project. The 4-Foot Navigation Channel
of the Minnesota River and all waterways in the Rork Island
District are not discussed here.

The Academy's field crew conducted mussel surveillance
at over 100 Sites in the UMR, three Sites in the Minnesota
River, four in the St. Croix, and none in the Black River (the
literature was searched, however, for Black River data).

The Sites were usually surveyed by brailing; collections
by hand and with Needham scrapers were occasionally made in
water too shallow for brailing. SCUBA and HOOKAH diving were
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used only to search for rare taxa in mussel beds and to re-
place rare taxa into the riverbed. Over 10,000 living mussel
specimens were collected and examined. These results provide
a large data-base for comparisons between and among taxa and
locations within the stud, area.

The Upper Mississippi River had an abundant and diversified
mussel community in the late 19th Century, before the heavy
losses caused by the pearl button industry during the period
from about 1890 through about 1920. In 197' through 1979 there
were unquestionably far fewer mussels than there had been in
the late 19th Century. Mussels were nearly or fully extin-
guished from the St. Anthony Falls Pools and Pools I and 2.
Limited recovery occurred in Pools 3 and 4. The fauna improved
increasingly through the Pools below.

The Academy's observations reveal that the following three
Zones within the mainstem UNR can be distinguished on the bases
of their suitability for mussels and their actual mussel faunas.
The Twin Cities Zone (the St. Anthony Falls Pools, Pools 1
through 3, and upper Pool 4 to the foot of Lake Pepin) is char-
acterized by inferior water quality and a near absence of mus-
sels. The Chippewa Zone (Poo 4 below Lake Pepin and Pools S
and SA) exhibits unusually heavy bedload, mostly emanating from
the Chippewa River, and a very sparse mussel fauna. The Recov-
ery Zone (Pools 6 through 10 and probably much of the upper Rock
Island District) has much less bedload, improved water quality,
and a comparatively healthy mussel fauna.

Mussel populations of the lower Minnesota River, which
had been diversified and abundant in the late 19th Century,
appeared to be completely extinguished in 1977, when the entire
9-Foot reach of the Minnesota was thoroughly surveyed.

Historical changes in mussel populations of the lower
St. Croix cannot be reliably assessed because of the inadequate
quantity of published locality records. However, it is clear
that 1977 and 1978 records for one Site studied by the Academy
(i.e., Hudson RR Bridge) compare very favorably with the his-
torical ones for the entire river; indeed, Hudson is one of
the two locations in the entire study area where the Academy
found living examples of the Endangered LampsiZis higginsi.
Unfortunately, this species was not found elsewhere in the
St. Croix River. In 1977 and 1978, surveillance of the St.
Croix was completed i.L the sense that a22 historical channel-
maintenance dredging sites were investigated. Mussels were
plentiful only at Hudson and in only a single bed. Clearly,
the Academy's earlier report (i.e., Fuller, 1978b) implied
undue optimism about the mussel resources of the lower St.
Croix River; in fact, they have been badly damaged.

Although the Academy did no field work in the Black River,
there are some recent data (Exhibit 97) on mussels in this
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portion of the study area; specifically, Havlik (1978a) found
an assemblage of living mussels that compares favorably with
the better mussel communities observed by the Academy else-
where in the study area.

Although the absolute abundances of most (and probably all)
mussel species in the Upper Mississippi River basin have de-
clined during the last 75 years, relative abundances have
frequently stayed much the same. One of the exceptions to
this trend is Quadrula quadrula, the Mapleleaf, which is a
dramatic example of an animal that has exploited the impound-
ment habitat.

An unfortunate number of species are in decline and facing
extinction in the Upper Mississippi drainage. Conspicuous
examples of mussels whose ranges and numbers have been greatly
reduced are Tritogonia verrucosa, Buckhorn; Plethobasus cyphyus,
Bullhead; and Elliptio crassidens, Elephant Ear. These animals
are not among the historically more common in the drainage. It
is probable that they and other currently rare mussels were
first propelled into decline by the pearl button industry, which
reduced their populations to such an extent that reproduction
could no longer offset even natural mortality. During the in-
tervening years, environmental degradation increased, contri-
buting to their decline. In 1977 through 1979 they were evi-
dently below recruitment level in the study area.

The most dramatic examples of the declining mussels, of
course, are the two legally protected Endangered taxa that are
recognized as valid species in this report: Proptera (often
Potamiius) capax, Fat Pocketbook, and Lampsilis higginsi,
Higgins' Eye. Another species of grave concern is CumberZandia
monodonta, Spectacle Case, which may soon receive nationally
Threatened status. No traces of P. capax, C. monodonta, or
the rare Lept. dea leptodon and Simpsoniconcha ambigua (Narrow
Papershell aud Salamander Mussel, respectively) were found
in the St. Paul District. The Academy encountered Lampsilis
higginsi alive at two Sites. (A recovery program for Higgins'
Eye probably would be successful.)

In addition to the thousands of specimens shipped to
the Academy tor permanent curating as vouchers of this study,
hundreds of Amblema plicata (Threeridge) were taken, examined,
and then replaced alive'. At some Sites the numbers of Three-
ridge could only be estimated. In terms of abundance estimates
based on brailing data, this species emerged as the dominant
UMR mussel.

This last notion has been corroborated by several recent
studies. Nevertheless, Amblema plicata probably is not the
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most plentiful UMR naiad. First ranking probably belongs to
the Fawnfoot, TruncilZa donaciformis, which is not effectively
collected by brailing because of its small adult size. How-
ever, juvenile Fawnfoot are caught on the brail (by the byssal
threads) far more often than any other juvenile species. Also,
during pollywogging in the mussel nursery beds opposite Winona,
Minnesota, the Academy found Fawnfoot to be twice as common as
Threeridge.

It is apparent that young mussels with byssal threads
(e.g., Truncilia donaciformis) can slide along the surface of
moving bedload because their byssi unite with low-density
materials (e.g., deliquescent vegetable matter) to form rafts.
The adult, less mobile and more dense, is buried more readily
by moving bedload.

As mentioned earlier (Fuller, 1978b):

Juvenile data can also provide insight concerning a species'
reproductive capability. It is encouraging that juveniles of
many species were found. Also, the population structures of
many mussel species gave evidence of recruitment.

The success or failure in the study area of many mussel
taxa is updated from the previous report (Fuller, 1978b)
where recently available data permit.

The ecological setting, such as streambed type, current
velocity, water depth, and larval host(s) of the various mussels,
is reviewed in an effort to define the habitat requirements
that promote the well-being of the various taxa. Very few
taxon-specific habitat requirements can be stated. There
apparently are two reasons.

First, the "state of the art" is genuinely impoverished.
Only in the matter of larval hosts is there much relevant
taxon-specific information (reviewed by Fuller, 1974, 1978b).

Second, only a few UMR streambed types are consistently
inhabited by mussels. Gravel, viscous mud, and, to a lesser
extent, hard-packed sand are preferred by all species except
(1) certain ones of low body density (notably the several Ano-
donta) that toleratc and even exploit fine muds; (2) the deep-
burrowing Proptera Zaevissima, which can survive in unstable
sand, even in the main channel; and (3) the jeopardized, litho-
philic species CumberZandia monodonta and Simpsoniconcha ambigua.
A comparatively healthy modern mussel bed exhibits about two
dozen species living together in the same substrate. The only
requirement is that the substrate be stable. Other factors
necessary in good mussel habitat are few, simple, and common
to all species. Water depth must be sufficient to preclude
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high temperatures and desiccation at times of low river levels.
Current velocity must be great enough to convey ample oxygen
and food (plankters).

It thus appears that, in terms of fundamentally important
physical and chemical factors (including nutrition), most UMR
mussels experience the same needs. The one area in which they
seem to partition the study area's resources is glochidial
parasitism of hosts, mostly fishes.

Because the UMR ichthyofauna, also, has been disadvantaged
by impoundment, this host-parasite relationship, crucial to
the welfare of UMR (and other) naiades, may deteriorate in the
future. This development would cause almost irreversible dam-
age to the mussel fauna.

The impact of the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Project in
the St. Paul District upon mussels is evaluated by weighing
it against other possible causes of the general decline in
abundance and diversity of this fauna since the pre-Project
period. The major adverse impacts appear to have been the
pearl button industry and generally declining water quality.
Other agents include prior channel modifications, restriction
of host fish ranges by the Keokuk Dam, and possibly the presence
of the Asiatic clam, Corbicula fZuminea.

The effects of impoundment itself are assessed by com-
paring conditions in the modern UMR to the early stages of
development in several deep-water impoundments. The main im-
pacts of impoundment appear to be a shift to limnophilic species,
reduction in rooted macrophytes, certain food chain changes,
decreased dissolved oxygen in some deep areas, and increased
shallow water areas.

Nevertheless, perpetuating impoundment offers benthic
life some advantages. A stable water level and increased
nursery grounds are the most important of these.

The main impacts associated with the navigation channel
itself are related to dredging. The proper disposal of dredged
material is far more significant than possible impacts from
the dredging plant itself or from redeposition of sediments
resuspended, but not removed by the dredge. Although channel-
maintenance dredging is acknowledged as an important source of
adversity for mussels, other factors are here considered more
serious. As reported by Fuller (1978b):

The field observations of mussel populations and their relation-
ships to channel dredging by the Corps in the Upper Mississippi
River [drainage] indicate that this dredging has had only a minor
impact on Endangered or other mussel species .... The losses in
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mussel populations observed in this study are apparently due to
several factors in addition to the influence of Corps dredging.
These factors include municipal, industrial, and agricultural
wastes (the Twin Cities and the Minnesota and Des Moines Rivers
are especially important sources); increased bedload, as from the
Chippewa River; inadequate glochidial host oppcrtunities (the
classic victi. is F ~sc.:cai2 , the Ebony Shell); scattered
point sources, such as isolated power plant effluents; disease
induced bv microorganisms (Ellis, 1931b) and, perhaps, by union-
icolid mites; dredging and disposal of riverbed material by the
private sector; increased sedimentation caused by 9-Foot Chan-
nel Project impoundment; and, potentially as threatening to
mussels as any of these other factors, the recent appearance in
the study area of C&rb,"o 4 - 'la . nec, the Asiatic clam.

For some of these problems the 9-Foot Navigation Channel Proj-
ect and 0 & M activities bear no responsibility at all. Bio-
cides, as a final example, will be the most dangerous enemies
of mussels in the years to come.

Any of these types of adversity will do the greatest dam-
age to the species that already are the least abundant, includ-
ing the Endangered Prop-era capax and Lamr-seili hiaginsi. The
Fat Pocketook probably is extinct in the UMR, and Higgins' Eye,
as noted above, was found alive at only two Sites in the St.
Paul District. Other mussel species are equally rare.

Recommendations for enhancement of the mussel resource
through Operations and Maintenance procedures in the St. Paul
District are made. They relate primarily to the disposal of
dredged material, although several other specific points are
addressed.

There can be no doubt that the UMR mussel fauna is in
decline. Nevertheless, careful management can still preserve
for the LUMR its important freshwater mussel ecosystematic
resource. Especially because mussels provide copious physical
substrate for many components of the food web, this objective
is just as important as the conservation of Endangered Species.
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(; l~tS SARY

The words and expressions defined helow are drawon froni tL.
many) suggestions made by orps, .caderi', and other personnel
who have acted as editors and referees of this report (see
Acknowledgmentsj . '.lost of the suggestions haVe been adopted.
Those that were not are of tio categories. 1he first is highly
technical terms (e . , "roller gate") pecul iar to Corps act ii
ties and rarely encountered by the public; moreover, such tern-
are not readily' understood Without lengthy explanation and some
illustrations. The interested reader might consult Tweet
(1975) , for example, for such explanatory material . The second
group of omissions from thiis glossary consists of words (e.g.,
"deliquescent") that may be un fai ilia r, but occur in any good
dictionary of American Eng lish, such as W ebster's New% Inter-
national D)ictionary, second or third edition (the second is th
superior of the two) . .\side from these inclusions and CxcILI-
sions, the Principal investigator added numerous other items to
the glossary on his own authorit\v.

It is of the utmost importance to realize that the defini-
tions given below are restricted to thgeusage of a Word or
phrase in this report. The definition of ''drift", for example,
is peculiar to commercial mussel fishing, iill be unfamiliar to
most readers, and is not to be found in Webster's! In this
instance and many others, alternative definitions are possible.

If the word is a noun or the phrase is nominative, it is
given with its plural, plus derived adi ectives. If the plural
is formed in an unusual way (e.g., in the case of a Latin cog-
nate), it is spelled out in full and parenthesi zed; if the
plural is of ordinary English construction, it is indicated bv
"(s)". Examples include "glochidium (glochidia), glochidial''
and "congener(s), congeneric".

If the word is a verb, it is given in the form of the fir>t
person, singular number, and active voice, and any relevant
participles follow. An example is "pollywog, pollvwogging"
(this is another instance of an expression's being defined here
in a way likely to he encountered nowhere else).

These formats are not folloiNed completely if a derived sord
is very rare or does not exist. Ior examples, "enthos" has a
derivative ddjective ("benthic" , but no plural, and the ad icc-
t ive "common-name" has 1 itt le or no use.

The glossary entries are alphabetized t, i thout regard to
punctuation marks that occur in certain abbreviations; the
slash (as in "L/I)") and the ampersand M") '( 1"' are ignored.
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clam(s), clam (not clammy)--any member of the Bivalvia. See
"mussel".

COAR--Contracting Officer's Authorized Representative. See
"ARCO".

COE--See "USACE".

common name(s)--See "vernacular name".

community (communities), community--all members of one or more
taxa in a defined area.

conchological--of or pertaining to the shell (as opposed to the
soft tissues) of a mollusk.

congener(s), congeneric--one of two or more members of the same
genus.

Corps--See "USACE".

Cumberlandian--of or pertaining to freshwater mussels restricted
to the Cumberland River drainage and a few neighboring
streams, chiefly in eastern Kentucky (see van der Schalie
and van der Schaiie, 1950). See "Ozarkian".

DNR--Department of Natural Resources.

dredge cut--the exact location where streambed material is
removed by dredge.

drift--a continuous series of brail runs (see Methodology and
Appendix B).

ecosystem(s), ecosystematic--habitat plus all organisms therein.
"Habitat" may be very broadly construed; one thus may speak
of a global ecosystem or one far more local (e.g., the UMR
ecosystem).

ecotone(s), ecotonal--a mixed, diversified habitat (e.g., the
littoral) created by the overlap of adjacent, distinct,
simpler habitats.

Endangered Species--Exact definition appears in PL 93-205 ("The
Endangered Species Act of 1973") and its amendments. Con-
sult the Congressiona Record and the Endangered Species
Technical BulLetin.

English name(s)--See "vernacular name"

ethnomalacologist(s)--one who studies the relationship between
mollusks and man, especially early man.
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f oo)d Ie c 1) ,O fd - 1. the 0 um o il)f allI feed in 1) Qa )N)i t S in1 a commmil -
ii tx' of o ryan)m sims

I\ S - - See ''US 1: NS "

si) rI( aper - -al paiLr o F old , empty valves of a muss;el shielIl
thIIa t zare, stil at taic hecd b)y thIie l igameIIcn t. See "'bone'".

,_nIIsIE (general , generic -- one or more un iq~uely rel a~ted sub -

genera or sp)cies.

rIch I id iuLm ( gl1oc h id(Iia) o glochI ( id al t -t Ia rvalI s tage inj th li Iife
cvyc I c o f a un ion i c1 fre cshliwa ter mus sel c A glochidlium is Very
m111inte ( its dimienIs ions uIsualIv ar-e meaC.suLred in no more thanl
fractions of mmi) . It has I ittl e or no automotive abilIi ty
and1( usuaM1\ lIxinnIst at taCII to a xe rtehra te h1ost (almost a1WaIVs-
afish) immed iatelyv a fter di schiarge from the parent musel

r a vd- -pregnant ; hearing eggs,, l arvae , and/or young . A gravi d
fres hwaterI mussel may have eggs and/or glochidia in the
111a1rSup1 iLuin ( see Append i x Ei

fie imi1aphrod i te (s ) , lie rimaph rod i t i c - -;an o rgin i Sil hay i rig hot h Inale
and female reproductive structures.

hmp- -ho rsep~owe r.*a

Icli thxo fauna - -thle f i sh faunla.

ipotir dmcn t~s 151, im otidiig, i)IpoiiiHidine mit -- : a s tI reamT or rI-,I I ci hose

fl om. has been ohs truced, ais bY a dam.

Ii ~ i is I mn1ss1fruun tle tiTie it tl)~ Il ho t i -

Pi t-ni r m tc -; tn rlnu se frimi I he t i mi i t dre'.. off its h -ae I

:1 II t;1101_)10'i- Un iI t i~l A "C CA131() I



this report a mussel also is considered juvenile if it is
caught by brai I, but not actually on a "look'' (see Method-
ology)

larva (larvae), larval--the stage that follows the ovum (egg)
in the life cycle of a netamorplhic animal.

Latin name (s) -- See "vernacular name'".

L/D--Locks and D)am.

left bank--The left bank of a stream is to the observer's left
as he faces downstream; the right bank, to his right.

lentic--of or pertaining to waterways of little or no flow, a-

lakes, ponds, and backwaters. See "lotic"

timnetic--of or pertaining to fresh water.

limnophile(s), limnophilic, limnophilous--an inhabitant of
lentic waters. See "rheophile".

lithophile(s), lithophilic, lithophilous--an inhabitant of rocky
areas.

littoral(s), littoral--the part of a waterway bed that lies
between the highest and lowest water levels, littoral is
loosely synony'mous with the shallows in non-tidal ater-
ways.

lot ic--of or perta ining to flo, ing wate rways . See ''lentic"

1.SAF--Lower St. :\nthony Falls (Pool).

malacofauna--the mollusk fauna.

malacology, malacological--the study of mollusks.

metamorphosis (metamorphoses), metamorphic--change, especially
in the case of an organism that profoundly alters its
structure as ii passes from one stage in its life cycle to
the next. The egg-larva-juvenile-adult-egg cycle exhibited
by unionid mussels is a good example.

mm--mtllimetcris).

Mollusca--a phylum (subdivision of the animal kingdom) thosc
members' soft tissues are more or less protected by a hard
shell of one or more parts: chitons, tusk shells, clams
(mussels, oysters, etc.), snails, octopuses, etc.

IL
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mo Lisk s ImoI Lis c ( s) in general Imnit ed K ingdor us01 , n lusk,
110 1l[S Can- -ihe p Lural equa(lM S \1 I1 S iol .usca

11o0rph ( 5; ) , 111 r-ph i C - - 0nle 01 th le pos 5 i) 1c C. o 1,11 S (o a ta Xom 11 1i(h se
appearne~i~C is variablec.

mu1tssel(s), mnussel -- anly of several kroups 0f c longate c1,ams1,
notably the Kdible or Blue MIussel, aj ma riiue spcc the
Nearcti nod.C and other close lv related hi'alv- yes
continental waters, elsewhere. All mssels are' cIlms, hut
nlot all clams are mussels. See "clam''.

muILssel bed Is , mussel- bed - a dense ass e mlage of mussel s.

mac re( s, nac reous - -the inlne r, pea rly l ayer o f a uinion id mnus sel
shlell I. The middle, prismatic layer, also, is composed of
calcareouIs compounds. The 'outer, proteinaceous layer (the
periostracum) is Somewhat more res istant to the erosive and
corrosive st rcses of the aquatic envi ronment.

ma iad (ma iads, naiades ), ma iad -- a freshwater muILssel. The samei
express ion is appl ied to the larvae of certain aquatic
ins;cts; and to ce rta in aquat ic and/o r water-aissoc iated

pl 1ants . ''Naiad'' is 11ot equI-ivalent to "na id'', a vernacular
nmni fo r members o f a family). o f aqua t ic ea rthwol rms.

C\-irct ic , Nea rct i c -of or pertaining to the Northern Ilemi sphere i
o)f the New World; i . , North America above the t rop ics;.

IICOnItol1ogi St (s S -01 oeWho studies li v ing organ isms , a s opposed
to those that are ext inct.

nur Ise r'v bed (5 s , nu rse ry - bed - -,a bed o f musseIs , usual I I' cons is I-
ing chiefly of' young inmdi viduals and located in a backwater
IFlrom1 which mci gihori ng areas of streambed (notably\ the
navigat ion -charine b ormders ) cam be colon ized by', mdivi dna] s
transported as glochidia on fish.

01.5--Of-fice of' lndangered Species, 11SHWS, Washington, D).C1.

\I - -Ope rat ions and Maintenance, a broad category of func-
t ions, that pertains to federal government a genc ies , not abhiy
thle IISACIT

1- -OhIio State University.

0-;irk IanII - -o F o r pert a in ing to organiisms (notably freshwater
miussel I) mecan v or fUlly 'Crstlri cted to the O)Zarh pl ateau,
chicefly in Arkansas and Missouri (seec van de r SchiaIi c aind
vain de r S-chla I i c , 1)951) ) . See ''(umbe niandiam''.

pa ?-.I i te c ) , pa ras i t i e - -,,II u rian smIj that i S con st anit I y :11d i III i
mlat civ ;1i soc at cd withI ammothle r ranin and feeds 1mommI it
S~ee "''vmb hion t.



parasitism--a symbiosis in which one kind of organism (the para-
site) feeds on or in another (the host).

pelagic--of or pertaining to an aquatic organism of any size

that depends chiefly upon currents for its movements.

periostracum (periostraca), periostracal--See "nacre".

phalanx (phalanges)--a delicate, leaf-like tubercle in the neo-
teinic (see Appendix E) sculpture of certain mussels, as
Quadrula quadruZa in the UNIR. The phalanges (especially
well developed on the immediately post-larval shell) are
thought to offer the juvenile animal both stability and
buoyancy in streambeds, especially those that consist of
finely divided materials.

phylogeny (phylogenies), phylogenetic--the history of the evolu-

tion of a taxon.

PL--United States federal Public Law.

plankter (plankters, plankton), planktonic--a microscopic
aquatic organism that depends chiefly upon currents for
its movements.

pollywog, pollywogging--to collect benthos (notably freshwater
mussels) by hand while crawling and/or swimming in shallow
water.

pool/Pool(s), pool/Pool--any impoundment caused by the 9-Foot
Navigation Channel Project (or any other impounding action).
"Pool" is a proper (capitalized) noun when used in con-
junction with a number or denomination (e.g., Pool 6,
LSAF Pool).

population--all members of a given species-group taxon in a
defined area.

Principal Investigator--The Academy assigns one or more Princi-
pal Investigators (PI) to each study or project. The
responsibility of a PI is to ensure good scientific quality
in his area of expertise. The PI for the study reported
here was Simuel L. H. Fuller.

reach (reaches), reach--a segment of a stream. A reach com-
prises the entire breadth of the stream between specified
upstream and downstream points.

recruitment--the addition of new individuals to a population.

recruitment level--the quantity of recruitment necessary to
ensure that the number of individuals in a population
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remla ins essent jal 1 stat ic. A popu lat iOnl at or above
reOcruitment level IS ViAlIle Or bothl viable :,* increasing;
one he tow this level is in dec 1 m ie and beaded t owar Id
ext in ction .

rI tic bed S )--,l an isolatedI bcd Of VCI-N Old oiS 0 o\lv

reCsidual bed-See "'relic bed''.

r'lieopbile (5), rheophi I ic, r-heoph i lolls- -an inliabi tant of' lot i c
wate rs . .-)C ''I i mu11oph ii e

r i ffle (S , r i f f Ie - -an1 occa s ional, sl 1% o-\a te r reach1 chaIract e r -
Ze :d b)y a s treambed o f ro cks aind gra vel a nd by fa St ,

o xv ic. 1 - r ic h wat er . The unionid mussel genuIs IL/ u;
(the ri ffle shells) is a go 'od example of a benthic groupJ

that faces ext irpat ion (and even extinct ion) on account of
the ongoing depletion of this habitat.

righit bank--Sec ''Icft bank''.

riprap- -a thick layer of rocks used to hold soil in pla;ce.

- river miei(s).

k/V- reeachvessel.

sc . ent ific name(s) -- See ''vernaclar name''1c.

species (species), specific--ai population of ori~anisms that
cannot in te rbreed endu rin gly w ith another p~opulat ion.

puc ies <,rolip- -ol or' pertaining to ai species or a subspecies.

spoil-dredged material.

Smbge IIuIS ( SIgenerIa , subgencric -- one or more uniquely related
speccies;; a subdlivision of al genus.

vbIing species - -two ye ry simiutlar species, eaIch of which
inhlab its a different , bu~t ne ighbor ini aire.

sym() tont (s)( , sIrubion t, sycmb iot ic -m-a organ ism i nt ima tely vasso -
c iated i th another. ;ee ''paraIsite''.

>\ii)isi ( svmbi osus j, s ymb i ot ic- -anl i nt ima te a ssoc i at ion of-
two or more kinrds, of orgain i ss. Sece ''pa ras i t i sin''

tachyt i ct i c - -o f or pertain ii im, to o)rgan i sos (not ab1) N, frcsb' '.at e r
il t cI s t 11 a t i tic nbaI ; t u c gs aridN 1 1/no r I a11 rvae t ,o i, a , (in rt

1) u r i od (Ii , ia I Ic t he su i i m n thei Nea, r ct i c r eg Ion1



taxon (taxa), taxonomic--a name for one or more related orga-
nisms.

taxonomy (taxonomies), taxonomic--the science of naming and

classifying organisms.

taxon-specific--related to a given taxon.

Threatened Species--See "Endangered Species".

TVA--Tennessee Valley Authority.

Unionidae, unionid--the taxonomic family of large Nearctic
freshwater Bivalvia.

UMR--Upper Mississippi River;

UMRCC--Upper Mississippi River Conservation Committee, currently
Rock Island, Illinois.

USACE--United States Army Corps of Engineers.

USAF--tipper St. Anthony Falls (Pool).

USFWS--United States Fish and Wildlife Service.

UWLC--University of Wisconsin at La Crosse.

vagility (vagilities), vagile--an organism's ability to increase
its geographic range.

valve(s), valve--one of the apposing halves of the shell of a
bivalve.

vascular vegetation--plants having vein-like structures for the
movement of fluids.

vernacular names(s)--the English name locally applied to a fresh-
water mussel (or other organism), as apposed to the scien-
tific name, which is in Latin (see Appendix A).

waterway(s), waterway--any body of water.

WDNR--Wisconsin DNR.

WES--Waterway Experiment Station, Vicksburg District, USACE.

wing dam or wingdam(s), wing dam, wingdam, wing-dam--a structure
built of rock and/or woody vegetation and placed more or
less perpendicular to the river bank for the purpose of
diverting water into the UMR navigation channel in order
that it flow deeper and faster. A corresponding result
was that main channel borders of the U1MR suffered prompt
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reo r icnt at i on ) cf ro ion ll oil j~d ml it at i Oil paIt te rns a , th
[)elhaVio O0f (currenCits' (L qiCk Iv \' l tcrcd . Many' mussel hods iwere
c i. tll.Icr zs ,pt a v o r hur i ti See (r iuer ( 1022 11 2(:
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INDEX

The index is limited to the nomenclature of mussels and
mussel symbionts. The vernacular and scientific names of each
such organism are listed. The list concerns only the first
volume (i.e., text, as opposed to appendices) of this report.
In this index the entries appear in alphabetical order, of
course, but phylogenetic order is observed in Appendix A.

Sites where the Academy conducted mussel surveys are not
included here, but are listed (with page references to their
respective discussions) in a tabulation that appears early in
each volume. That table also directs the reader to the maps
and data portrayals that correspond to each study site.

Actinoraias , 19, 23, 37, 78

Actinc2ias e irsi fcrrnic, 78, 85

Alasmidonta Targinata, 81

Alasmidonta viridis, 82

Alosa chrysochi.oris, 71, 73, 89, 148

Ambhema plicata, 13, 19, 23, 29, 42, 47, 50, 51, 55, 56, 63,
65, 66, 70, 72, 77, 87, 119

Angui"Za rosarata, 148

Anodonta grandia, 19, 23, 83

Anodonta imbeci'Lis, 12, 19, 20, 23, 29, 33, 35, 55, 56, 58,
67, 83

Anodonta suborbicu~ata, 82, 83, 87

Anodontoijes ferussacianus, 19, 20, 23, 82

Arodinotas -rnnie.s, 60, -S, -6, 80

Arcidens confraaosus, 52, 56, 58, 59, 80, 81

Asiatic Clam: See Jorbic> frmizea.

Aspidogaster 15hioa, 15

Bigear Sunfish: See Ze Mi.3 'e a ot
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Black Sandshell: See IY. .. z.

Blcks tripe To pminnow: See . ... .'

Bluegill: Se I. '...

BtLckho rn See 7.. :

I Iullhead: See : .' C .. ;. .

Butterfl : See : ,' . .' 7.; ,,

L.a rp S e. 0 !.

,44, SO, 57, 59, 0, 79

:.: ./ "':.-'<:::, 14 , 20 , 90 , 121 , 122

reek ileeIsplitter: See L : . -,..

0, 08 , '10 119, 120
.. .. .Z>1 i 62 u -o7 '4 . : ,. ?, ,T 2.7 37 , 0 2 , -0 , 71

CvI inder: See .............

. , 81

:OCertoo: Bee Tv C:e.. ,, .; ,

Dollar Sunfish: See L :2 . , .. . '

ibony Shell: See F u.Io,.z

Elephant Ear: See '1 Z1',t so c" , uc ie~ z,.

1:lktoe : cee Ala u mZ:. lozt.,z mou ,(7 4at,z.

Et i . ,az ,a ' .'eo tc~., 36, 65, 75, 76

1.1] ipse: See At wuo).z: e71 "o.[,<

ro .. ,;', 12, 15, 64, 73, 89, 111, 119

*!Uz t,, 14, 15, 28, 29, 37, 52 , 64, 73

Sa cf c e *1wsai M!n

" , : ek : S .' : .
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Fawnfoot: See :iUrn 'a donaciformis.

Flat Floater: See Anodonta suborbicuZata.

Flathead Catfish: See ?oi-i oliiaris.

Fluted Shell: See 3 "1 2

Fragile Papershell: See .

Freshwater Drum: See .4, lodinotus 7runniens.

Fundulus notatus, 75

Fusconaa ebena, 16, 45, 63, 71, 73, 89, 111, 122

Fusconaia fZ'ava, 12, 13, 14, 29, 51, 71, 106

Gambus&ia affinis, 61, 67

Giant Floater: See Anodonta grandis.

Glebula rotundata, 61

Golden Redhorse: See Voxostoma erythrurum.

Golden Shiner: See :Iotemigonus 3hrysoleucas

Green Sunfish: See Lepomis cyaneiius.

Hickorynut: See Obovaria oLi'..aria.

Higgins' Eye: See Lampsilis higginsi.

Lampsilis falZaciosa, 48

LampsiZis higginsi, ix, 12, 13, 15, 20, 30, 34, 4o,
48, 50, 57, 66, 79, 80, 84, 96, 109, 114, 118,
119, 122

Lampsilis ovata InSci , 15, 19, 20, 23, SO, 10b

Lampsilis radiata siliouoidea, 14, 15, 19, 20, 23, 30,

33, 51, 58, 59, 80, 106

LampsiZis teres, 48, 51, 54, 59, 79

Lasmigona complanata, 14, 47, 81

Lasmigona compressa, 19, 20, 23, 81
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..3dr?0 13C oKz, 0SI 0"

i ) 1 ,66 , 6

ZP-3 . ; , oi , o7''

Lt tole a :'Pa qi &, 3 7, 75

t> dea I epto do n, 75 , 119

r~rz~ e,-ta, 19, 20 , 23, 78

:Quasubrostrata, 66, 78, 79

Lilliput: See -"'aruncuiina pczrva.

Mapleleaf: See Quadrula quadrul~z.

~~ aiqantecz, 54, 63, 72

Mlonkcyface: See Quadrula metanevra.

'osquitofish: See Gambusia affinio.

.!uxcostonia erythrurum, 61

Thicket: See Actinonaias carinczta.

Nludpuppy: See Necturus m. macuosus.

Narrow Papershell: See Leptodea teptodon.

A~ct uuo . a,-uloeuu, 8 2

t. ~'lnus ir~ cU oo,61, 63

b:U2~ i P6 Cxl20i, 29', 55, 04, 74, 7S

~ov'rbi u~z,34, 16, 49, 55, 56, 58, 77

Ohlio River Pigtoe: ;ec Pleuroberna corJdltun.

Paper Fl1oater: See A4nodonta ine~ o

Pigtoc: See Fusooonala fTava.

P impl ehack : See (2uadlru /'3
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Pink Heelsplitter: See >,P.0, z]7.

Pink Papershell: See ;:

Pink Pigtoe: See , .. ,

PZe trobe-zs , 37, - 119 7

pZeu r bc",Z '1 0:4 >o" 16, 37, II, 3, 6 ,

Pleurobema 3 ntcx.i , 03, 0-4, 7.3

Pocketbook: See Lain:a ,'

Pondhorn: See '7iomca "d-r;'

Prot te ra 51, 74, 70, 77

Pro-tera crax, 30, 18, 75, 54, 109, 119, 12
Prortera iaevissima, 16, 33, 3.1, O5, -4, 120

Pro! tera rru rzta, (1, 74

Purple Pimpleback: See n z . . .'t2.

Purple Pocketbook: See .!, -tC r. : v:,:, : t Z

, s o za, 69, 70

.' e o, 62, 09

2a i 2 ":Ct cvr2, 12, 37, 62, 08, 69, 77

,,: 2!ru".a lo.& tL ti2, 51, 54,55, 56, 58, 59 7 (

4adr:4Z - -us tz os7, 29, 46, 47 , 51, 70

,;uadru 7 (747 n ui , 12, 18, 19, 51, 54, 59, 62, 69, 70, 119, 15.3

Rockshell: See A vi ions -n' , 7:,oz.

Round Pigtoe: See ,r:' -,,c '2 2'lt :'.

Salamander Mussel : See .'c:cn': 7. 2,,ha 7 *z:&g

Sauger: See .'" co,-*.:o .. ,n

s on'on -ha v.ht-, 82, 110, 119, 120

1 0 1



Skipjack Herring: See AZosa ch,-Ifsoc~horis.

Slippershell: See A~aemridonta viri dis.

Snuffbox: See Plaqiola tr'Zq~ietr a.

Spectacle Case: See CzmberindI(, moiz,)( o) i !,a .

Spike: See ElIiptio M~aht-at.

7tiz~teioncanadense, 66, 72, 75, 76, 80

:;t*< ostedion v. vi tre ur, 01

Strange Floater: See Strophitus unduZatus.

'trophitus unduZatus, 19, 20, 26, 28, 58, 83

Threcridge: See Amb~ema p~icata.

.r~t~niaverrues sa, 70, 119

PU k. L I ' onac<Z fornio, -)1, 39, 50, 63, 65, 70, 76, 77, 837, 120

~ ii'2<~ta,76, 77

('~92.'23 e z-zlaamus , 63

WaIlcv e: See :'tipostedion v. vitreun.

Warmouth: See Lepomis quosus.

Wartvhack: See .)uadrula nodulata.

Washboard: See Meaonaiae qiqanfea.

Western Pondmussel: See Liqgumia subrostrata.

White Hecisplitter: See Lasmiqona oomplanata.

Yellow Sandshell: See Larnjs[Zis teres.



ADDITIONS ANI) CORRECTI IONS

Page and, as useful , paragraph and 1 ine references are
given. lnumerat ion of "pa ragraph" on a given page starts with
the first complete o fract ional paragraph on that page.

Vo I ume I

Page 11, paragraph 3:

In 1977 ).1). W illiams (1978) found what may be another, -

probably lesser, bed in the St. Croix River at Prescott.

Page 11, paragraph 5, line 7:

For "vascular vegetation" read "submerged vascular xege-
tat ion".

Page 12, paragraph 1, lines 4-5; page 118, paragraph 5, line 5:

For "Hudson Railroad Bridge Site" read "Hudson Site".

Page 13, paragraph 2, line 5:

"Fuller (1974b)" in Fuller (1978b) is Ful 1er (1974) in
the present report.

Page 15, paragraph 2; page 73, paragraph 4, lines S-8:

EZHirtio cras.,,idcne has been recorded alive from the
Prairie du Chien East Channel Site, also (Exhibit 188; FullCr,
1978b).

Page 15, paragraph 4, lines 12-13:

This discussion is somewhat clarified by noting that,
while this parasite (possibly these parasites) usually occurs
in the mussel's viscera, it has also been observed in the post-
basal mantle margin. In such cases it may modify the appearance
of the mantle flap and thus inhibit the host's reproductive
behavior by damaging the minnow-like flap's ability to lure
predatory fi:.hes close enough to the female mussel to be in-
fected with glochidia.

Page 17, paragraph 3, lines 6-7:

Sites cursorily studied in 1977 wer( reviewed in Fuller
(1977, 1978b). Those surveyed in 1978 and 1979 were discussed
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by -uller (1978a, 1979c); most are ment ioned in the text of
tile present report or among tie Add i t i on s and Correct ions be low.

Pages 19-20:

There is, unfortunately , no positive correlation between
the distribution patterns of fishes (lEddy and Ulnderhill, 1974)
and of mussels above the tlISA Pool.
Page 20, paragraph 2, lines 16-19:

The point is that current perhaps Would be less in sheet

meltwater than in a constrained fluviatile watercourse.

Page 22, paragraph 2:

Fuller (1978b, 1979b) is the source of the remark about
the Des Moines River's having an adverse impact upon the [IMR.

Page 29, paragraph 1-4:

Av i,1zrna '.Z icata, not Iu couiaL (z fluva is the dominant mussel
in the St. Croix River. This correction must be taken into con-
sideration in interpreting the St. Croix influence ul.on the LMR.

Page 29, paragraph 4:

The Diamond Bluff Site had been cursorily surveyed earlier
in 1978 (Fuller, 1978a).

Page 29, paragraph 5:

For "Trenton Site that" read "Trenton Site, which".

Page 34, paragraph 1, line 7 (and elsewhere in the report):

For "P. Thiel" read P.A. Thiel".

Page 38, paragraph 1, line 10:

The "study area" in question consists of the sites sur-
veyed, as opposed to tile entire NlIR reach under study (see
Methodology).

Page 41, W est Newton:

A subsequent, cursory survey of part of this Site produced
no new information (Fuller, 1971 a
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Page 42, paragraph I, line 3:

"Fuller (1977a )" in Ful 1cr (1 978h) is Ful ler (1977 in
the present report.

Page 43, paragraph 4:

A cursory survey of part of the I sland 58 Site earl ier in
1978 had produced nothing to change the present account (Fuller,
1978a)

Page 44, paragraph I:

Cursory surveys of parts of the Betsy Slough and Wilds
Bend Sites early in 1978 had produced no living mussels (Fuller,
1978a)

Page 45, Winona Lower Railroad Bridge:

To this account should be added the folowing paragraph:

It was near this site th t the hi nolla nursery beds were
found. Opposite Wiinona and abutting upon (and perhaps inc!ud-
ing waterlots owned by) the Delta Fish and Fur Farm, there are
cxtensive shallow-water areas that proved to he unusually pro-
ductive nursery grounds for mussels (and, presumablv, their
host fishes). Partly in order to gather mus el bioassay mater-
ials for the Corps Waterways Experiment Station in the V/icis-
burg (Mississippi) District (see lPeddicord et al., 1979), the
Academy investigated these shallows extensively. The rich mus -
se1 fauna of these beds far exceeded expectations based on ex-
perience of the Twin Cities and Chippewa Zones of naiad life.
These beds are especially notable for their great abundance of
juveniles and ilmmediately post-larval individuals (some of which
have been used as figured specimens in the taxonomic key to
UNIR mussels, Appendix F). These beds not only have provided in-
sight into the UNMR biologies (sometimes enigmatic) of certain
mussel species, but also have provided new information about
the success of certain species much farther upriver than had
teen suspected. Species of especial interest in this context
include the Threehorn (O, lu, iv' r,:J'',.r, ) and the Mapleleaf
(.'uadpula quadruhi).

Page 45, pi rag raph 0,, 1 ine 0:

The Gravel Point Site living specimen of ,u.'. n-', ,
actually is a7mo,-- the "only" recent IlMR record in tihe St.
PaiPl District (Mathi ak, 1979).
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P age 4 7, pa rag ra ph I I i nies 35- 5

Delete "T1his is the northernmost 1078 Site ait which this
cilass i c [JMR dow ir nt ion of the mussel fauna' was apparent''.

P ag e 4 7 , a rag ra p h 3 , I i ne 7

F-or "upp~ermost" read "north~ernmos t".

Pa go 49, pa rag raph 0, l inc 5:

To the end Of this aIccount Should he added the foillowing
sentence: "Like the Sand Slough and Root River Sites (just
abhove), this one probably suffers from an unident ified adverse 4
imp act . '

Page 51, paragraph 3, lines 8-9 (aind elsewhere inl this report):

Note, however , that CQuadiru a no~iz 1(, t~a is uza t i'a l a southern
clement in the UNIR fauna.

Page S1, paragraph 5, line 3:

''Perry (1978)'' in Fullecr ( 19781)) is Perry (1 979) in the

I resent report .

Page 53-, Indian Camp Light:

The recent dredging history at this Site disputes the con-
tent ion that drcdg ing "could hardly have been ait faiult'', hilt
neve rthle less is insuffic ient to explain thle "exceptijonal ly poor"
TILIS se1 faiuna.

Page SS, Laws ing Small Boat Harbor:

T[his Site obviously gains nothing from its proximity to
the ihiskey Rock Mussel bed below Lansing.

Pag ie .76 , pa ra g ra i 1

Note thait only ~a'of thle Opposite flarpers Slough Site
ii s su r e YeCd ; thle Aca J('1N, d idL n ot fo0rmall Iy s tuldy th1i s s-i teC,.

Pag 57, paragraiph 3:

ho the end of this paragraph should be added thle following,
hobscr va t i()n)s : ''lbis aIssemlblage is typicall of thle 11MP on) account

of it do i naition by A'r.' ha ut the number and va r ie c V

of it-- ',pc ics , pluls the aibundaLnce of mniny, cert ainly are not
vpia I . 1 he Acadcfiiv ' s dat a I Nlhbit 1 88 ) convey anl Onl y super-

I" i ia I sense of thle r ichness of hese J(ppu I ait ions an1d th1is SCo111
111111i it



Page 57, paragraph 5:

Note that (1) important additional support of the work-
shop was provided by tJWLC and MI)NR and that ( 2) tie mussel dat a
generated by the workshop truly are "reflected" (but are not
included) in the present report (i.e., Fxhibit 188).

Page 58, paragraph 2:

Note that the McGregor waterfront surveillance was conducted
on the Academy crew's personal time, and with the full knowledge
of the Government (USACt' and USFWS).

Page 59, paragraph 1:

During August (1980) the St. Paul District mussel survey
crew found a living Lampsilis hirgiinsi near the McMillan Island
Site (R.J. Whiting, personal communication).

Page 63, paragraph 2:

Note that most 1978 and 1979 field work was conducted out-
side the known recent range of Meqcalonaias gigantea in the UIMR,
St. Paul District, but that only at Prairie du Chien is this
species at all numerous.

Page 68, paragraph 2, line 2 (and elsewhere in this report):

Lake Keokuk is not equivalent to Pool 19; instead, it
occupies the lower portion of that Pool.

Page 68, paragraph 3, lines 8-9; page 119, paragraph 4, lines
6-7:

The proposal to list .'um1crZandia monodanta as a nationally

Threatened Species has been withdrawn.

Page 70, paragraph 4:

Tritogonha vorruoca recently -as taken alive from the
lower Black River (ttavlik, 1978a).

Page 72, paragraph 1:

In a recent study of Pool 20, fleffelfinger (1973) found
that concentrations of natural aquatic chemical constituents
had changed very little during previous decades. Therefore,
the Skipjack Herring and the Ebony Shell should be able to
penetrate the UJMR as far upstream as Locks and Dam 19. Their
failure to penetrate this far is probably due to unnatural
substances in the River.
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Page 75, paragraph 1, lines 5-10:

About 20 years ago I ,oj ,t , c'cz! aa" was found alive in Lake
l'epin, Pool 4 (Mlorrison, 1959)

Page 75, laragraph 3:

It should be emphasized here that Leptodea i etodon pro-
bably faces extirpation from (if it is not already extirpated
from) the IJMR.

Page 78, paragraph 4, lines 1-2:

(;rier and Mueller (1922-1923) recorded Liqumia subrcstvat, Z
froiii Fountain City, Wisconsin, in Pool SA; Grier (1922), re-
corded this mussel above Homer, Pool 6.

Page 79, paragraph 4; page 80, paragraph 1, line 1; page 149,
Endangered Species:

Modifications of PL 93-205 are PL 94-325 and -359 (both
1976), PL 95-212 (1977), PL 95-b32 (1978), and PL 96-159. The
last two are better known as "The Endangered Species Act Amend-
ments of 1978" and "The E:ndangered Species Act Amendments of
1979", respectively.

Page 80, paragraph 1; page 114, paragraph 1, lines 9-11:

In 1979 and 1980 the WDNR survey occasionally found stray
Higgins' Eye that certainly were not in mussel beds (P.A. Thiel,
WI)NR, LaCrosse, personal communication).

P'age 81 , paragraph 3:

Note that the Carp is an exotic, Eurasian fish and that
Ui:'.rnqona costat.a doubtless uses native host fish(es), which
have not been identified as such.

Page 83, paragraph 1, lines 1-2:

Recent discoveries of A,hJoU ta .: O,orbicuZata in Pools 9
and 10 (M.L . IlavI ik , 7,lacological Consultants, LaCrosse,
Wisconsin, personal comnmunication) support the theory (Fuller,
19781) that this species is gradually extending its UMR range.

Page 83, paragraph 5:

Mussels' redundant use of certain fishes (e.g., Sauger,
I reshwater IDrum ) as glochid i I1 hosts mi I i tates somewhat against
the idea that host select ion is the (or a0 key to resource par-
t it ion i rig by mussels. On the other hand, in spite of the seen
ing wealth of relevant informat ion (see Fuller, 1974, 1978b,
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plus additional data reviewed in the present report), there is
a general paucity of knowledge about most mussels' hosts.
Moreover, Sauger and Drum are probably prevalent in known host-
parasite correlations largely because they have been easy to
study.

Page 90, paragraph 4:

Corbicula fZuminea has recently been found living in Pools
13-15 (J.R. Brice, Hazleton Environmental Services Corporation,
Northbrook, Illinois, personal communication).

Page 92, paragraph 2:

T.O. Claflin (UqLC, personal communication) cautioned
against the automatic assumption that these three stages in the
early biotic development of a deep reservoir can be imputed to
a shallow river-lake. For example, argued Dr. Claflin persua-
sively, the nutrient pulse in stage one is apt to be minor where
(as probably was the case in the UMR valley) the permanently
inundated ground had perennially been flooded; these regular
floods had long since leached many of the nutrients from the
lowland soil.

Page 92, paragraph 4:

Dr. Claflin suggested that loss of macrophytes in impounded
shallows of the UNIR because of accumulation of unstable sediments
now is far less common then macrophytic invasion of shallows.
This situation probably favors mussels as long as it is not an
aspect of utterly lentic waters.

Page 9S, paragraph 2:

Note that Corps activities (channel maintenance and some
construction) are by far the majority of UMR dredging in the
St. Paul District.

Page 102, paragraphs 3 and 5:

T.O. Claflin further cautioned that, once Lake Pepin is
saturated by pollutants, the downstream UNIR will, in effect,
join the Twin Cities Zone. Therefore, Recommendation 3 (p. 114)
should emphatically be applied to the Chippewa and Recovery
Zones, as well.

Page 104, paragraph 3, lines 4-5:

Parker (1979) conclusively demonstrated an instancc of
hypertachytixis, in 3Zebua ro undata (Lamarck).
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Pae 110, pa rag raph 1:

'[he point is that di sturbance by dredging act iv it ies (or
any other unnatural physical contact) can make grav id females
abo rt.

Page 119, paragraph 41, lines 10-11; page 122, paragraph 2,
line 5:

Actual Academy encounters with living Higgins' lye should
be clarified. The Academy crew found I ivin . rn, : 7 2] 2 C

at the Hudson and Prairie du Chien last Chainnel Sites and
examined animals taken alive by commercial clammers from the
Whiskey Rock bed below Lansing,.Iowa. A freshly killed speci-
men twas taken in 1977 fro,;i a "spoil bank" at Brownsville,
Minncsota, though not by Academy personnel. During the study
period the Principal Investigator had occasion to examine
living T. kj, i 'zsi taken by other investigators, notably the
W)NR. The WDNR also found numerous living Higgins' Eye at and
near Prairie du Chien during the summer of 1980, and the Corps
Found one near McMillan Island in August. A grand total of
about two-score animals thus has been found in the St. Paul
h istrict since 1977, but the Academy had little to do with
most of these discoveries.

Pages 125-146:

The foloowing citations should be added to the Bib) io-
graph' section:

Ackerman, ;.L. 197b. Survey of freshwater mussels of the upper
Mississippi River. Upper Mississippi River Conservation
Committee, Davenport, lowa. 9 Pp.

Davis, G.M., and Fuller, S.L.I . 1980. [A new classification
of Nearctic Unionidae.] Malacologia. In press.

].lis, M.M. 1941. Freshwater impoundments. Transactions of
the merican Fisheries Society, 711:80-93.

:uller, S.l.. . 1979b. Letter of IS May 1979 to K. Price.
5 P'p.

Isom, B.G. 1971. Effects of storage and mainstream reservoirs
on benthic macroinvertebrates in the Tennessee Valley.
Pp. 179-191 ": Hlall, C;.F., editor, Reservoir Fisheries
and limnology. American Fisheries Society Special Publi-
cation No. 8:1 511.
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Jorgensen, S.E., and Sharp, R.W., editors. 1971. Proceedings
of a symposium on rare and endangered mollusks (naiades)
of the U.S. United States Department of the Interior,
Fish and Wildlife Service Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, Washington, DC Pp 1-79.

Morishita, I. 1973. Benthonic animal types of the dammed
lakes in Japan. Japanese Journal of Limnology, 34:192-201.

Oesch, R.D. 1981. The naiades of Missouri. Missouri Depart-
ment of Conservation, Jefferson City. In press.

Pennak, R.W. 1978. Fresh-water invertebrates of the United

States. Second edition. Wiley, New York. Pp. 1-803.

Pages 125-126:

"Armitage, et al. (1974)" (p. 125) should appear after
"Armitage (1977b)" (p. 126).

Page 125:

The Elliot (1973) and Obeng (1973) papers cited in the
text appear in Ackermann (1973).

Page 127 (and elsewhere in Bibliography):

"ASB" stands for "The Association of Southeastern Biologists"
in the citation of Bereza et al. (1976) and in the following
works: Fuller (1971), Howe (1980), Parker et al. (1980), Ritchie
et al. (1980), Webb and Dennis (1980), and Zeto (1980).

Page 127:

For "Boss, K.J., Rosewater, J." read "Boss, K.J., Rosewater,
J., and Ruhoff, F.A.".

Pages 128 and 130:

In the citations of Cowley (1977) (p. 128) and "Davis
and Cawley (1975)" (p. 130), for "E.T. Cawley" read "Loras
College".

Page 133:

To the citation of "Fuller (1980b)" add "In: Rasmussen,
J.L., editor. Report of the Thirty-seventh Annual Meeting of
the Upper Mississippi River Conservation Committee. Rock
Island, Illinois".
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To the citation of "Gale (1969)" add "Subsequently distri-
buted by University Microfilms Internation, Ann Arbor and London,
as publication 69-20,642."

In the citation of "Garman, 1888", for "Bull. Ill. St. Lab.
Nat. [list." read "Bulletin of the Illinois State Laboratory of
Natural History".

Page 139:

In the citations National Biocentric (1979a, 1979b, 1979c1,
for "St. Paul, MN" read "St. Paul, Minnesota".

In the citation National Biocentric (1979d), "CSAH" stands
for "County State Aid Highway".

Page 142:

In the citation Shira (1913), for "Economic Circular"
read "Department of Commerce Economic Circular".

Pages 147-15

The following entries should be added to the Glossary section:

-- the universal symbol for the female.

artificial -- unnatural, convenient, as in an artificial classi-
fication (e.g., Exhibit lb, in part) or taxonomic key (e.g.,
Appendix E). See "natural".

asphyxiation -- death caused by oxygen deprivation.

bioassay(s) -- investigation(s) of the effect of a substance
on an organism.

biomass -- the total quantity (usually expressed as weight) of
living matter in a specified group of organisms.

byssus (byssi), byssal -- the thread or threads with which a
juvenile unionid mussel anchors itself to stable substrate.

charged marsupium -- the marsupium when nearly or quite full of
eggs and/or glochidia. See "glochidium" and "marsupium".

climax(es) -- the final stage in the development of a community
of organisms.

conchologist -- one who studies shells of mollusks.
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conchology -- the study or science of molluscan shells. See
"malacology".

couplet -- one of two or more pairs of mutually exclusive choices

in a taxonomic key (e.g., Appendix E).

couplet - choice -- one of the two choices in a couplet.

DO, D.O. -- dissolved oxygen.

drawdown -- a purposeful lowering of water level.

EIS -- environmental impact statement.

eutrophication -- an increas'e in organic nutrients leading to
increases in populations and often in their community.

excyst -- to leave a cyst, as a juvenile mussel when it drops
from its host fish.

extinct -- of or pertaining to a taxon all of whose members
are dead.

extinguish -- to render extinct. See "extirpate".

extripate -- to drive out or kill off locally, not throughout
a taxon's entire geographic range. See "extinguish".

extralimital -- of or pertaining to a taxon at the edge of its
geographical and/or ecological range, i.e., a taxon whose
best development occurs somewhere other than the area under
study.

facultative -- not obligatory.

fall line -- a continuous land promontory that causes falls in
adjoining rivers.

fetch -- the distance traveled, as by wind over water. If the
fetch is great enough, turbulent surface water (e.g., waves)
may result.

fixation -- the hardening of soft ti ue, as by formalin.

gonad -- an organ for producing ova r-- sperms.

mantle -- the tissue that cloaks the body of a mollusk and lines
the inside of the shell (if present).

mantle sheet -- the molluscan mantle within its margins.
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MNDOT -- Minnesota Department of Transportation.

MR -- Mississippi River.

naiadology -- the study or science of freshwater mussels.

natural - in phylogenetic order, as a classification, list or
taxonomic key. See "artificial".

overbank -- of or pertaining to aquatic habitat created by per-
manent lowland flooding during impoundment.

ovum (ova), oval, oviform -- egg.

pisciform -- in the form of a fish.

planktivore -- an organism that feeds on plankton.

quadrulae -- two or more members of the genus QuadruZa (see
Exhibit la).

RR -- railroad.

sub -- a prefix meaning almost, approximately, and/or smaller
than.

subfossil -- of or pertaining to biological remains (ususally
bones or shells) that are not yet fully mineralized; a
very old empty mussel shell. See "bone".

trematodiasis -- disease caused by infestation with flukes, a
group of parasitic flatworms (Platyhelminthes: Trematoda).

UM -- Upper Mississippi.

Unionicolidae, unionicolid -- the family of water-mites that
are symbiotic (usually as parasites) in freshwater mussels.

USEPA -- United States Environmental Protection Agency.

vector(s), vector -- an organism that serves to spread another
organism.

white water(s) white-water -- turbulent, usually foaming water,
as in rapids.

zoogeographic -- of or pertaining to the geographic distribution
of animals.
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Page 155, unionidae:

The unionidae further should be distinguished from the only
other characteristically freshwater families of Nearctic bivalves:
Corbiculidae (sole representative: the exotic CorbicuZa fZuminea
(MUller), the Asiatic Clam) and Sphaeriidae (pill, pea, and
fingernail clams). These families do not exhibit a nacreous
layer in their shells.
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